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This was the starting assumption behind the Building Capacity to Use Research Evidence (BCURE) programme –  
a £15.7 million initiative funded by the UK Department for International Development (DFID) from 2013–17. 
This report presents the findings of the three-year realist evaluation of BCURE.

Headline Findings 
 Working with governments to build capacity for evidence use 
requires a politically informed and multidimensional approach. 
Capacity gaps should be viewed as just one element of a tapestry of 
factors that block or disincentivise evidence-informed policymaking.

First, evidence use is inherently political. It is often constrained in low and 
middle-income countries by authoritarian, politicised and fragmented 
institutions, which are hobbled by financial constraints, low technical or policy 
experience among civil servants and high levels of corruption. Despite these 
challenges, many countries are embarking on reforms that create momentum 
for evidence-informed policy. Building capacity for evidence use means thinking 
and working politically to harness these windows of opportunity, and effectively 
navigating political economy constraints that can undermine meaningful 

reform. Second, changing ways of working requires thinking beyond ‘skills’ to 
build capacity at multiple levels of complex government systems. Individual 
capacity (in terms of knowledge, skills, confidence and commitment) is the 
bedrock of effective evidence use, but programmes also need to harness 
organisational processes, management support and wider incentives for people 
to change ways of working, and make sure interventions join up to have a 
system-wide effect. Finally, external partners should accompany change, not 
impose it. Government reform processes are unpredictable and highly context-
specific, meaning that it is rarely clear at the outset what will work. Success 
is more likely when programmes accompany government partners through 
a process of change in a flexible, tailored and collaborative way, rather than 
providing ad hoc support through one-off activities.

Executive Summary

Evidence is crucial to successful policymaking. However, in many low and 
middle-income countries, policy makers lack the capacity to effectively 
access, appraise and apply research when making decisions.

“ “
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About BCURE
BCURE consisted of six linked capacity building projects across 12 low and 
middle-income countries in Africa and Asia. Each used different interventions 
to build capacity for evidence use, designed and combined in different ways 
– including training, mentoring, technical support to develop evidence tools 
and guidelines, learning exchanges and policy dialogues. Projects ranged in 
scope and scale, from working in single ministries to working across whole 
government systems. The evaluation focused on BCURE’s work in six countries: 
Bangladesh, Kenya, Pakistan, Zimbabwe, Sierra Leone and South Africa.

About the evaluation
The evaluation used a realist approach to explore how and why capacity 
building for evidence-informed policymaking works and does not work, 
for whom, to what extent, in what respects and in what circumstances. It 
encompassed annual internal programme evaluations of the six BCURE projects, 
a literature review, an impact case study of a non-BCURE capacity building 
initiative, and annual synthesis reports. This final report summarises insights 
from across these components. Findings are based largely on qualitative 
interviews with more than 500 stakeholders over three years, including BCURE 
programme staff, participants in BCURE activities, non-participating colleagues 
and managers, high-level government officials, and civil society stakeholders. 
The evaluation also draws on BCURE monitoring data and programme 
documentation, and where possible government documents such as  
policy products.

Evaluation key facts

3  
years

3  
stages of data 
collection and 
analysis

6 
countries

15 

country reports

567  
stakeholders consulted

The evaluation used a realist approach to explore 
how and why capacity building for evidence-informed 
policymaking works and does not work, for whom, 
to what extent, in what respects and in what 
circumstances

Put arrow 
here and 
link to p.17

Put arrow here and link to p.3
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What did BCURE achieve?
BCURE took three main routes to promoting evidence-informed policy 
making, at different levels of government. We have termed these ‘impact 
pathways’, which tell the story of how and why BCURE projects influenced a 
sequence of outcomes towards the desired impact. We hope these can provide 
a broad, non-prescriptive road map for future programmes working to build 
capacity for evidence use in government settings.

Impact pathway 1   Support to a single ministry or unit

Impact pathway 2   Working at a government-wide scale

Impact pathway 3   Support to parliament

It is too early to judge whether any impact pathway is ‘better’ than others. 
BCURE was only four years long – a very short time to observe change in 
government behaviour and processes, and too early to assess how far BCURE 
contributed to a step change in the use of evidence. The key lessons below 
suggest that the choice of approach should be based on an assessment of 
where political dynamics offer potential to catalyse change, and where existing 
relationships and networks can give an external partner a ‘way in.’

The evaluation noted three different levels of success across the impact pathways:

• Significant progress towards catalysing change at scale: Bangladesh and 
Sierra Leone (cross-government) and Kenya (Parliament). These projects 
involved ‘top down’ activities to establish procedures and incentives for 
evidence use at an organisational level, combined with ‘bottom up’ capacity 
building for technical staff – a model that appears to have significant 
potential to catalyse long-term progress towards improved evidence use. 
However, the findings are tentative across all three settings, and although 
there is strong evidence of senior-level ownership it is too early to tell 
whether early progress will continue. This depends on continued political 
leadership, high-level incentives and resource mobilisation – all potentially 
fragile and subject to change.

• Pockets of success around specific policy processes and capacitated 
units in single ministry settings: Kenya, Zimbabwe, Pakistan and South 
Africa. Across most BCURE projects, there are examples of improved 
capacity at an organisational level, or good quality policy pilots or tools that 
have showcased the value of evidence use and have been adopted by a 
government unit. This happened where projects identified clear windows of 
opportunity and provided collaborative support within settings where there 
were existing incentives for change. However, these examples did not add 
up to system-level change to embed evidence use, which may impede their 
long-term influence.

• Ad hoc and ‘one dimensional’ change: all six projects and all three 
impact pathways. Across the BCURE portfolio, there are many examples 
of individuals applying new knowledge and skills within specific policy 
processes as a result of capacity support from BCURE – but while these are 
important demonstrations of individual behaviour change, they are ad hoc 
and unlikely to add up to a step change. At an institutional level, in Pakistan, 
training on evidence-informed policymaking was adopted into national civil 
service training – but while this was a significant achievement, it was not 
joined up to other activities or broader reforms so has limited chance of 
contributing to a step change on its own.

BCURE was only four years long – a very short time 
to observe change in government behaviour and 
processes, and too early to assess how far BCURE 
contributed to a step change in the use of evidence

Arrow 
linking to 
page with 
the simple 
impact 
pathway 
diagram

Arrow linking to page  
with the simple impact 
 pathway diagram
Arrow linking to page  
with the simple impact  
pathway diagram
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How and why can capacity building improve evidence-
informed policy making?
Programmes aiming to build capacity for evidence use are often designed 
around specific activities, such as training or technical support. Our findings 
suggest the need to instead begin by considering the key ways of working and 
mechanisms (or change processes) that underpin success – and then think 
through how best to catalyse these in a particular context. We have identified 
six lessons on how and why capacity building can improve evidence-informed 
policymaking:

Lesson 1: BCURE highlights the importance of thinking and 
working politically

All six BCURE projects were superficially a good fit with government agendas 
around evidence-informed policy making, with some level of demand from 
senior leaders, and were tailored to align with ministry requirements through 
needs assessments. However, scoping activities should have looked beyond ‘face 
value’ statements of interest, and considered deeper internal political economy 
dynamics within ministries which shaped the potential for catalysing change. 

BCURE had greater success in catalysing the key mechanisms where partners 
located an entry point in a sector or government institution where there 
was existing interest in evidence, clear incentives for reform, and a mandate 
for promoting evidence use; took advantage of a window of opportunity for 
partnership and reform, often building on existing institutional credibility 
and relationships to gain a foot in the door; and nurtured relationships with 
individual champions who acted as ‘gatekeepers’ and ‘cheerleaders’ for the 
programme.

Mechanisms underpinning success in BCURE
 

Accompaniment: where an external partner provides  
tailored, flexible and responsive support to a government 
institution through a process of reform, characterised by a  
high level of trust.

Self-efficacy: where providing information, opportunities to 
practise skills, coaching or technical support builds individuals’ 
confidence in their ability to do their jobs or achieve a 
particular goal.

Facilitation: where an evidence tool, system or process 
facilitates government officials to do their jobs or undertake a 
task more easily or efficiently.

Reinforcement: where rewards or other forms of control 
create incentives that motivate officials to work in a 
particular way. Positive reinforcement includes rewards 
and encouragement, while negative reinforcement includes 
reminders, audits and mandatory requirements.

Showcasing: where good examples of evidence tools or 
processes demonstrate the value of an evidence-informed 
approach, which leads to them being adopted elsewhere.

Adoption: where senior government stakeholders decide 
to adopt a new evidence tool, system or process to help 
standardise evidence-informed policymaking within a 
government institution. This can be on a small or a large scale.

Critical mass: where changes in practice among a sufficient 
number of government officials diffuse out to influence 
colleagues’ behaviour, and the rate of adoption of new 
behaviours becomes self-sustaining. 
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Lesson 2: Programmes should 
accompany change, not impose it

BCURE had most success where projects 
‘accompanied’ government partners in a flexible, 
tailored, collaborative way that promoted 
ownership, and strengthened partner capacity 
through ‘learning-by-doing’. This was possible 
where government partners already had a mandate 
to promote evidence use, or where BCURE had 
built up relationships and trust through previous 
activities that led to an invitation to accompany 
policy processes.

 Accompaniment is not straightforward, and 
projects are likely to face numerous blockages 
that need to be navigated, including frequent staff 
rotations, corruption scandals, and changes in 
government priorities. In order for programmes 
to work in this way, there needs to be sufficient 
flexibility in the contracting model, to allow 
partners to respond nimbly to challenges and 
opportunities.

Lesson 3: Changing behaviour requires 
more than building skills through 
training

All six BCURE projects used training as a key 
intervention, but there were marked differences 
in the extent to which trainees were able to 
apply their learning. Where BCURE led to more 
routine changes in evidence access, appraisal and 
use, this was often because projects succeeded in 
catalysing multiple mechanisms together: building 
self-efficacy, providing tools that facilitated staff 
to do their jobs more easily, and tapping into or 
generating organisational incentives to reinforce 
behaviour change. In many cases, training did not 
lead to change in practice as a result of a broader 
environment unconducive to evidence-informed 
ways of working, and issues with training design 
and implementation. 

The evaluation highlights the importance of 
following good practice in adult learning theory. 
Behaviour change is more likely where activities 
are closely targeted to individuals who can apply 
their learning because it is directly relevant to their 
day-to-day work, where follow-up support helps 
embed learning, and where training is practical 
and participatory, uses local case studies or live 
policy examples, and is delivered by good quality 
facilitators who understand the specific sector as 
well as the broader national context.

Lesson 4: Catalysing a ‘critical mass’ of 
evidence users requires specific and 
targeted strategies

A common assumption in BCURE was that training 
a ‘critical mass’ of individuals would diffuse out to 
influence broader change. However, even where 
BCURE succeeded in changing behaviour, there is 
limited suggestion that this influenced people’s 
colleagues or managers. The evidence relating to 
this mechanism is therefore limited, although some 
tentative lessons can be inferred. 

First, if training is not directly relevant or there are 
missing incentives and organisational structures 
to support evidence use, then individuals may be 
unable to apply their learning in the first place, 
and so there is little prospect of them influencing 
others. Second, if individuals are too scattered 
across siloed units and divisions then this dilutes 
their opportunity to influence. Third, if officials 
are based in a unit that has limited power and 
resources, or if the programme works only with 
technical staff but not their managers or senior 
decision makers, this limits the possibility of 
influencing senior-level attitudes or behaviours. 

Building in an explicit ‘training of trainers’ strategy, 
supported by a ‘clustering’ approach where 
individuals from the same unit are targeted, 
may help trainees develop social connections to 
provide mutual support, or act as a ‘focal point’ for 
promoting new ways of working.

BCURE had most success where projects 
‘accompanied’ government partners in a 
flexible, tailored, collaborative way
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Lesson 5: Supporting practical tools or policy pilots can 
showcase the value of evidence

Several BCURE partners provided practical support to policy processes, or 
helped develop tools that enabled officials to engage with evidence more 
easily. This proved one of the most successful interventions, leading to new 
tools and evidence-informed policies in Kenya, Bangladesh, Pakistan and South 
Africa. Success was due to BCURE partners identifying an entry point where 
there was a real need to solve a policy or service delivery problem, and the 
potential to build on existing work and partnerships and leverage external 
resources. It proved essential to secure high-level support for the process, and 
involve stakeholders at the right level of seniority and with the right technical 
and interpersonal skills, from within and outside government. 

Where BCURE provided hands-on support to co-produce policies and tools 
(through a model of ‘accompaniment’), rather than developing the tools 
themselves, this helped ensure ownership and in turn made adoption of the 
resulting tool or process more likely – and it also supported ‘learning-by-doing,’ 
helping participants embed skills gained through training.

Lesson 6: Promoting ‘genuine’ adoption of reforms is essential 
for sustainable change

Where a programme aims to build capacity for evidence use, the goal should 
be to promote formal adoption of a new process, tool or practice, and ensure 
it is supported and resourced by senior managers – in order for this to continue 
incentivising behaviour change once the programme ends. 

BCURE succeeded in catalysing ‘small-scale adoption’ of new tools or guidelines 
in specific units or sectors, including in South Africa and Pakistan. In these 
countries tools proved genuinely useful to officials’ work, senior managers 
could see their value, and there was a clear institutional home for the tools as 
well as resources for scale-up. 

‘Large-scale adoption’ involved rolling out a new system or process on a 
government-wide scale. For example, courses on effective evidence use were 
adopted into training institutes in Bangladesh and Pakistan, through the support 
of high-level champions in contexts with an established culture of civil service 
training. However, embedding training in this way carries risks, as it dilutes 
the factors found to catalyse individual behaviour change through shortening 
training courses, watering down the targeting, and stripping out follow-up 
support. 

BCURE also catalysed large-scale adoption of government-wide tools and 
procedures to support evidence use in Bangladesh and Sierra Leone. However, 
there is a real risk in both countries that adoption will happen on paper but not 
in practice. ‘Genuine’ adoption requires ongoing government ownership and 
access to resources beyond the project, as high-level incentives shift and new 
opportunities rise and fall in dynamic political environments.

Supporting practical tools or policy pilots proved one of the  
most successful interventions, leading to new tools and 
evidence-informed policies in Kenya, Bangaldesh, Pakistan  
and South Africa



Building Capacity to Use Research Evidence (BCURE): what worked? Lessons from the evaluation

This was the starting assumption behind BCURE.
The evaluation investigated how, why and for 
whom capacity building worked and didn’t work 
across the BCURE projects.

Thinking and working politically

Programmes need to understand the 
political and power dynamics that 
affect evidence use in government.

Accompanying rather than imposing change

BCURE was more successful when partners 
‘accompanied’ government partners through 
a flexible, tailored, collaborative approach that 
promoted ownership.

Working at multiple levels of the system

Individual capacity is the bedrock for effective 
evidence-informed policy making – but 
programmes also need to strengthen systems, 
develop tools, and nurture champions.

Facilitation
Example: In Pakistan, 
BCURE developed data 

visualisation tools to help front line 
service providers understand what 
was happening on the ground – for 
example a dashboard showing tax 
collection by area, which helped 
officials manage staffing and 
performance. 

Reinforcement 
Example: In Sierra 
Leone, BCURE supported 

new Cabinet-level processes and 
templates, making it mandatory for 
line ministries to consider evidence 
in policy submissions. A new unit 
with the mandate to follow up on 
implementation created further 
pressure to comply. 

Showcasing
Example: In South Africa, 
BCURE helped produce 

an ‘evidence map’ that gathered 
together diverse sources relating 
to human settlements. Learning 
was shared through reports and 
workshops, leading to demand for 
further maps by various ministries.

Across the three impact pathways, success followed when BCURE managed to activate a combination of 
‘mechanisms’ (change processes). These led to changes in skills, attitudes, behaviour and systems, which laid 

the foundations for more routine use of evidence in government.

Self-efficacy
Example: In Zimbabwe, 
training built officials’ 

confidence to use evidence in the 
Ministry of Youth, helping them 
work more effectively in their 
new roles as officers in a recently-
established research unit.

“Evidence is crucial to successful policy making. 
However, in many low and middle-income countries, 
policy makers lack the capacity to effectively access, 
appraise and apply research when making decisions.”

1

2

3

4

The BCURE partners took three broad entry points – or impact pathways 
–  to working with government on evidence-informed policy making. 

In order to build capacity for evidence use we found 
three ‘ways of working’ that underpined success in BCURE:

Single ministry or unit Across government Parliament

Link

Outer circle represents outcomes that are important to drive routine 
evidence use, but were not a core focus of the evaluation

Critical Mass
Example: In Kenya, 
officials in the Ministry 

of Health cascaded their learning 
from BCURE through adapting the 
training curriculum, mobilising 
financial support from a separate 
funder, and training county 
level policy makers in evidence-
informed policy making.

Adoption
Example: In Bangladesh, 
BCURE piloted an 

evidence training course that was 
adopted nationally and will reach 
thousands of civil servants each 
year. BCURE also co-developed 
evidence-informed policy making 
guidelines, which have been 
adopted by Cabinet with the 
intention of rolling them out 
across all government ministries. 
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1. Introduction 

This report presents summative findings from the independent realist evaluation of the Building 
Capacity to Use Research Evidence (BCURE) programme. It explores how and why capacity building 
for evidence-informed policymaking (EIPM) works and does not work, for whom, to what extent, in 
what respects and in what circumstances. 

The £15.7 million BCURE programme aimed to improve the use of evidence in decision making in 
low and middle-income countries. It ran from 2013 to 2017, funded by the UK Department for 
International Development (DFID), and was made up of six linked projects implemented across 12 
countries in Africa and Asia, as well as a number of additional countries reached through 
international networking and small-grant initiatives. Each project used different combinations of 
capacity development interventions to support policymakers, government officials and 
parliamentarians to develop skills, knowledge and systems in order to improve the use of evidence 
in decision making. 

The BCURE evaluation was funded by DFID, conducted by an independent evaluation team from 
Itad, and ran from 2014 to 2017, in parallel with the programme. The evaluation had a focus on 
both learning and accountability, as expressed in its two key aims (see Annex 1): 

▪ To strengthen the global evidence base on the effectiveness of capacity building approaches to 
support evidence-informed policy. 

▪ To evaluate the effectiveness and value for money of the six BCURE programmes. 

The evaluation encompassed annual internal programme evaluations of the six BCURE programmes, 
a literature review, an impact case study of a non-BCURE capacity building initiative, and annual 
synthesis reports on how and why capacity building for evidence use works or not in different 
contexts. This final report summarises insights from across all of these components. 

The main intended users are BCURE’s managing team at DFID’s Research and Evidence Division and 
the partners responsible for delivering BCURE, to inform future programmes. Insights are also of 
relevance to various other DFID-funded programmes, including national and sector-specific public 
sector reform and service delivery support interventions, programmes developing evidence bases of 
‘what works’ in various sectors, and ‘think tank’ and research systems strengthening programmes. 
Finally, we hope the findings will be of interest to a wide audience of donors, funders, 
commissioners and implementers working on promoting capacity for EIPM in numerous fields, 
including research and evidence utilisation, governance, and public management and 
administration. Further details on key audiences and the communications strategy are contained in 
Annex 3. 

The report does not provide a performance assessment of the BCURE projects individually, or of 
BCURE as a whole. It draws primarily from case studies of BCURE’s work in six of the twelve focal 
countries, selected to reflect a range of more and less favourable settings for EIPM. This allowed in-
depth analysis of how and why the programme has and has not worked in specific contexts, but 
does not reflect the whole of what has been achieved across the programme. It also does not 
provide a holistic story of each of the BCURE projects. Project performance has been discussed in 
annual programme evaluations which are internal to DFID – headline findings are summarised in 
published BCURE Annual Reports available on the DFID website. 

This report is not a ‘typical’ evaluation report, with findings structured against evaluation 
questions. It is a synthesis product, drawing on a large number of detailed country-level reports 
conducted over three years. In order to draw out the key messages from this complex programme as 
clearly as possible for the readers, we have identified three ‘impact pathways’ that represent 

https://devtracker.dfid.gov.uk/projects/GB-1-203778
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specific routes taken by BCURE projects to work within government: single ministry, cross-
government, and support to Parliament. The impact pathways present the sequence of outcomes, 
mechanisms, key approaches and interventions that underpinned success in the BCURE 
programmes. The report is structured around these impact pathways, providing a rich and context-
specific explanation of how and why capacity support through BCURE has (and has not) promoted 
evidence use through entry points at different levels. 

The report is structured as follows: 

▪ Section 2 presents the evaluation approach and methodology. 

▪ Section 3 describes the six BCURE projects, the country contexts in the settings visited for the 
evaluation, and the evaluation’s theory about how and why BCURE was expected to lead to 
change, including an explanation of the three impact pathways. 

▪ Section 4 outlines three cross-cutting ways of working that were found to underpin success 
across BCURE, drawing links to relevant wider literature. 

▪ Section 5, Section 6 and Section 7 present the evaluation findings, structured in line with the 
three impact pathways. These sections represent the core of the report, where the evidence on 
how far, how and why BCURE projects contributed to improved EIPM is unpacked and explored in 
depth. 

▪ Section 8 concludes, and presents the evaluation’s revised and tested theories about how and 
why capacity building can contribute to EIPM. 

▪ Section 9 draws out lessons for future programmes. 

Throughout the report, various ‘spotlight’ sections also draw out cross-cutting findings from the 
BCURE portfolio. 

▪ Spotlight 1. BCURE’s approach to gender, equity and social inclusion 

▪ Spotlight 2. How and why can training support evidence informed policymaking?  

▪ Spotlight 3. Creating spaces for conversation through networks, policy dialogues, knowledge 
cafes and learning events 

▪ Spotlight 4. Establishing a sustainable national actor through ‘learning-by-doing’ 
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2. Evaluation design and methodology 

The evaluation design and methodology is summarised below. Further details are provided in 
Annex 3. 

2.1 Evaluation questions 

The BCURE evaluation addresses two overarching evaluation questions (EQs). These are based on 
the questions posed in the Terms of Reference (Annex 1), revised in the inception phase following 
discussions with DFID. 

1. How effective are the BCURE projects in achieving their stated outcome of increasing the use of 
evidence in public sector decision making, and influencing longer-term changes in policy 
quality? 

2. How and why does capacity building for evidence use work and not work, for whom, to what 
extent, in what respects and in what circumstances? 

More specific evaluation questions have been developed at each stage of the evaluation (see 
Annex 3), adjusted in line with revisions to the design. At Stage 3, it was decided to focus on a 
smaller number of ‘priority outcomes’ rather than investigate all of the anticipated outcomes across 
the BCURE projects. The revised EQs were as follows: 

Figure 1. Logical flow of the EQs 

To what extent have priority outcomes 
been realised and for whom, and how 
sustainable are they? 

1. Have the theorised changes 
happened? 

▪ How far have these changes 
occurred across different sub-
groups and organisations etc., 
reflecting on gender and equity 
issues? 

▪ How sustainable are the 
changes? 

2. How significant was BCURE’s 
contribution to priority outcomes, 
alongside the contribution of non-
BCURE factors? 

▪ What is the evidence that BCURE 
contributed to causing the 
observed changes, and what is 
the evidence that non-BCURE 
factors contributed? 

▪ What is the relative importance 
of BCURE and non-BCURE factors 
in explaining the observed 
changes? 
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3. How and why did BCURE contribute or fail to contribute to priority outcomes? 

▪ Through which mechanisms, enabled by which features of the intervention and features of 
the (individual, interpersonal, organisational and institutional) context, did BCURE contribute 
to the observed changes? 

To answer the three EQs, the Stage 3 evaluation gathered and analysed evidence from various 
sources against country-level theories of change, to judge the extent to which an expected outcome 
had emerged (EQ 1), the extent to which BCURE contributed to this outcome (EQ 2), and how, why, 
for whom and in what circumstances the outcome had and had not happened (EQ 3). Figure 1 
depicts the logical flow of the evaluation questions. As agreed with the evaluation Steering 
Committee, the evaluation questions were framed around case-specific priority outcomes and thus 
were answered at the level of the internal country case study reports. This overview report provides 
summary comparative judgements across the cases in relation to the EQs, but its purpose is not to 
answer the questions at a portfolio level. 

2.2 Approach to answering the evaluation questions 

BCURE worked in complex government contexts, with myriad contextual conditions influencing 
potential outcomes. These included diverse historical institutional trajectories; varied political and 
economic conditions, government systems and organisational cultures; and a wide range of 
participant characteristics (individuals’ identities, gender and ethnicities). Quasi-experimental and 
counterfactual approaches are unsuited to evaluating this type of programme, as there is no 
possibility of establishing a control group or comparator (Stern et al., 2012). In addition, BCURE was 
likely to be just one of a number of factors influencing change in complex government systems, 
giving rise to the ‘attribution problem’ – the challenge of attributing a particular change to a 
particular programme when other factors are also contributing (Wimbush et al., 2012). 

In order to address these challenges and answer the evaluation questions, the evaluation adopted a 
realist evaluation approach, drawing on elements of contribution analysis and taking a political 
economy lens. 

Realist evaluation 

A realist approach was selected because the primary aim of the evaluation was to strengthen the 
evidence base on how capacity building can promote EIPM, to inform decisions within and beyond 
DFID about whether to fund and how to design this type of programme in future. DFID was 
interested in understanding not just whether BCURE worked but also how and why capacity building 
can contribute to increased use of evidence in policymaking in the very different contexts in which 
the programme is operating (EQ 3). Realist evaluation meets these objectives through opening up 
the ‘black box’ between BCURE interventions and outcomes, by developing and testing programme 
theory (an explanation of how, why and in what contexts interventions lead to particular outcomes – 
see Box 1). 

Programme theory consists of linked sets of hypotheses about the mechanisms that cause an 
intervention to work or not work in particular contexts, to lead to specific outcomes. These 
hypotheses are known as ‘context–mechanism–outcome’ or CMO configurations (see Box 1) – the 
core analytical units of realist evaluation (Pawson and Tilley, 1997; Wong et al., 2013). The 
evaluation team decided to incorporate features of the intervention as an additional element to our 
CMO configurations, in order to separate out features that are inherent in or under the control of 
the programme (such as training design or length) from contextual factors that are not (such as 
professional incentives to participate in training) when considering what might ‘spark’ a particular 
mechanism. This gives us the formulation C+I+M=O (CIMOs), used throughout this report. 
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Realist evaluation encompasses three broad stages: developing theory, testing theory and refining 
theory. These are iterative rather than linear; theory is developed, tested, refined and tested again 
as knowledge accumulates. Figure 2 provides an overview of the evaluation design. 

Figure 2. Application of a realist approach in the BCURE evaluation 

 
 

Box 1: Context, mechanism, outcome and programme theory 

Mechanisms are the causal forces, powers, processes or interactions that generate change within an 
intervention – including the choices, reasoning and decisions people make as a result of the resources 
the programme provides. An intervention such as a training course is not a mechanism. The mechanism 
is the ‘thing’ that explains why training changes behaviour (or does not) in a particular setting. 

Mechanisms are triggered only in certain contexts. Contextual factors may include individual 
characteristics that affect how people respond to opportunities (e.g. gender, ethnicity, education); 
interpersonal factors that affect trust and buy-in (relationships between stakeholders and programme 
implementers); institutional factors (the rules, norms and culture of the organisation in which the 
intervention is implemented); and infrastructural factors – the wider social, economic, political and 
cultural setting of the programme (Pawson and Tilley, 2004). 

Outcomes refer to intended and unintended short-, medium- and long-term changes resulting from an 
intervention. 

A CMO configuration is a theory or hypothesis about how a particular mechanism works in a specific 
context to lead to an outcome. They can usually be read as sentences – for example, ‘Where training 
content is directly relevant to a person’s day job (C), providing information about how evidence can 
improve policymaking can spark an “eye-opener” in which trainees recognise how evidence can add 
value (M), leading to increased use of evidence in their day-to-day work (O)’. 

A realist programme theory explains ‘(some of) how and why, in the “real world”, a programme 
“works”, for whom, to what extent and in which contexts’ (Wong et al., 2016). A realist programme 
theory is a variation on a theory of change (ToC), which explicitly spells out the causal links between 
outcomes as CMO configurations. Factors that would be presented as ‘assumptions’ in a traditional ToC 
are embedded into CMOs, as contextual factors and/or conditions necessary for mechanisms to fire. 
Some ToC approaches also include ‘risks to assumptions’ – that is, factors that will prevent the 
assumptions from holding true. Again, realist programme theory integrates this into the CMO testing, 
by explaining the contextual or intervention factors that block mechanisms from operating. 

Sources: Pawson and Tilley, 1997; Westhorp, 2014; Punton et al., 2016b 
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The first iteration of the BCURE theory drew on the evaluation team’s existing knowledge and 
professional hunches about the nature of capacity building, and how capacity building can 
contribute to evidence use in policymaking. This was used to shape the research questions for the 
BCURE literature review, which identified additional theories in the wider literature about how 
capacity building can contribute to EIPM. These were used to develop our first iteration of CIMO 
configurations. Stages 1 and 2 of the evaluation then began to test and refine these CIMOs, 
contributing to a revised programme theory at each stage. At Stage 3, a prioritised set of theories 
have been tested and revised for a final time, and are presented in this report. Annex 4 contains a 
full explanation of how the BCURE theory has evolved over time, and lists the CIMOs tested at  
Stage 3. 

Contribution analysis 

In order to answer EQ 2, the Stage 3 evaluation drew on elements of contribution analysis – a 
theory-based evaluation approach that provides a systematic way to arrive at credible causal claims 
about a programme’s contribution to change. This allows a robust assessment of cause and effect 
when it is not practical to design an experiment to measure the attribution of a particular change to 
a particular programme (Mayne, 2012). The six steps of contribution analysis1 provided a framework 
to help prioritise outcomes and causal links to investigate during Stage 3, and assess the 
contribution of the programme alongside the role of other factors, as follows: 

▪ A country-level ToC was developed for each case study, allowing the underlying causal logic to be 
unpacked. 

▪ Evidence from earlier stages of the evaluation was assembled, in order to assess the strength of 
the existing contribution story, and identify weaknesses and gaps. 

▪ Priority outcomes and causal links to focus on at Stage 3 were then selected, based on a 
consideration of their importance to the overall contribution story, and utility and importance to 
stakeholders (Lemire et al, 2012). 

▪ Evidence about the extent of BCURE contribution was then collected through country case 
studies, including through incorporating questions about contribution in the interview topic 
guides, and examining other explanations for observed outcomes through the political economy 
lens. 

▪ The country case study analysis then involved a systematic assessment on the extent of BCURE 
contribution against the country-level ToCs, described further below. 

Political economy lens 

The Stage 3 evaluation aimed to incorporate a stronger understanding of how political economy 
issues affect evidence use in policymaking, in order to unpack non-BCURE drivers of outcomes (EQ 2) 
and incorporate political economy dimensions into our explanations of why BCURE contributed or 
failed to contribute to outcomes – that is, the ‘C’ in CIMOs (EQ 3). A light touch political economy 
analysis (PEA) exercise was conducted at both country-level (to identify key overarching factors and 
trends influencing policymaking and evidence use) and sector (looking at the sectors targeted by the 
BCURE partner), as part of each country case study. This was guided by a framework incorporating a 
checklist of PEA questions, drawing from various pragmatic PEA tools. The questions were used to 
structure an initial review conducted by the national consultant prior to data collection, drawing on 
secondary data sources (see Annex 5). Further information was then collected through primary 
interviews with sectoral experts and government stakeholders during the main data collection stage. 

                                                           
1 These six steps are: setting out the cause-effect issue to be addressed; developing a theory of change; gathering existing 
evidence on the theory of change; assembling and assessing the contribution story and challenges to it; seeking out 
additional evidence; revising and strengthening the contribution story (Mayne, 2011). 
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2.3 Evaluation components 

The evaluation had four main components: 

1. Annual programme evaluations of BCURE-funded projects, incorporating primary data 
collection within one country (the ‘country case study’), and analysis of monitoring and 
implementation documents from all country contexts. At Stage 3, the evaluation refocused its 
resources to conduct four evaluations instead of six, and limited its analysis to these four 
countries only. This allowed the team to investigate a smaller number of priority outcomes in 
more depth. 

2. A realist literature review, synthesising published papers and grey literature related to capacity 
building for EIPM. 

3. An impact case study, consisting of additional primary research on a similar intervention to 
BCURE that had been running for a longer period of time, in order to provide evidence on how 
capacity building for EIPM contributes to longer-term improvements in policy quality (the 
ultimate goal of the BCURE programme). 

4. A synthesis of findings, drawing together insights on how and why capacity building for 
evidence use works or does not work in different contexts. 

Data collection and synthesis was repeated each year for three years to enable the evaluation to 
track programme results over time, and iteratively test and refine our theories about how and why 
particular outcomes have occurred in different contexts – see Figure 1 above. The four components 
are described in more detail below. 

Component 1. Programme evaluations and country case studies 

During Stage 1 and 2 of the evaluation, programme evaluation reports were produced for each of 
the six BCURE projects.2 At Stage 3 it was agreed with the Steering Committee that the evaluation 
would conduct four ‘country case studies’ instead of six programme evaluations, to enable a focus 
on ‘depth’ rather than ‘breadth’. The reports performed two functions: 

1. Providing internal management reports for each project, which verified outcomes identified by 
the BCURE programme monitoring data (and identified additional outcomes); generated an 
assessment on programme effectiveness, value for money, sustainability and programme 
contribution to change; and captured key lessons and recommendations in order to inform 
decision making. 

2. Collecting data on how and why BCURE projects contributed to different patterns of 
outcomes. This data was then fed into the synthesis, in order to identify, test and refine theories 
about how and why capacity building does and does not lead to change. 

Each programme evaluation/country case study consisted of an independent review of secondary 
monitoring data and implementation documents produced by the project team, and primary data 
collection by the evaluation team within one of the countries targeted by the project. Over the 
course of the evaluation, 15 programme reports have been produced (five programme evaluations 
at Stage 1, six at Stage 2, and four country case studies at Stage 3). These are all internal to DFID. 

  

                                                           
2 Only five reports were produced at Stage 1, as the Ecorys project had not yet commenced. 
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Country selection 

Case study countries were selected using case replication logic (Yin, 2003), based on 
a high-level mapping looking at how far BCURE target countries were favourable or 
challenging environments for EIPM. The selected country case studies represented a 
range of more and less favourable contexts (detailed in Annex 3.4.2). Pragmatic 
considerations of security and access also informed the final selection. At Stage 3, the 
evaluation focused on four of the original six countries, in order to allow a more in-
depth exploration.  

  

Country-level theory of change 

At Stage 3, country-level theories of change (ToCs) were used as an overarching 
frame for each country case study. The ToCs provided a focal point for identifying 
priority outcomes and sectors for investigation at Stage 3, helped identify political 
economy factors that may affect outcomes, and then provided a structure to the 
data collection and analysis. This focused on exploring the extent to which priority 
outcomes in the ToC had been realised or not (EQ 1), BCURE’s contribution to these 
outcomes (EQ 2), and testing our theories (CIMOs) about how and why BCURE 
contributed or failed to contribute (EQ 3).  

 

Sampling approach 

In a realist evaluation, decisions about sampling are driven by a consideration of who 
the researchers need to talk to in order to test their theory. Our sampling approach 
was therefore purposive, and iteratively developed between Stages 1 and 3 and 
within stages based on the evolving programme theory and CIMOs. Respondents 
were identified using previous samples, stakeholder lists, monitoring data, staff 
recommendations, and snowball sampling (through recommendations of interview 
respondents), according to their relationship to BCURE, their role in the government 
system, their ability to comment on our CIMOs and their relationships to each other. 
We aimed to triangulate evidence across a range of different stakeholders, through 
comparing insights from project participants with insights from knowledgeable 
‘outsiders’, and through interviewing participants along with their line managers or 
colleagues. Each programme evaluation consulted up to 30 stakeholders at each of 
Stages 1 and 2, and each country case study consulted up to 60 stakeholders at Stage 
3. In total, 567 stakeholders were consulted across six countries and over three years. 
Respondents included programme staff and implementing partners, participants in 
BCURE activities and non-participating colleagues and managers, high-level 
stakeholders with an insight into how the government system operates, and 
stakeholders from civil society and other external vantage points. Many stakeholders 
were consulted over multiple years, allowing change to be tracked over time. See 
Annex 3.4.3 for more details. 
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Data collection sources and methods 

The country case studies drew on exploratory workshops with BCURE implementing 
partner staff, semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders, and independent 
reviews of programme monitoring data and implementation documents produced by 
the BCURE partners. This documentation included pre- and post-training course test 
data, participant feedback on various programme activities, Memoranda of 
Understanding with government partners, activity reports, meeting minutes, and 
case studies written by BCURE partners. 

Where possible, the evaluation also drew on relevant government documentation, 
such as policy documents, tools and policies developed in collaboration with BCURE 
partners, and examples of evidence application by programme participants. 

 

Data analysis methods 

Primary and secondary data was extracted into various analysis spreadsheets in 
Microsoft Excel, which facilitated the coding of data by EQ and CIMO. This provided a 
systematic catalogue of evidence, enabling country case study leads to transparently 
assess the strength of evidence behind particular changes, make a judgement about 
BCURE contribution, and identify how and why changes were thought to have come 
about through developing and testing CIMOs. The analysis involved systematic 
comparison of the views of different stakeholders, including programme participants 
and non-participants, senior and junior staff, and programme managers and civil 
society. To aid the analysis and to ensure consistency in judgements across the 
programme evaluations, the programme evaluation leads applied rubrics to assess 
the strength of evidence underpinning assessments of change and a qualitative 
judgement on the programme’s contribution to change (described further below and 
in Annex 3.8). 

 

Value for money 

A value for money (VfM) analysis was conducted within each country case study, 
focusing on cost-effectiveness – the extent to which the investments made had 
delivered value. However, due to the nature of BCURE financial reporting, in many 
cases it was not possible to identify the precise costs of programme activities. As a 
result, the cost data was an estimation developed in consultation with BCURE partner 
staff. Qualitative judgements were made through considering two questions. Firstly, 
did the outcomes that were achieved justify the costs? Secondly, was the balance of 
investments across the priority outcomes appropriate? 

Component 2. Literature review  

A realist literature review (Punton et al., 2016a) was conducted during the early stages of the 
evaluation, in 2014–15.3 The findings informed the development of the first iteration of CIMOs 
tested in Stage 1. A light touch literature review refresh was conducted in 2017 in order to generate 
additional insights on the Stage 2 programme theory, and the insights have been incorporated into 
this report. 

  

                                                           
3 Available from http://www.itad.com/knowledge-products/bcure-literature-review/ 

http://www.itad.com/knowledge-products/bcure-literature-review/
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Component 3. Impact case study 

The impact case study aimed to generate evidence on how capacity building for EIPM can lead to 
improvements in the quality of policy processes, the hoped-for ultimate impact of the BCURE 
programmes. This was designed to complement the BCURE programme evaluations through 
examining a non-BCURE capacity building intervention: the South African National Evaluation System 
(NES). Because this had been operating for a longer period of time, it offered the potential to 
investigate how capacity building (provided by the custodian of the NES: the Department for 
Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation or DPME) had contributed to changes in policy quality in the 
longer term. The case study followed the same data collection and analysis methods as the Stage 2 
programme evaluations, and took place during Stage 1 and 2 of the evaluation. Some 39 interviews 
were conducted across Stages 1 and 2 of the evaluation, alongside a document review. An impact 
case study report was produced at Stage 2. As this provides insights into potentially sensitive 
government processes, the report is internal to DFID and DPME, but has been drawn upon in earlier 
synthesis reports as well as this final report (see Figure 3). 

Component 4. Synthesis 

This overview report brings together the findings from the full three years of evaluation outputs: the 
Stage 1 and 2 programme evaluations and Stage 3 country case studies, the literature review and 
impact case study, and the Stage 1 and 2 synthesis reports. It aims to draw generalisable conclusions 
about how and why different BCURE interventions have contributed to different patterns of 
outcomes in different contexts, producing an evidence-based set of refined CIMOs and a refined 
programme theory. Figure 3 presents a summary of the data from various evaluation components, 
illustrating how this has fed into this final report. 

The synthesis process involved: 

1. Using a synthesis database to combine relevant evidence from across the four Stage 3 case 
study reports about the outcomes achieved and not achieved (EQ 1), BCURE’s contribution to 
these outcomes (EQ 2) and how and why particular outcomes were and were not achieved  
(EQ 3). 

2. Conducting a realist synthesis across the cases, exploring how and why different BCURE 
interventions contributed to different patterns of outcomes in different contexts (EQ 3), in 
order to produce evidence-based set of refined CIMOs. This process applied realist synthesis 
techniques and additional insights from meta-ethnography in order to draw out meaning in a 
systematic way (described further in Annex 3.7). As well as the Stage 3 case studies, this process 
also drew on the Stage 1 and 2 synthesis reports, the impact case study report and the 
literature review. 

3. Checking and validating emerging conclusions, through reviewing case study reports and 
where necessary interview data, to ensure that the evidence used to support, refute or refine 
the hypotheses underlying the findings was relevant and sufficiently rigorous to support the 
inferences made. The two lead researchers also cross-checked each other’s analysis and 
conclusions, and shared drafts with other members of the core evaluation team to further 
validate and nuance findings. 

During the second step a few broad and cross-cutting patterns emerged that appeared to explain 
incidences of success across the BCURE portfolio. These patterns were discussed within the 
evaluation team, and then systematically analysed by developing matrices that drew together 
relevant insights from across the sources, and applying the synthesis techniques described in Annex 
3.7. This analysis suggested the importance of three broad ‘ways of working’ when seeking to build 
capacity for EIPM, described in Section 5. 
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Throughout the findings sections, specific insights on ‘what worked, for whom, and why’ have been 
drawn out in summary boxes. These represent ‘empirical’ CIMOs, which explain outcomes (O) from 
across the BCURE projects in terms of the mechanisms (M) that were (or were not) sparked by 
resources provided by BCURE, and the context (C) and intervention (I) factors that enabled or 
constrained the mechanisms. In the conclusions, these empirical formulations are brought up to the 
level of middle-range theory,4 representing our final tested theory about what works to build 
capacity for EIPM, for whom, and in what circumstances. 

As Figure 3 illustrates, the final report draws on a large amount of data collected over three years. 
The BCURE programme and evaluation are complex and multi-faceted, and comments on the 
Stage 2 synthesis report emphasised the importance of finding a clear way to present the findings in 
order to make them accessible to key audiences. It was therefore decided (in collaboration with the 
evaluation Steering Committee) not to structure the report according to the evaluation questions, 
but instead to use a simple overarching framework. The three impact pathways (discussed in Section 
3.2) provide this framework, within which the evaluation unpacks what happened (EQ 1), BCURE’s 
contribution (EQ 2) and how and why BCURE did or did not contribute (EQ 3). 

Figure 3. Summary of data feeding into the final evaluation report 

  

                                                           
4 This is theory that is “detailed enough and ‘close enough to the data’ that testable hypotheses can be derived from it, but 
abstracted enough to apply to other situations as well” (Wong et al., 2013). 
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Judging strength of evidence and extent of contribution 

‘Strength of evidence’ relates to the internal validity of the evaluation findings. Our aim through the 
Stage 3 evaluation was to achieve a sufficient degree of confidence about the extent to which 
priority outcomes have occurred, BCURE’s level of contribution to the outcomes and our theories 
(CIMOs) about how and why BCURE contributed or failed to contribute. Confidence in our 
conclusions about outcomes, contribution and CIMOs is underpinned by three broad considerations: 

1. The extent of triangulation across stakeholders, participants/non-participants, and/or data 
sources. 

2. A consideration of the position, knowledge, analytical capacity, reflexivity, and potential 
biases of primary informants – recognising that individuals are positioned in unique ways in 
relation to the programme, with different levels of knowledge and capacity / willingness to 
analyse and reflect, as well as different incentives that may lead to bias. 

3. A consideration of the broader context – helping to ensure that explanations of change are 
grounded in an understanding of the political context and are not over-reliant on the 
explanations of programme participants. 

These three considerations were used to develop a qualitative approach to assessing the strength of 
evidence (see Annex 3.8). This was not designed to be a rigid framework, but rather a way to ensure 
that evaluative judgements were made systematically and would be comparable across the case 
study and overview reports. 

The overview report provides high-level comparative insights across the BCURE portfolio, basing the 
findings and judgements about the strength of evidence on findings from the Stage 3 country case 
studies and (for the two programmes that were not investigated at Stage 3) the Stage 2 programme 
evaluation reports. These reports, which are internal to DFID, discuss the evidence base 
underpinning the findings in detail, including through reference to specific interviews and data 
sources. 

Stakeholder engagement throughout the evaluation 

The BCURE evaluation has been designed and implemented in close collaboration with the DFID 
evaluation Steering Committee, through regular meetings and calls, as well as numerous internal 
approach papers which offered an opportunity for DFID to review and comment on emerging design 
choices. This regular engagement has facilitated annual revisions to the design in order to ensure the 
evaluation is meeting DFID’s needs, particularly at Stage 3 where a substantial redesign was 
conducted (described above). The Steering Committee were also consulted on the selection of 
priority outcomes and CIMOs to test at Stage 3, based on the issues and questions most relevant to 
the design of future programmes. 

BCURE partners have also been engaged at various points throughout the evaluation. Annual BCURE 
learning events offered an opportunity for the evaluation team to share emerging findings and 
interim analysis, with comments from partners fed into synthesis reports. In-country workshops with 
project partners provided an opportunity to hear the views of implementation teams and test 
CIMOs against their understanding of how and why change was (or was not) happening. At Stage 3, 
draft country ToCs were discussed with BCURE partners, and revised accordingly. Where possible 
during country visits, the evaluation leads also conducted debrief interviews or workshops with 
project staff, to share emerging findings at the end of the fieldwork, answer partner questions, and 
sense-check interpretations. Finally, draft programme evaluation and country case study reports 
were shared with partners to provide an opportunity for comments before the reports were 
finalised. These reports are internal, in order to protect the confidentiality of respondents and the 
relationships of BCURE partners with government stakeholders. However, synthesis reports and 
other publicly available evaluation products have been shared with interviewed stakeholders. 
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2.4 Limitations and lessons for future evaluations 

The evaluation team was able to work freely and without interference, and there are no conflicts of 
interest to report. 

The Stage 3 evaluation attempted to address a number of limitations identified at Stage 2. While this 
was successful to a large extent, certain issues proved difficult to address, giving rise to important 
lessons for future realist evaluations and evaluations of EIPM capacity development programmes. 

The realist evaluation approach has been challenging to implement across the complex BCURE 
programme. In particular, we have faced challenges with ‘breadth vs depth’, including how to 
systematically prioritise outcomes and theories to assess within the limited time available for 
interviews. The Stage 1 and 2 evaluations generated a large number of theories (CIMOs) about how 
and why BCURE might be contributing to change at individual, interpersonal, organisational, 
institutional and policy levels. At Stage 2, it became clear that it was not possible to systematically 
test theories across the whole BCURE theory of change with the resources available for the 
evaluation. This was mitigated at Stage 3 through conducting a smaller number of more in-depth 
case studies, and prioritising a smaller number of outcomes and CIMOs for investigation. Developing 
country-level ToCs rather than relying on an overarching ToC helped identify case-specific outcomes 
and CIMOs that were less well-evidenced through earlier stages of the evaluation, and which were 
most important for achieving longer-term outcomes. This approach proved largely successful, and 
highlights the importance of realist evaluations prioritising the most interesting and important 
causal links in enough depth to draw useful insights, rather than trying to investigate everything. 
Case-specific theories, rather than (or as well as) a single overarching theory, can help facilitate this, 
through building an in-depth understanding of how and why a programme is expected to unfold in a 
specific case. 

It has also been challenging to encompass complexity within the CIMO framework, including 
features of the macro political context and how they give rise to or inhibit mechanisms of change. 
There is a risk that CIMOs become overly linear explanations of how and why change happens (‘this 
intervention feature, in this context, sparks that mechanism to lead to this outcome’). This was 
mitigated by presenting the final CIMOs in a more narrative way, which allowed the nuances and 
interconnections to be unpacked. The Stage 3 CIMOs also contain multiple features of context and 
multiple mechanisms, illustrating how these work together to lead to outcomes.5 

In Stages 1 and 2 of the evaluation, it proved much easier to identify ‘micro’ features of context (e.g. 
around the characteristics of trainees) than ‘macro’ features (e.g. around the nature of government 
systems, the influence of power, politics and high-level incentives). This was mitigated through 
incorporating a specific PEA step in the Stage 3 methodology, which significantly enhanced the 
richness of the analysis. However, while the interviews provided a wealth of insights into the risks 
and opportunities that the context posed for EIPM and the programme’s desired outcomes, it was 
not possible to gain insights into certain important issues likely to affect evidence use, including 
actual distribution of power and decision making, and some of the individual and organisational 
incentives that affect evidence use by senior government stakeholders. This suggests the importance 
of building in an explicit PEA lens from the outset in future realist evaluations working in 
government contexts, and considering how the evaluation design and team can be structured to 
best gain access to information on power distribution and incentives. 

The evaluation has by necessity relied on interview data for evidence of outcomes, and there is a 
real risk of positive (confirmation) bias of respondents. With some exceptions, BCURE project 
monitoring systems were not set up to capture evidence of outcome-level change (including 
behaviour change and changes in policy processes or content). This has proved a major challenge for 

                                                           
5 This follows the example of Leavy, Boydell and Mcdowell (2017). 
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the evaluation, suggesting the importance of ensuring future programmes build monitoring systems 
that go beyond measuring outputs such as self-reported increases in knowledge and skills. The 
evaluation explored the possibility of conducting large-scale surveys to capture insights from a broad 
cohort of participants, but given the high risk of low response rates this was not pursued. As a result, 
the evaluation has relied primarily on qualitative interviews with a select number of participants in 
order to provide evidence of longer-term outcomes. This carries a risk of confirmation bias, given the 
power dynamics of interviewing government stakeholders in low and middle-income countries. 
There is also the risk that participants may genuinely feel that the programme contributed to a 
positive outcome, when in fact other factors were more important – and this risk is heightened due 
to the complexity of the interventions, which makes it challenging to unpack contribution. We 
attempted to mitigate this at Stage 3 as follows: 

1. Triangulation: We aimed for no more than 60% of the sample to consist of project participants 
and programme staff, with the remainder consisting of knowledgeable non-BCURE participants. 
Increasing the number of non-participant interviews helped to triangulate insights from project 
participants with the perspectives of individuals with less stake in the programme and 
potentially less incentive to tell the evaluators what they felt we wanted to hear.  

2. Conducting a more in-depth investigation into priority outcomes, and identifying and testing 
non-BCURE influences of change. Focusing on a small number of priority outcomes enabled us 
to interrogate stakeholder testimony in more depth, helping us gain more detailed insights into 
what had happened and what had enabled or inhibited change. Our PEA exercise provided 
insights into country and sectoral contextual dynamics, helping ensure that explanations of 
change were grounded in an understanding of the political context, were not over-reliant on the 
explanations of programme participants, and were fair to programmes working in challenging 
settings. This helped to guard against over-attributing change to BCURE, as well as 
contextualising shortfalls in programme achievements. 

3. Dedicating more resources to finding monitoring and other documentary sources in order to 
triangulate interview data. This included policy documents or government guidance that would 
help us validate stakeholder testimony about improvements in evidence access, appraisal and 
use. While this had some success and most case studies were able to view at least some 
documentation, there were ongoing challenges in accessing this data as the majority of 
stakeholders were unable to share internal government documents. This challenge was 
somewhat mitigated through interviewing a wide range of participants, and where possible 
their colleagues and managers, to triangulate insights. 

It proved very challenging to secure interviews with government officials across all four settings  – 
both participants and non-participants – particularly in Bangladesh and Pakistan. Challenges in 
securing and conducting interviews was a result of high workloads, adverse weather, security 
concerns (in Pakistan), and also the fact that most BCURE projects had largely finished activities in 
both settings, providing limited incentive for participants to volunteer their time. These challenges 
were mitigated through dedicating substantial efforts to contacting and following up with 
respondents, and through extending the length of country visits; however, in a number of cases the 
interviews were very short and it was only possible to explore a small number of outcomes and 
theories. This is reflected in the depth of analysis and strength of conclusions drawn in the country 
case study reports, and subsequently this overview report. 
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It has been challenging to ensure consistency of data collection and analysis across a diverse 
programme team. Time and budget constraints meant it was challenging to train the team 
comprehensively on the evolving programme theory, the principles of conducting realist interviews, 
and the approach to analysing data in a realist way. This created issues with ensuring a consistent 
approach to testing CIMOs and analysing interview data across the cases. At all three evaluation 
stages, we have attempted to mitigate this through a team workshop prior to data collection, 
involving a full introduction to the programme theory and basic training on realist interviewing and 
analysis. Programme leads provided training in-country to national evaluators prior to data 
collection, and additional analysis was conducted at synthesis stage by the team leader and 
methodological lead to capture insights that may have been missed during the case study analysis. 
At Stage 3, we also revised the team structure so that country visits were conducted by two core 
team members rather than one, which helped improve consistency across the cases. However, our 
major reflection is that realist evaluations require a different approach to team structuring and 
capacity building. Realist interviews and analysis require team members to have an in-depth 
understanding of not only the methodological approach, but the theory that the evaluation is trying 
to test. In order to ensure consistency and understanding, a realist evaluation requires a more 
participatory model, which involves in-depth and ongoing engagement and capacity building. 

Finally, the evaluation draws on evidence from only six of the 12 BCURE countries, and the short 
time frame of the programme limits the potential to record longer-term results. The evaluation is 
limited in what it can say about how BCURE worked across all of its settings, because its focus on six 
country case studies means it has not captured the full range of outcomes across the whole 
portfolio. Given the country-level focus, it also does not capture outcomes from the international 
and regional networking components that were part of various projects.  

Finally, the programme was relatively short given its aim to generate systemic change in government 
settings – the shortest programme, in Bangladesh, had only two years of implementation time. This 
has limited the ability of the evaluation to identify longer-term results. 
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3. What was BCURE’s approach to improving capacity for evidence use? 

3.1 The BCURE projects 

BCURE was made up of six projects, implemented by different partners, and conducted over four 
years from 2013–17 (see Table 1). The programme was implemented in 12 core focal countries in 
Africa and Asia, as well as a number of additional countries reached through cross-country 
networking and small-grant initiatives. The projects were implemented in countries with low or 
mixed use of evidence in government decision-making, affected by various political economy 
dynamics in the national and sectoral contexts. They all focused on building skills, networks and 
organisational systems for EIPM, through a range of interventions designed and combined in 
different ways. Projects ranged in scope and scale, from working in single ministries to working 
across whole government systems. Implementing partners developed close operational relationships 
with government and other institutional entities to implement the interventions collaboratively, a 
crucial aspect of the BCURE approach.  

Table 1. Summary of BCURE projects 

Project name  Lead implementing partner Main implementation countries 
(case study country in bold) 

Africa Cabinet Decision-Making 
(ACD) Programme  

Adam Smith International (ASI) 
and the Africa Cabinet 
Government Network (ACGN) 

Sierra Leone, South Sudan, Liberia 

Building Capacity for the Use of 
Research Evidence 

Ecorys Bangladesh 

Data and Evidence for Smart 
Policy Design 

Harvard Pakistan, India, Nepal 

SECURE Health  African Institute for 
Development Policy (AFIDEP) 

Kenya, Malawi 

UJ-BCURE University of Johannesburg (UJ) South Africa, Malawi 

VakaYiko  VakaYiko Consortium, led by 
INASP  

Zimbabwe, South Africa, Ghana, 
Uganda 

BCURE was a pilot, and was not commissioned by DFID as a cohesive programme but rather as a 
portfolio of different projects with their own perspectives on EIPM. While the overall long-term 
objective was always to increase the use of evidence in policymaking, this was interpreted in various 
ways by the different partners. For the most part, projects were initially designed with a fairly 
technocratic approach with limited political economy analysis, in line with DFID’s original terms of 
reference, and reflected in a contracting model that involved up-front milestones and limited 
flexibility. As BCURE progressed, there was more critical questioning of the basic premise of BCURE 
amongst DFID and the partners, and the framing became more politically informed over time. 
Partners had to adapt their programmes to more responsive ways of working with governments 
within the existing contract frameworks.  

The project descriptions on the next few pages focus on the six countries visited as part of the 
evaluation. As described in Section 2.3, the Stage 3 evaluation focused on four BCURE countries: 
Bangladesh, Kenya, Pakistan and Zimbabwe. Insights from the Stage 1 and 2 studies in South Africa 
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and Sierra Leone are also drawn upon in this report. To avoid confusion, throughout the report we 
refer to the case study country rather than the project or implementation partner.6  

As noted in the introduction and Section 2.3 above, the report only includes insights from the six 
countries in bold in Table 1, as the decision was made to focus in-depth on a smaller number of 
contexts in order to tell a more nuanced story about how and why the programme worked and did 
not work in specific settings. 

  

                                                           
6 While two BCURE projects operated in South Africa (UJ-BCURE and VakaYiko), this report only includes insights from UJ-
BCURE’s work in the country. It also includes insights from the South Africa impact case study – this is clearly differentiated 
in the narrative. 
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 Bangladesh
Context
Bangladesh is a parliamentary democracy, although 
genuine representational politics remains aspirational, 
and the country scores low on indicators of governance 
and has a record of high corruption. However, public 
sector reform to improve government effectiveness has 
seen progress through programmes supported by World 
Bank, UNDP and DFID, which creates opportunities for 
promoting better evidence-informed policymaking. 

As one of the most powerful regulatory ministries, Cabinet Division has 
gradually taken on the role of coordinating and championing reform. 
Nevertheless, major challenges to improving the use of evidence in 
decision making remain, including few incentives for policymakers at 
senior levels to consider evidence, with patronage exerting a strong 
influence on decisions and many policy issues remaining highly contested. 

Ongoing capacity shortcomings in the civil service include inadequately 
trained personnel, weak or overstretched systems, basic lack of access to 
data/evidence by various stakeholders, and poor links or tense relations 
between government and non-governmental actors.

 

BCURE project
In Bangladesh, BCURE was implemented by Ecorys, in partnership with 
the Dhaka-based Policy Research Unit (PRI). This programme had a shorter 
timeframe than the others due to delays in the design phase, commencing 
in 2015 and running for two years. The programme worked with Cabinet 
Division to develop EIPM guidelines and pilot them in three line ministries: 
Commerce (MoC), Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) and Environment 
and Forests (MoEF). 

An EIPM training course linked to the guidelines was piloted in the three 
ministries, designed to impart technical skills to access, appraise and apply 
evidence in policy formulation, predicted to reach 400 civil servants by 
the end of the programme in November 2017. BCURE also provided on-
the-job consultancy support to six ‘pilot policies’ in the three ministries, 
helping policymakers apply the guidelines to specific policy development 
processes. 

Finally, BCURE worked with national training institutes to build the 
capacity of trainers and embed EIPM training in existing civil service 
training courses. Cutting across all of these activities, the programme 
engaged senior stakeholders in Cabinet Division and line ministries to 
build interest in and buy-in for EIPM, including through learning events 
and an exchange visit to Indonesia.
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Kenya
Context
Kenya is a functioning multi-party democracy, although 
Kenya is rated as only ‘partly free’ by Freedom House 
due to political and bureaucratic corruption and regular 
state overreach. 

Challenges to improving the use of evidence in decision 
making include politicised ethnic allegiances and 
patronage networks which exert a strong influence over 
decision making in both government and Parliament, 
providing minimal incentives for policymakers to 
consider evidence at senior levels. 

However, several key drivers are creating opportunities 
to enhance the use evidence. First, there are political pressures on 
government to improve service delivery, especially in the health sector, 
which, alongside high levels of international donor investments, are 
creating incentives to use evidence. Second, the civil service is seen as 
generally impartial and merit-based, and is slowly adopting performance 
contracting and monitoring, pushing forward a fledgling culture of results 
and evidence. Third, since 2013, Kenya has been transitioning to new 
governance and administrative roles mandated by the 2010 Constitution, 
which has stimulated demands for data and research in national and 
county governments, as well as in Parliament, which has decision-making 
authority in the new constitution.

BCURE project
In Kenya, BCURE was implemented by the SECURE Health consortium, led 
by the African Institute for Development Policy (AFIDEP). The programme 
worked in partnership with the Research and Development (R&D) unit at 
the Ministry of Health (MoH), and the Parliamentary Research Services 
(PRS) unit in Parliament. 

It delivered EIPM training and coaching support to 45 officials in the 
two organisations, including a secondment to the UK Parliamentary 
Office of Science and Technology (UK POST) for two researchers. The 
programme also conduced eight science policy cafes and other events 
bringing together policymakers and researchers to discuss evidence 
access and use, provided technical support to develop EIPM guidelines, 
and supported policy processes – including a national Research for Health 
policy. 

Finally, the programme conducted a number of presentations on research 
use at high-level meetings in Kenya and Malawi, including at regional 
meetings.

More information 

https://www.afidep.org/strengthening-leadership-and-capacity-for-evidence-informed-decision-making-in-africa-the-secure-health-programme/
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Pakistan
Context
Pakistan is a federal parliamentary republic, with 
constitutional democratic elections regularly held for 
national and provincial governments, although the 
transfer of power between administrations is often 
turbulent. 

The country faces major challenges in terms of 
security and law enforcement, economic reform 

and infrastructure development. Pakistan has a large civil service, and 
there are national data systems and research; however, evidence use is 
limited in government due to a range of challenges including the ongoing 
politicisation of the civil service. 

Positive opportunities to improve the use of evidence include a wide-
ranging reform process led by the National Commission’s Civil Service 
Reform Framework and a growing momentum around the use of 
technology and digitisation to improve government information systems.

BCURE project
In Pakistan, BCURE was implemented by Harvard University in partnership 
with the Centre for Economic Research. The main activity was a large-scale 
training programme that reached 1,780 civil servants in Pakistan, aiming 
to equip policymakers with the knowledge and skills to use evidence more 
effectively for decision making. 

The programme also conducted three policy dialogues seeking to promote 
learning between policymakers and technical teams to provide solutions 
to EIPM challenges. 

Finally, the programme conducted a number of pilot projects, aiming 
to develop practical tools to facilitate EIPM through improving the 
presentation and visualisation of public sector data.

More information 

https://epod.cid.harvard.edu/
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Sierra Leone
Context
Sierra Leone is a presidential representative democratic 
republic. The president exercises executive power 
and parliamentary legislative power, within a multi-
party system, although challenges exist in terms of 
government capacity and lack of trust in government 
institutions. The cabinet system is functioning but there 
is limited development of the system as a legitimate 
mechanism for balancing competition for resources and 
coordinating across ministries. 

Positive opportunities to improve the use of evidence include 
an acknowledged need for greater use of evidence to support 
implementation of decisions. A major post-Ebola recovery programme 
was launched in 2015 involving more than six key ministries of 
government. 

One impact of Ebola is the reprioritisation of the government of Sierra 
Leone’s development plan – the Agenda for Prosperity – towards health, 
education, water, energy, agriculture, social protection, private sector 
development and governance, creating further opportunities to promote 
evidence use.

BCURE project
In Sierra Leone, BCURE was implemented by Adam Smith International 
(ASI), in partnership with the Africa Cabinet Government Network. The 
programme provided ongoing advisory and technical support to the 
Cabinet Secretariat through a national advisor embedded in the Cabinet 
Secretariat, to develop revised and customised manuals for Cabinet 
procedures, and templates that required consideration of evidence in 
proposals to Cabinet. 

International training, roundtables and on-the-job support were provided 
to the Cabinet Secretary and other staff in Cabinet, to build capacity to 
undertake policy analysis and oversee the implementation of the new 
procedures. 

A Cabinet focal person (CFP) network was also established in line 
ministries, with training and on-the-job support provided to the new CFPs. 

More information 

http://www.cabinetgovernment.net/acd.php
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South Africa
Context
South Africa is a relatively young constitutional 
democracy, regarded globally as a proponent of human 
rights and a leader on the African continent since the 
end of apartheid in 1994. Elections are regular and 
generally considered free and fair, while Parliament has 
oversight over the Executive. South Africa is a relatively 
‘high capacity’ environment, which has provided 

opportunities to embrace and extend EIPM practices in ways that have 
not been possible in the other countries. However, the use of evidence in 
decision making in the South African government is mixed. 

Strong ideological affiliations on all sides of the political spectrum 
tend to determine policy priorities and patronage relationships exert a 
strong influence on decisions, which skews incentives for policymakers 
at senior levels to consider evidence. However, the EIPM agenda has 
had an institutional advocate since establishment of the Department 
for Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation (DPME), in the Office of the 
Presidency in 2009. The DPME focuses on increasing monitoring and 
evaluation systems in the South African public sector and has, since 2014, 
also incorporated the planning function under its mandate, offering 
focused EIPM evaluation capacity building to senior managers, as well as 
support to Parliament.

 The positive influence of global organisations as well as regional forums 
such as the Southern Africa Development Community and the African 
Union, supports the use of evidence, as they are seen to demand evidence 
as the basis for programming decisions.

BCURE project
In South Africa, BCURE was implemented by the University of 
Johannesburg. The programme worked with the DPME as well as civil 
servants in a number of line ministries: initially the Department of Science 
and Technology and the Department of Basic Education. 

The programme conducted EIPM workshops with civil servants and 
stakeholders from research and civil society organisations, primarily 
aiming to raise awareness of and build buy-in for EIPM, as well as facilitate 
dialogue and network building. One-to-one mentorships (13 as of July 
2016, several months before programme completion) were facilitated 
between South African sectoral and knowledge experts and junior, mid 
and senior-level civil servants in the focus ministries, to help improve 
individual skills and confidence in applying evidence in their day-to-day 
work. Later in the programme BCURE conducted a small number of ‘team 
mentorships’, providing technical support to help facilitate evidence use 
within an organisational process – including working with the DPME to 
facilitate the production of an evidence map. 

Finally, the programme facilitated and supported the Africa Evidence 
Network, overseeing a membership drive, supporting the website, and 
coordinating an international Evidence conference.

More information 

http://www.africaevidencenetwork.org/supported-by-uj-bcure/
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Zimbabwe
Context
Zimbabwe is a presidential republic, dominated by 
President Robert Mugabe and his Zimbabwe African 
National Union – Patriotic Front  
(ZANU-PF) since independence in 1980. Mugabe 
resigned in November 2017, shortly after the 
completion of the BCURE programme and just before 

the finalisation of this report. In a government usually described as 
‘authoritarian’, there is regular and overt intrusion of the security sector 
into politics, making the Zimbabwean political landscape deeply contested 
and fragmented, which disrupts government operations and limits the 
space for evidence to inform decision making. Zimbabwe also faces severe 
ongoing economic challenges and corruption issues. Severe resource 
constraints limit government activities, whose programmes are in large 
part funded by international donors. Resource constraints also contribute 
to an under-capacitated civil service as government has been unable to 
invest in training. Despite the many challenges, several stakeholders felt 
there is growing interest in the concept of EIPM within government, in 
part driven by the sense of an urgent need to find solutions to the nation’s 
problems. There may be pockets of opportunity for EIPM in sectors 
such as health, education and the environment, where there is more 
receptiveness to evidence because there are fewer political implications. 
Further, there are a number of ongoing reforms that offer opportunities to 
promote EIPM, including an Integrated Results-Based Management system 
(2005) and a National Monitoring and Evaluation Policy, and high levels of 
donor investment in programming also drives evidence use through the 
need to justify expenditure.

BCURE project 
In Zimbabwe, BCURE was implemented by the VakaYiko consortium, 
led by INASP and implemented in Zimbabwe through ZeipNET. The 
programme trained 49 civil servants across the Ministry of Industry, the 
Ministry of Youth, Economic Empowerment and Indigenisation (MoYIEE), 
and Parliament, aiming to build technical and soft skills for EIPM among 
research and policy staff at a junior to mid-level. 

The training was followed up by a ‘mentorship and exchange’ programme, 
which aimed to build on the training through addressing organisational-
level barriers faced by trainees, and providing parliamentary trainees with 
the opportunity to learn from peers in Ghana and Uganda through an 
exchange programme. 

VakaYiko also conducted six policy dialogue and four knowledge cafe 
events, aiming to facilitate evidence-informed discussion around particular 
policy issues, raise awareness about and demand for EIPM, and facilitate 
collaboration and evidence-informed dialogue. In total, approximately 370 
people directly took part in these events, including a range of stakeholders 
from government, civil society, academia, the media and the general 
public.

More information 

http://www.inasp.info/en/work/vakayiko/
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3.2 How and why was BCURE expected to lead to change? 

This section presents the evaluation’s theory about how and why BCURE was expected to lead to 
change, and describes how this theory evolved over the course of the evaluation. 

Stage 1 BCURE ToC: Unpacking ‘capacity development’ to create a unifying framework 

The six BCURE projects were highly diverse, taking different approaches to enhancing skills and 
systems for evidence use, in complex government contexts. As BCURE did not have a portfolio-level 
ToC, the evaluation developed an initial Common Theory of Change (CToC) through synthesising the 
original project ToCs and incorporating key insights from the literature review. The Stage 1 CToC 
unpacked capacity development into four levels of capacity change,7 which helped to bring the 
diverse BCURE approaches into a unifying framework for the evaluation. The four levels – individual, 
interpersonal, organisational and institutional – conveyed the concept of capacity development as 
multidimensional, and capacity as a function of different factors and processes working together and 
reinforcing each other at different levels. The BCURE ToC at Stage 1 stated that multidimensional 
change across these four domains would contribute to routine change in the use of evidence by 
government, in turn contributing to improved quality of policy development processes, as the overall 
impact. 

Stage 2 ToC: Unpacking ‘evidence use’ and EIPM as a system, and defining ‘policy quality’ 

The Stage 2 evaluation confirmed our theory that changes emerging at different levels (e.g. 
individual skills and organisational systems) seemed to reinforce each other, and that changes at 
different levels were required to make progress towards improvements in the quality of policy 
products and processes. This led us to revise the CToC, representing capacity as a set of interlocking 
domains, with entry points at individual, interpersonal, organisational and institutional levels.8 
However, changes at the interpersonal level were difficult to find conclusive evidence for at Stage 2; 
and changes in the institutional domain were both beyond the scope of the evaluation to investigate 
and a relatively minor part of most project activities. In response to this (and the challenges of 
breadth and depth noted in the methodology), the next iteration of the ToC focused on a prioritised 
set of theories about how and why individual and organisational change supports improvements in 
evidence use and changes in policy quality. See Annex 4 for the theories prioritised for testing at 
Stage 3. 

The BCURE literature review identified an inherent tension between more rational, technical 
perspectives on ‘evidence use’ and ‘policy quality’, and perspectives that view EIPM more as a 
complex system, infused with power and shaped by the political economy of the country context, 
leading us to develop a dynamic definition of ‘policy quality’ at the end of Stage 2. Politically 
informed perspectives on evidence use challenged the basic premise of the BCURE programme that 
improved and more routine use of evidence leads to better quality policy development, especially 
given the complex realities of government settings in the BCURE countries. This insight made it 
difficult to reconcile ‘rational’ interpretations of ‘policy quality’ that had informed many of the 
BCURE partners’ approaches (see Box 2). The conclusions of the literature review suggested the 
value of engaging critically with this concept over the course of the evaluation. 

                                                           
7 There are many definitions used in the literature to describe levels of capacity change. We adapted DFID’s definitions from 
the 2010 ‘How to Note on Capacity Building in Research’ (DFID, 2010). This document uses ‘institutional’ to denote ‘changes 
in the rules of the game’. Other readers may interpret ‘institutional’ to mean ‘systemic’ or ‘environmental’ change. We opted 
to consider the government system as falling within a broadly conceived ‘organisational change’ category because 
organisations within the government system are bound by common, cross-cutting rules, incentives and procedures. This 
means that ‘institutional’ change then encompasses all non-governmental influences within the wider environment. 
However, we recognise that the boundaries between the levels of change are fuzzy and dynamic. 
8 The diagram and full narrative of the Stage 2 programme theory, including the CIMOs, can be found in Annex 4. 
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Therefore, a working definition of ‘policy quality’ was developed for the Stage 2 ToC and evaluation, 
to enable the evaluation to take into account dynamic aspects of evidence use (and misuse) in the 
investigation of BCURE’s overall outcome. Our definition proposed that, for evidence use to promote 
critical thinking, a decision-making process needs to be transparent about the limitations of 
evidence by engaging explicitly with diverse perspectives and values and multiple types of evidence, 
and it should be transparent about the extent of evidence and its quality. In this way, productive 
debate and discussion on the issues raised by evidence can be encouraged and evidence is likely to 
have a demonstrable influence on the decisions made, whether conceptual or instrumental. 
However, occasional uses of evidence are not enough to achieve the impact. A key part of BCURE’s 
intended impact was for evidence use to become embedded in decision-making routines, supported 
by organisational systems and incentives to use evidence. 

At the end of Stage 2, it became clear that the evaluation needed to gain a deeper understanding 
of key political economy dynamics in order to explain BCURE’s emerging outcomes. Therefore at 
Stage 3 we developed country-specific ToCs, drawing on the Stage 2 CToC and insights from the first 
two years of the evaluation, to provide a more concrete and contextualised framework for the 
country case studies. This allowed us to explore the critical political economy dynamics affecting 
observed and hypothesised causal links, as described in Section 2.3. 

The definitions of ‘policy quality’ and overall impact were also revised, to enable an assessment of  
progress towards impact in the final evaluation. We unpacked our working definition of ‘policy 
quality’ from Stage 2 into four priority outcomes and an impact statement, to reflect embedded, 
transparent, conceptual and instrumental uses of evidence (see Table 2). These concepts linked to 
emerging DFID thinking on measuring the VfM of evidence-into-use interventions, and also linked to 
key insights in the EIPM literature (see Box 2). In this framing, the evaluation recognised that 
evidence use may be strategic, tactical or political, or may represent misuse, all of which would fall 
short of BCURE’s anticipated impact. 

 

 
Box 2: Insights from the literature: Understanding ‘evidence use’ in policy processes 

The BCURE literature review highlighted the different ways that evidence is used in policy design, 
decision making and implementation. Weiss (1972, 1980, 1982) emphasised that instrumental 
use of evidence, where specific evidence directly shapes policy choices, is only one way – and is 
often quite rare. More common is where evidence generates a slow ‘enlightenment’ as concepts 
and theories from research gradually percolate through society, ‘coming to shape the way in 
which people think about social issues’. This was labelled conceptual use of evidence by Nutley et 
al. (2007). However, evidence may just as frequently be used to justify or refine a position that 
has already been reached, which can be thought of as strategic, tactical or political use. There are 
also examples of unambiguous misuse, when poor quality findings are used, or tactical use of 
evidence intentionally justifies a bad practice (Nutley et al., 2007). Finally, there are examples of 
over-use, where a set of findings may become a new fad and be applied uncritically and 
wholesale. 

Several sources in the literature review emphasise that evidence itself is not a neutral product – 
first because it reflects pre-existing views, values and beliefs of researchers and commissioners 
involved in producing it; and second because it rarely points to an obviously optimal solution, so 
contestation over its meaning is inevitable (see for example, du Toit, 2012; Waldman, 2014). This 
suggests the importance of considering the nature of the decision-making process, and how 
different evidence sources and stakeholder perspectives are consulted and interpreted. 
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Table 2. Definition of ‘policy quality’ used in the BCURE evaluation 

Dimension a Government officials routinely consider a range of evidence and the quality of 
evidence when developing policy products (embedded use of evidence) 

Dimension b Appropriate policy development processes engage with evidence from diverse 
stakeholders and multiple perspectives (transparent use of evidence) 

Dimension c Routine evidence use is facilitated by evidence tools, which allow officials to 
access, identify and critically appraise the evidence base and apply it to 
decisions, being transparent about the evidence base behind decisions 
(transparent use of evidence) 

Dimension d Routine evidence use is reinforced, incentivised and monitored through 
processes and standards, supported by senior managers (embedded use of 
evidence) 

Impact Together, a–d are expected to contribute to conceptual and in some cases 
instrumental uses of evidence…ultimately leading to evidence-informed 
decisions being implemented. 

Stage 3 final report: identifying impact pathways towards improved use of evidence 

The Stage 3 synthesis process compared the contextualised country case study ToCs to identify 
how the tested CIMOs had played out in the different countries. This highlighted three main 
routes towards EIPM taken by BCURE partners, at different levels of the government.9 We have 
termed these ‘impact pathways’: 

▪ Impact pathway 1: Support to a single ministry or unit 

▪ Impact pathway 2: Working at a government-wide scale 

▪ Impact pathway 3: Support to parliament 

The impact pathways are archetypal programme theories (Funnell and Rogers, 2011), presenting a 
sequence of outcomes, from short-term to long-term, towards the desired impact, with evidenced 
causal explanations of how and why change has come about through BCURE. They are not mutually 
exclusive – most projects worked across two or more. These three impact pathways take the place 
of an overarching, portfolio-level ToC, providing a rich, context-specific explanation of how and why 
capacity support can promote EIPM through entry points at different levels. 

The impact pathways focus on government and parliament, and do not encompass the important 
civil society and citizen engagement dimensions of EIPM. This is partly because few BCURE projects 
set out to engage citizens directly, and partly because the evaluation was only able to gather limited 
evidence on the BCURE activities that did aim to bring in civil society to the evidence process, for 
example, policy dialogues and science cafes. Spotlight 3 discusses these activities in more detail. The 
pathways also make limited reference to the international and regional networking components of 
BCURE projects (for example UJ-BCURE’s support to the Africa Evidence Network), for the reasons 
discussed above (see p.24). 

  

                                                           
9 The only project that did not fit neatly into the impact pathway classification was UJ-BCURE in South Africa. Here, the 

approach used-individual level entry points through providing one-to-one mentoring and workshops to government staff in 
multiple departments, rather than seeking to catalyse change within a single ministry or attempting to promote cross-
government reforms. One element of the support provided – assisting the DPME to produce an ‘evidence map’ – is 
considered in Section 6, and further insights are available in the Stage 2 synthesis report (link), including around the one-to-
one mentoring approach which was unique in BCURE.  

http://www.itad.com/knowledge-and-resources/bcure/
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Impact Pathway 1: Support to a single ministry or unit  

The single ministry pathway (see Section 5) incorporates two approaches: ‘training-plus’, and 
technical support to pilot policy processes or EIPM tools. In the ‘training-plus’ approach, training on 
EIPM was given to technical officers responsible for policy formulation, who were then provided 
with follow-up support, to help sustain the application of new EIPM skills. Organisational support 
was also given to tools and guidelines that were intended to be adopted by ministries in order to 
facilitate and incentivise individuals to use evidence more routinely and more skilfully. In the 
‘support to pilot policies’ approach, some projects provided technical support at an organisational 
level to trial systematic, evidence-informed approaches to policy development within the ministry, 
providing EIPM trainees with opportunities to apply their skills, and producing evidence-informed 
policy proposals. Other projects provided technical support to develop data and evidence tools that 
aimed to showcase the value of evidence for decision making, with the hope that these would be 
adopted or replicated by government partners to help embed evidence use in the ministry or unit. 
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Impact pathway 2: Cross-government approach  

The cross-government pathway (see Section 6) incorporates three approaches: ‘top down’, ‘bottom 
up’ and ‘institutionalising training’ to promote EIPM. In the ‘top down’ approach, BCURE-supported 
activities such as working with Cabinet to develop and roll out EIPM guidelines and procedures, 
often aiming to establish common cross-government standards for EIPM, facilitating various learning 
events, exchanges and training with senior government stakeholders to build high-level buy-in for 
EIPM, and supporting (mainly senior) officials in line ministries to develop evidence-informed policy 
processes, systems and structures in their ministries. In the ‘bottom up’ approach, BCURE 
programmes developed EIPM training courses and delivered them to large numbers of civil servants. 
The third approach involved BCURE working to institutionalise EIPM training, through embedding 
EIPM curricula within national public sector training institutes. In all three projects working across 
government, at least two of the three approaches were adopted simultaneously. 
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Impact pathway 3: Support to parliament  

This setting poses a different set of issues and challenges – as parliaments do not make policy, but 
can play an important role in interrogating it and holding line ministries to account. The parliament 
impact pathway (see Section 7) incorporates training research staff within a parliamentary research 
unit (as an entry point to parliaments), combined with follow-up individual and organisational 
support to strengthen parliamentary use of evidence in oversight and scrutiny functions. The two 
BCURE projects taking this approach promoted EIPM by focusing on individual and organisational 
change in parallel, as in the single ministry pathway. Training on EIPM was provided to a cohort, or 
all, research officers responsible for supporting MPs and committees with impartial and accurate 
analysis of policies and bills, and with evidence for committee enquiries. Trainees were then 
provided with follow-up support to help sustain the application of new EIPM skills, as well as offered 
learning exchange opportunities with other parliaments to further enhance learning about EIPM. 
BCURE also provided ongoing technical support to help trained researchers cascade skills to non-
trainees and develop procedures, ways of working, tools and guidelines that were intended to be 
adopted by Parliament in order to facilitate researchers, and sometimes MPs themselves, to use 
evidence more routinely and more skilfully. 
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Spotlight 1. BCURE’s approach to gender, equity and social 
inclusion  

The BCURE programmes took a fairly basic approach to integrating gender into the design and 
implementation of interventions, which involved collecting gender-disaggregated data on 
participation and aiming for equitable participation in activities. However, most programmes missed 
the opportunity to integrate gender perspectives as a key aspect of more effective policy development 
and analysis. The integration of gender was relatively piecemeal in the BCURE programmes. For 
example, the BCURE programme in Sierra Leone integrated a criterion on evidence of gender 
differentiation of impacts into its policy proposal template for line ministries, while in Zimbabwe BCURE 
incorporated gender issues within its EIPM training curriculum and knowledge cafes. BCURE in Pakistan 
also included two policy dialogues on women’s economic engagement, which was a challenging topic in 
a country with high levels of gender inequality. Other programmes collected gender-disaggregated data 
on participation in activities, and aimed for a gender balance among participants where possible, but 
did not go beyond this. BCURE in Pakistan gathered data on gender differences in learning outcomes 
from the blended learning training, although the sample size prevented meaningful differences to be 
noted. None of the programmes gathered gender-disaggregated data on behaviour change or 
organisational outcomes. 

Gender and inclusion considerations could also have informed the BCURE interventions, a lot of 
which were premised on individual civil servants being able to introduce change in their settings to 
promote the use of evidence, but no consideration was made of how gender and social inequalities 
might constrain individuals’ power to influence change. For example, in most BCURE contexts, women 
officials were likely to experience more difficulties in influencing change than their male counterparts 
because of gender inequalities in male-dominated civil service settings. The challenges for women were 
perhaps most evident in Pakistan, where women have been systematically underrepresented in the civil 
service, and were only in 2006 guaranteed a certain amount of positions within the higher rungs of the 
civil service as part of an affirmative action plan. This meant that only 17% of the civil servants in the 
higher grades targeted by BCURE training in Pakistan were women. 

Across all the BCURE projects, there was an opportunity to provide more tailored support to build 
women’s leadership and influence, and integrate gender and inclusion perspectives in their EIPM 
training and support to policy processes. For example, this might have involved emphasising the 
importance of establishing a gender perspective from the outset when defining a policy problem, and 
ensuring as a fundamental principle that evidence and data is disaggregated by gender, age and socio-
economic background to assess how women and men are differently affected by issues and the impacts 
of policies. Gender ‘blindness’ in policies has real world impacts; for example, respondents in Kenya 
highlighted how women in rural areas often have low influence over health decisions, so health policies 
need to consider the effects of this on women and children’s access to health services. Respondents 
also highlighted how some Kenyan health policymakers tend to discourage gender-disaggregated 
reports as too ‘bulky’, leading to poorly targeted, and therefore ineffective policies. Inequalities also 
affect how stakeholder consultation is carried out, who is consulted and whose interests are 
represented in policies and their implementation. 

The lack of a strategic focus on gender in the BCURE programmes meant that it was not possible for 
the evaluation to systematically explore gendered differences in programme outcomes to learn more 
about how gender and inclusion issues might affect the development of individual skills and 
organisational systems for evidence use in the longer term. In most of the monitoring documents 
reviewed for the evaluation, outcome data was not systematically gender disaggregated (e.g. to assess 
whether there were any qualitative or quantitative differences between the outcomes noted by male 
and female trainees in follow-up assessments). The evaluation sought to investigate whether 
differential outcomes had been observed for male and female participants, but no particular patterns 
emerged. Overall, the evaluation suggests that a gender perspective needs to be fully integrated into 
programme strategies and monitoring and evaluation from the start, if these dynamics and the 
implications for programme outcomes are to be more fully understood. 
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4. Three ‘ways of working’ that underpin success 

The BCURE projects varied considerably, employing different combinations of activities and targeting 
different types of government stakeholders at varying levels of seniority. However, the evaluation 
found three cross-cutting ‘ways of working’ associated with greater impact across all six countries 
included in the evaluation, which underpin the three impact pathways discussed later in this report. 

4.1 Going beyond needs assessments to think and work politically 

BCURE was not initiated as a governance programme, and was initially framed by DFID as a technical 
rather than political intervention. Although all partners conducted needs assessments as part of 
their design phase, DFID did not require them to design interventions based on an assessment of the 
political economy of the target settings. However, the evaluation has highlighted the essential 
importance of understanding and responding effectively to political economy opportunities and 
constraints when attempting to promote evidence use. This chimes with recent insights from the 
broader EIPM literature, which emphasises the messy, political nature of evidence use in 
policymaking, and the importance of moving away from ‘rational’ understandings of policy processes 
towards a deeper understanding of the political and power dynamics that affect the extent to which 
evidence is used (see Box 3). It also resonates with the findings of the 2017 World Development 
Report, which emphasises that promoting better policies requires thinking beyond capacity building 
to consider power asymmetries that influence what is politically possible. While most BCURE 
projects took a technical approach at first, they began to be more alert to these dynamics as they 
progressed. Projects had greater success where they followed these principles: 

▪ Locating an entry point in a sector or government institution where there was existing interest 
in evidence, clear incentives for reform, and a mandate for promoting evidence use. The most 
successful programmes formed partnerships with government institutions or units with a clear 
mandate to promote evidence use (Section 5) or a cross-government mandate for reform 
(Section 6). Success followed where there was a genuine interest in partnership, and where the 
incentives of the institution or unit aligned with BCURE’s goals. The possibility of catalysing 
widespread change depends on how much power and influence the government partner has, as 
well as broader drivers and opportunities for EIPM at sectoral, ministry and national levels. The 
cross-government impact pathway describes how BCURE succeeded in rolling out government-
wide reforms through its partnerships with ‘heavyweight’ government agencies. However, bigger 
is not always better. The parliament and single ministry pathways describe how BCURE had 
considerable success in small units, but struggled to make a dent across large, dispersed 
ministries. It is also important to consider what existing support is in place: what does the 
programme bring that’s new? BCURE made a more limited contribution to capacity in contexts 
where there were a plethora of existing, much larger-scale capacity support programmes. 

▪ Taking an advantage of a window of opportunity – timing and prior relationships were often 
key. All six projects had most success where they capitalised on national and local opportunities 
for partnership and reform. These windows of opportunity may be large scale (the adoption of a 
new constitution, an ongoing process of devolution) or more localised (a new senior leader with 
an interest in promoting better evidence use, a recently established unit in need of capacity 
building or looking for a flagship programme). Several BCURE partners built on existing 
institutional credibility and relationships to gain a foot in the door and access high-level 
champions, suggesting the value of partnering with credible, well-connected local institutions 
with an established national presence. Personal relationships should also not be underestimated 
– Section 5 highlights how connections were often made and buy-in bolstered through the 
networks, prior experience and credibility of individual staff members and consultants.  
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Box 3: Insights from the literature: Thinking and working politically 

The literature review highlighted that evidence use is infused with politics and power, and that 
evidence is just one part of a patchwork of factors influencing policy decisions, alongside political and 
strategic considerations, expert opinion, stakeholder and public pressure, and resource constraints. 
Some writers have flagged that the literature on EIPM tends to be narrowly focused on ‘barriers and 
facilitators’ of evidence use, which encourages a technocratic diagnostic and discourages a focus on 
understanding how evidence is actually used within policy processes through active engagement with 
political and policy theories (Liverani, et al., 2013; Oliver et al., 2014). 

In a recent book, Cairney (2016) picks up on these themes to argue that EIPM is often based on an 
idea of ‘comprehensive rationality’ that has been soundly debunked in contemporary policy theories 
– the idea that policymakers are able to make rational choices based on a clear set of preferences and 
an understanding of all relevant evidence. In the real world, policymakers make choices in a complex 
system, in which the role of evidence is often unclear, evidence (where it exists) does not hold easy 
answers about what to do, and the demand for evidence does not match the supply. Cairney suggests 
that actors seeking to promote EIPM need to consider and engage with actors, institutions, policy 
networks and broadly held ideas and norms, as well as the broader context within which decisions are 
made. This includes understanding policymaking ‘sub-systems’, learning what the ‘rules of game’ are 
within institutions and sub-systems, forming coalitions with other influential actors, and engaging in 
the policy process long enough to exploit windows of opportunity. 

These insights from the EIPM literature point towards the importance of considering ideas from 
political theory and the governance literature when designing programmes to promote evidence 
use. The evaluation, like the BCURE programme itself, was not designed using a governance lens, and 
it has been beyond the scope of the evaluation to investigate this literature in great depth. However, 
some key recent ideas include: 

▪ ‘Thinking and working politically’ and ‘doing development differently’: recent literature 
emphasises the importance of international development programmes working ‘with the grain,’ 
being problem driven and locally led, understanding the political context through ongoing 
intelligence gathering, exploring the politics underpinning problems and opportunities for action, 
and adapting interventions as they go, by learning through experimentation (Andrews, et al., 2015, 
2016; Booth and Unsworth, 2014; Faustino and Booth, 2014). 

▪ ‘Isomorphic mimicry’ is the idea that low and middle-income countries may commit to donor-
sponsored public sector reforms in order to signal a willingness to modernise and access donor 
resources, but the resulting reforms are simply a hollow imitation of high-income country models, 
ultimately failing to change government practice (Matt Andrews, 2013). Other authors have 
unpacked this idea further – for example, Krause (2013) suggests that this kind of insincere mimicry 
is a rational response to the demands of donors and ultimately therefore a sign of a flawed 
development model. He suggests that there is a more serious danger of ‘institutional 
ventriloquism’ in fragmented, informal, often fragile states, where “best practice reforms are 
articulated, planned and implemented following external prompting and via externally funded 
advisers and consultant”’ in the absence of “whole of government intention.” In a recent paper by 
the Effective States and Inclusive Development research centre, Yanguas (2017) suggests that 
public sector reform programmes take root in a genuine way where there is a match between the 
ideas being proposed, and the norms and incentives of the ruling elite, and where there is space for 
reforms to become embedded given how competitive or dominant the political settlement is at a 
particular point in time. However, “where there is a mismatch between types of policy ideas being 
proposed and ruling coalition incentives, the result may simply be the cosmetic adoption of best 
practices as a way of appeasing the international community or preventing reputational costs.” 
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▪ Identifying individual champions within partner institutions and nurturing these relationships. 
In several cases across all three impact pathways, senior officials acted as ‘gatekeepers’ to the 
institutional partnership. This was especially crucial in the cross-government pathway, where it 
seems unlikely that BCURE would have gained a foothold in influential national institutions 
without the enthusiasm and commitment of specific individuals. These champions also frequently 
acted as ‘cheerleaders’ for the programme, helping bring other senior stakeholders on board and 
identify further opportunities for partnership. They had a few things in common: they had 
significant seniority and power and they were personally committed to (often described as 
passionate about) reform. However, there are risks in tying a programme too closely to an 
individual champion, given the likelihood of senior staff turnover (discussed further in Section 6). 

4.2 Thinking beyond ‘skills’ to build capacity at multiple levels of the system 

All of BCURE’s larger-scale success stories, as well as the non-BCURE impact case study, worked 
because they went beyond developing technical skills at an individual level. Three key insights are as 
follows: 

▪ Individual capacity is the bedrock for EIPM – but programmes need to think beyond building 
the knowledge and skills of policy and research staff. BCURE was premised on the assumption 
that there are major capacity gaps in low and middle-income countries, around how to access, 
appraise and apply evidence effectively in policymaking. Partner needs assessments confirmed 
this, and individual capacity building has been a necessary foundational activity across all three 
impact pathways, mainly targeting the technical policy and research staff who are responsible for 
designing policy documents and developing research products that feed into policy formulation. 
However, one-off training is unlikely to be enough to embed new skills, as demonstrated in 
Spotlight 2 below. The single ministry pathway emphasises the importance of follow-up support 
to help trainees change their practices in the longer term. All three pathways also highlight the 
necessity of working with senior managers and government stakeholders. These individuals are 
generally not involved in the technical side of evidence access, appraisal and use, but their 
awareness and buy-in is essential to create an environment where technical staff are supported 
to work in a different way. 

▪ System-wide change requires a focus on the ‘top down’ as well as the ‘bottom up’. The BCURE 
programmes that have made the most progress towards catalysing longer-term change in 
evidence use have all employed ‘top down’ organisational-level activities as well as ‘bottom up’ 
capacity building. The cross-government pathway discusses how BCURE-supported EIPM tools 
and systems have helped catalyse change in line ministries, when backed by an institutional 
champion. The same approach has also worked within single ministry and parliament settings, 
when BCURE has supported the development of sector-specific tools or guidelines that have 
helped ministry or parliament officials use evidence more effectively. The single ministry pathway 
explores how accompanying government units through specific policy processes in an evidence-
informed way can help to showcase the value of an evidence-informed approach. 

▪ It is important to ensure that interventions at different levels join up to have a system-wide 
effect. While all of the BCURE programmes worked at multiple levels of the system through 
different activities, there is significant variation in the extent to which these activities 
meaningfully joined up with one another. The impact pathways discuss how some programme 
activities were too small scale, ad hoc and potentially too short to catalyse change within large 
ministries or parliaments, or too disconnected to combine to promote change at a national level. 
In some cases, programme resources were dispersed across a number of one-off and small-scale 
interventions, with limited cross-over in terms of the individuals involved. Where BCURE partners 
succeeded in joining up their interventions, results suggest greater potential of a longer-term 
catalytic effect – this also resonates with the literature on EIPM as a complex system, discussed in 
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Box 4. This suggests that programmes should also consider how interventions at different levels 
of a system can be meaningfully linked and coordinated with one another given the time and 
resources available, as otherwise there is a risk they will remain isolated rather than combining to 
create pressure for change. 

 

 

Box 4. Insights from the literature: EIPM as a complex system requiring capacity at 
different levels 

The BCURE literature review discussed a number of studies that frame EIPM as a complex system: 
a group of interacting, interrelated, and interdependent sub-systems and components that form a 
complex and unified whole (Coffman, 2007). Complexity theories hold that that change in 
‘complex’ settings does not happen in a rational, linear way that can be predicted in advance. 
Instead, individual behaviours and interactions between people combine and amplify one another 
in diverse and sometimes surprising ways, with consequences that no one could have predicted 
(Smith and Joyce 2012; Ramalingam 2013). 

If EIPM is a complex system, this implies the need to carefully consider interrelationships between 
individual, organisational and institutional capacity for EIPM rather than focus on one level at a 
time. For example, this might mean thinking about the influence of organisational systems on 
individual values, or the ways in which ideas about evidence in wider society shape how it is 
talked about, and which types of knowledge are considered important. This literature review 
highlighted the value of examining EIPM as a system, and considering capacity building for EIPM 
as a multidimensional issue. Multiple initiatives are likely to be needed, working together 
holistically over time, to support and catalyse capacity development (FAO, 2010; Capacity.org 
n.d.). 

 

4.3 Accompanying change, not imposing it 

BCURE programmes were more successful when partners ‘accompanied’ government partners 
through a flexible, tailored, collaborative approach that promoted ownership. ‘Accompaniment’ is 
understood within the evaluation as a general way of working that contrasts with a more traditional 
‘supplier/consumer’ model, where an external partner provides ad hoc capacity support through 
one-off interventions. The value of this approach has been increasingly promoted in recent literature 
on adaptive programming and development entrepreneurship (see Box 5). Government reform 
processes are unpredictable and highly context-specific, meaning that it is not clear at the outset 
what will work. Accompaniment allows a more flexible approach, where government and external 
partners explore opportunities together in order to design approaches that have the potential to 
catalyse change. 

Accompaniment has been adopted to different degrees and in different ways by various BCURE 
partners, but the evaluation consistently found that all of the BCURE projects were more successful 
where they adopted elements of this approach, and it was also an important reason for success in 
the non-BCURE impact case study. On a smaller scale, several partners accompanied ministries or 
units through specific policy processes, providing tailored and flexible support to co-produce new 
tools or policy products in a way that promoted government ownership (discussed in the single 
ministry and parliament impact pathways). On a larger scale, some projects adopted elements of the 
approach at a whole ministry or at cabinet level, working to promote reform through a collaborative 
model characterised by high levels of government ownership, spending significant time on building 
and maintaining senior-level relationships and buy-in, and responding to windows of opportunity 
where they arose. It is important to note that the ability of BCURE partners to work in this way has 
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been constrained by DFID’s milestone-based contracting model, which has made it difficult for 
programmes to adapt their plans to changing contexts and has created challenges given the 
unpredictable and lengthy timeframes required when working with government. Partners have had 
to cope with regular changes in government personnel that require the rebuilding of relationships, 
as well as changes in political priorities that can block or accelerate demand for programme 
activities – all of which emphasise the need for flexible management arrangements. 

 

 
Box 5. Insights from the literature: Accompaniment 

There is emerging literature on the ‘accompaniment’ mechanism, from both the health policy and 

governance fields. The concept links closely with insights on ‘thinking and working politically’, 
detailed above, and also on ‘adaptive programming’ – the idea of moving away from top down 
objective setting and pre-set targets and towards adjusting programme activities and outcomes 
over time, through making ‘small bets’, getting fast feedback and scaling up successful 
interventions while halting unsuccessful ones (Andrews et al., 2016). 

The ‘Development Entrepreneur’ approach developed by The Asia Foundation (Faustino and 
Booth, 2014) emphasises an approach to governance reform characterised by entrepreneurship, 
iterative ‘learning-by-doing’; ‘a close-knit team of passionate and determined leaders’ united by ‘a 
high-level of trust, a shared agenda and complementary technical and political skills’, and finally 
programme staff having the time, space and authority to try out new and innovative ideas within 
established organisations. Faustino and Booth (2014), Booth (2014) and Cummings, (2015) discuss 
how this approach has played out in practice through various reform interventions, 
demonstrating that when an outside government agency is given the scope to provide flexible, 
collaborative and tailored support, this can promote ‘learning-by-doing’ at the local level, and 
facilitate strong partnerships that create the conditions for local partners to push for and own 
reform initiatives. Trust in and credibility of the external partner is viewed as essential to enabling 
this kind of partnership to flourish. 

The literature on adaptive programming also emphasises the importance of flexible models of 
engagement, enabled by donor structures and reporting requirements that support flexibility and 
changes in direction in response to learning and new opportunities, rather than rigidly holding 
programmes to pre-set objectives and top down targets (Andrews et al., 2016; O’Neil, 2016). For 
example, Andrews et al. (2016) identified that successful health sector reforms had ‘flexibility’ 
where unsuccessful ones did not: they incorporated ongoing feedback on progress and results, 
created opportunities to adjust project content and incorporated new ideas into project activities 
based on ongoing learning. 
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Spotlight 2. How and why can training support evidence-informed 
policymaking? 

All six BCURE projects used training or workshops to build individuals’ knowledge, awareness and 
skills for EIPM. Overall, across most settings, the evaluation found strong evidence that these 
activities had increased participants’ awareness, technical knowledge and/or skills. However, there 
were marked differences in the extent to which trainees had been able to apply their learning in 
order to access, appraise or use evidence more effectively. The findings are unpacked in more detail 
in relation to the three impact pathways, with further detail in Annex 9. 

Where training led to behaviour change, this was a result of several mechanisms (or change 
processes) that often worked together. These mechanisms are drawn from widely held theories and 
concepts from adult learning and EIPM literature, discussed below. 

▪ In Kenya, Zimbabwe and Bangladesh, where training was directly relevant to participants’ day-to-
day jobs, training (and follow-up interventions) built self-efficacy through imparting new 
knowledge and skills, and raising trainees’ confidence in their ability to undertake a task or 
perform their roles. 

▪ In Kenya, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, and Bangladesh, training (and associated technical support) 
provided participants with practical evidence tools or processes that facilitated them to do their 
jobs more easily or more efficiently– for example a policy brief format in Kenya, a set of EIPM 
guidelines in Bangladesh, and an introduction to cost-benefit analysis in Pakistan. 

▪ In Kenya, behaviour change was also reinforced through demand for evidence application and use 
by managers and senior staff, which motivated participants to apply their learning. Recognition 
and rewards following from improved quality evidence products also generated further 
motivation for evidence use, stimulating a virtuous cycle. In Pakistan, where there weren’t any 
such incentives to apply learning, the training appeared to have much less impact on behaviour 
change. The EIPM guidelines produced by BCURE in Bangladesh are also intended to reinforce 
behaviour change among trainees, through managers requiring them to follow the guidelines – 
however, it is too early to tell whether this will happen in practice. 

▪ In Pakistan and South Africa, the training helped some participants frame their thinking on how to 
use evidence or data in order to address a specific task, providing them with new concepts or 
reminding them about the importance of evidence, in a context where they already had the 
technical skills and motivation to undertake the task. However, this mechanism was not 
associated with widespread behaviour change in BCURE projects. 

In many cases training did not lead to demonstrable changes in evidence use, as a result of a 
broader environment unconducive to evidence-informed ways of working, and/or issues with training 
design and implementation (including reaching people with opportunities to use new skills). The 
evaluation emphasises the importance of beginning with a clear understanding of the political 
context, and the incentives and disincentives for evidence use within a specific setting – as described 
in Section 4. The findings are also consistent with widely held theories of adult learning, which 
suggest that training should be based on an understanding of needs, actively engage participants and 
build on their previous experience and motivation, and go beyond one-off training sessions to engage 
participants in a longer-term way (see below). BCURE training was more successful where: 

▪ Training aligned with incentives in the broader organisational and institutional environment. 
Across the BCURE portfolio, learning led to behaviour change where there were incentives for 
participants to access, appraise and apply evidence. The attitudes of managers and senior staff 
was very important – the extent to which they encouraged and supported trainees to apply their 
learning, which in turn is related to broader incentives for or against evidence use within the civil 
service, when weighed up against partisan policymaking or widespread corruption. 
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▪ Training was closely targeted to those who could apply it, and was directly relevant to their day-
to-day work. In Kenya and in the Ministry of Youth in Zimbabwe, relevance and applicability of 
training was ensured by targeting policy analysts and research officers who were required to 
search, access and appraise evidence as part of their roles. Trainees who had not put their 
learning into practice frequently said they had not had the opportunity to do so in their job – 
particularly in Pakistan, where the EIPM course is undertaken by all civil servants as part of 
broader mandatory training, rather than being targeted to specific cohorts and tailored to the 
type of work they do. Ensuring the ‘right’ participants take part in training is not always easy. It 
requires a detailed understanding of roles and incentives in units and divisions, not just at a 
ministry level; for example, in Kenya there were marked differences between units linked to 
differential opportunities and incentives to work in an evidence-informed way. In Bangladesh, 
BCURE developed rigorous criteria to ensure the training was only offered to civil servants directly 
involved in policy development, but in practice this had not always worked – managers are likely 
to have their own incentives for selecting certain participants, which need to be considered. The 
evaluation also highlights the importance of existing motivation to apply evidence, along with 
previous knowledge and experience in the concepts or tools introduced. These factors are often 
difficult to screen for. 

▪ Partners considered seniority and the trade-offs involved in targeting more junior or more 
senior staff. Technical (usually mid-level or relatively junior) staff are generally responsible for 
creating policy and research products that feed into decision making, but may have limited 
autonomy to influence organisational shifts in evidence use. In both Pakistan and Zimbabwe, 
stakeholders felt that targeting mid-level and junior staff was more likely to make an impact than 
training senior staff, who are often political appointments and may be more resistant to change. 
However, senior civil servants often make the decisions, drawing on (or not) the evidence collated 
by their juniors, and may have most of the power – particularly in hierarchical civil service cultures 
– but are less likely to spend significant time accessing, appraising or applying evidence as part of 
their day-to-day work. Although the evaluation highlights the importance of support from 
managers in enabling trainees to apply their learning, this is not necessarily best achieved by 
mixing junior and senior staff, who will need different information and skills. It is also difficult to 
gain the commitment of senior staff to take part in multi-day training courses. Specific 
interventions for senior staff – such as a tailored half or full day course focusing on sensitisation 
rather than imparting technical skills – may be more appropriate. 

▪ Activities went beyond one-off training. The projects with the most success at catalysing 
behaviour change went beyond one-off training courses to provide follow-up on-the-job support. 
For example in Kenya trainees were helped to develop policy briefs, and in Bangladesh ministry 
staff were assisted in policy development using new EIPM tools. 

▪ Training was practical and participatory, using local case studies or live policy examples. Many 
trainees across all BCURE settings emphasised the importance of training being practical and 
participatory – using hands-on exercises to give participants an opportunity to practise skills. This 
resonates with the findings of the Stage 2 evaluation, which found that behaviour change was 
generally associated with increases in skills as well as knowledge. Making training participatory is 
not always easy in contexts where training is typically fairly didactic, and may require significant 
capacity support to local trainers. Trainees in Bangladesh, Kenya and Zimbabwe emphasised the 
importance of using local, sector or context-specific case studies, or giving participants the 
opportunity to work on live policy topics, to help relate examples directly to their work. 

▪ Training incorporated a focus on soft skills as well as technical skills. In Kenya and Zimbabwe, 
BCURE training incorporated soft skills, which were frequently cited as some of the most 
important elements. EIPM is not a purely technical endeavour – it requires thinking about how to 
communicate research evidence, use evidence to influence decisions, and understand the needs 
of evidence users. In Pakistan, participants who had been able to use their new skills often said 
they had to present evidence and analysis to senior members of the civil service, requiring 
presentation skills and the ability to negotiate for resources. 
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▪ Partners considered the experience and background of facilitators. Many trainees emphasised 
the importance of ensuring facilitators were knowledgeable, patient and confident. This usually 
involved using local trainers rather than or alongside international trainers (potentially creating 
challenges in making training participatory, as discussed above). This may require facilitators who 
understand the specific sector as well as the broader national context – for example participants 
in the Parliament of Zimbabwe felt the facilitators were too ‘academic’ and did not understand 
the nuances of working in parliamentary settings. 

Insights from the literature: Building individual-level capacity 

Capacity development is about more than ‘skills’. Several leading behaviour change researchers 
argue that behaviour change requires a combination of positive intention, skills and absence of 
environmental constraints (Fishbein and Middlestadt, 1994). Bryan et al. (2009) and Lyon et al. (2011) 
draw on the theories of andragogy and self-directed learning to suggest several ‘key principles’ of 
adult learning, including that adults need to know why they are learning and are motivated to learn 
by the need to solve problems; their previous experience must be respected and built upon; adults 
need learning approaches that match their background and diversity; adults need to be actively 
involved in the learning process; and they require extended contact (rather than one-off training 
sessions) in order to assimilate learning.  

The evaluation has drawn on three key mechanisms from the literature on adult learning and 
capacity development: 

 

Self-efficacy: One well-established learning theory, holding that individuals are more likely 
to behave in a particular way if they possess high ‘self-efficacy’ – in other words, if they 
believe they are capable of effectively performing a particular task or handling a particular 
situation. (Bandura, 1977). Empirical evidence suggests a link between self-efficacy, 
motivation and outcomes such as work attendance, productivity and future employment 
(Bandura, 1988; Eden and Avirma, 1993). 

 

Facilitation: Walter et al. (2005) highlight facilitation as one of the key mechanisms 
underpinning interventions trying to promote research use. This involves enabling or 
facilitating staff to adopt EIPM behaviours, which led to the improvements in individual 
capacity and use of evidence in day-to-day work. This mechanism is underpinned by change 
management theories, which “emphasise the importance of enabling strategies providing 
practical assistance for individuals and groups to change” – for example technical, financial, 
organisational or emotional support. 

 

Reinforcement: This is another key mechanism identified by Walter et al. (2005), involving 
“using rewards and other forms of control to reinforce appropriate behaviour”. 
Reinforcement can be positive (e.g. some kind of reward or encouragement for evidence 
use), or negative (reminders, audit, mandatory requirements, performance assessments). 
Reinforcement is also a behaviourist theory of learning – suggesting that a learner will 
repeat a desired behaviour if positive reinforcement is given in the form of material or non-
material rewards (Dunn, 2002). 
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Box 6. Cost-effectiveness of EIPM training  

The structure, duration and scale of EIPM training varied considerably across the BCURE 
programmes. Some projects sought to roll out training courses across the whole of government 
(Bangladesh and Pakistan), others focused on specific ministries or units within a ministry 
(Kenya, Zimbabwe). Some delivered blended online and in-person training (Pakistan), others 
combined one-off training with ongoing coaching (Kenya). Because of these differences, the 
costs of the training, and the associated cost-effectiveness varied considerably. 

Considerations of cost-effectiveness need to ask: did training improve knowledge and skills? 
Most importantly, did it lead to behaviour change? Looking at costs per participant in isolation 
can provide a distorted picture. Other factors which can drive cost-effectiveness of training 
include whether there is has been any cascading of training to others and whether the training 
has been institutionalised in a local training provider such as civil service training college. 

 Bangladesh Kenya Zimbabwe Pakistan 

Total 
investment in 
training  

£595,381 £204,975 £96,200 £1,056,960 

Number of 
people trained 

400 45 49 1,780 

Cost per 
participant 

£1,148 £3,950 £2,000 £594, reducing to £168 
in the final year. 

Evidence of 
change  

Changes in knowledge 
and skills, but too early to 
judge changes in 
behaviour across the 
wider cohort of trainees. 
Some had applied 
learning through BCURE-
supported pilot policies 

Changes in 
knowledge, skills 
and behaviour 

Changes in 
knowledge, skills and 
behaviour 

Changes in knowledge, 
skills and attitudes, but 
concerns that majority 
of trainees will not have 
opportunities to apply 
new knowledge/skills 

Reflections on 
cost-
effectiveness 

The cost-effectiveness of 
the training in 
Bangladesh depends on 
how far trainees are 
incentivised to apply 
their learning by the roll-
out of the EIPM 
guidelines and if they are 
enforced by line 
ministries. If this 
happens, that could 
make the training cost 
effective given the reach 
in terms of numbers, 
otherwise the cost-
effectiveness will be 
lower 

There was good 
potential for the 
training in Kenya to 
be cost effective, as 
training contributed 
to skills 
improvement in 
both Parliament 
and MoH; however, 
in MoH there was 
less evidence of 
behaviour change, 
despite there being 
higher spending 

There was good 
potential for the 
training in Zimbabwe 
to be cost effective, 
as training 
contributed to 
sustained 
improvement in 
skills and changes in 
behaviour in the 
MoYIEE; however, 
BCURE made a much 
lower impact in 
Parliament 

Costs include the 
development of the 
platform as well as the 
delivery, so efficiencies 
in the cost per 
participant were 
achieved as greater 
numbers were reached. 
There was potential for 
the training in Pakistan 
to be cost effective 
given the reach in terms 
of numbers and the 
evidence that training 
contributed to learning 
gains; however, this 
potential was reduced 
as the relevance to the 
majority of participants 
was low, which 
prevented skills 
application and 
behaviour change 
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5. Impact pathway 1: Support to a single ministry 

BCURE worked to promote EIPM within specific ministries and departments in Bangladesh, Zimbabwe, 
Kenya, Pakistan and South Africa. This section also draws on the non-BCURE impact case study of the 
South Africa National Evaluation System. In Bangladesh, BCURE’s work within specific ministries formed 
part of its broader cross-government approach – the findings are therefore discussed both in this section 
and the next. BCURE’s work in single ministry settings was fairly diverse, ranging from tailored support to 
research units, to assistance in developing pilot policies and data decision tools – described in detail in 
Box 7 below. 

Box 7. Summary of BCURE single ministry support  

Two approaches: ‘Training-plus’ and ‘support to policy pilots’ 

In Zimbabwe, the evaluation focused on BCURE’s work with the Ministry of Youth, Indigenisation and 
Economic Empowerment (MoYIEE). BCURE adopted a ‘training-plus’ approach with the newly 
established Research and Policy Coordination Unit, delivering a training course followed up by various 
organisational-support activities including policy dialogues, support to a terms of reference for the 
unit, and a series of organisational change workshops. 

In Kenya, BCURE adopted a ‘training-plus’ and ‘support to policy pilots’ approach with the Ministry of 
Health (MoH). The MoH had established a small internal Research and Development (R&D) unit in 
2013 to promote access to and use of research within the ministry, which provided an important entry 
point for BCURE. The programme provided a package of support to technical officers and mid-level 
managers across the MoH, consisting of an EIPM training course, follow-up coaching, co-production of 
a set of EIPM guidelines, and support to a Research for Health (R4H) policy. 

In Bangladesh, BCURE worked with three ministries, and the evaluation focused on the work with the 
Ministry of Commerce (MoC) and Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF). The approach was also 
‘training-plus’ combined with ‘support to policy pilots’, but slightly different to Zimbabwe or Kenya as 
support to ministries was nested within an overarching cross-government approach (discussed in more 
detail in Section 7). The programme trained around 100 officials responsible for policy formulation in 
each ministry, and facilitated working groups to develop ‘pilot policies’ using the EIPM guidelines 
developed with Cabinet Division. 

In Pakistan, BCURE was unique in working with provincial level government departments, adopting a 
‘support to policy pilots’ approach. The evaluation focused on its work with the Punjab Excise and 
Taxation (E&T) Department, Sargodha District Police, and the Punjab Health Ministry. BCURE led a 
series of policy pilots to develop digital data-driven decision-support tools that could help front line 
workers (tax-collectors, police and community health workers) improve service delivery. 

In South Africa, BCURE adopted a ‘support to policy pilots’ approach with the Department of Planning, 
Monitoring and Evaluation (DPME). While the project undertook a number of activities with various 
Ministries (see Section 3), this report focusses on its support to co-produce a tailored evidence 
mapping product designed to assist policymaking. 

Non-BCURE case study of the South Africa National Evaluation Strategy 

As described in Section 2.2, the evaluation incorporated a non-BCURE case study of the South African 
National Evaluation System (NES), which was established in 2012 to promote and support evaluations 
across government. The case study examined two of its completed evaluations: a Diagnostic Review of 
the Early Childhood Development policy, and an evaluation of the Business Process Services 
programme. DPME is the custodian of the NES, and provides various support to departments 
undertaking evaluations – including co-funding, developing standards and guidelines, delivering 
training on evaluation, providing hands-on support and advice through active participation in 
evaluation steering committees, and ensuring that findings are addressed through Implementation 
Plans.  
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5.1 What were the drivers, opportunities and risks for EIPM in ministry 
settings? 

The BCURE single ministry contexts had several challenges and opportunities in common: 

Political environments were to varying degrees restrictive and fragmented, with concerns around 
mismanagement and corruption. Across the BCURE operating countries, the political environment 
places varying degrees of restriction on freedom of expression, public voice and civil society. 
Contested and fragmented political landscapes are reflected in highly politicised ministerial and 
sectoral contexts, where policies are often perceived to be partisan rather than evidence based, 
restricting space for individuals within government to challenge the status quo. Many of the settings 
are also characterised by high levels of corruption, leading to resource allocations being directed 
towards political allies and constituencies. 

Capacity shortcomings, financial constraints and staff turnover also create difficulties with 
embedding EIPM at a unit or departmental level. All the settings face ongoing capacity 
shortcomings in the civil service to develop and implement policy. This includes persistent lack of 
access to data by various stakeholders, including government personnel, and poor quality data 
collected by devolved or provincial public services for monitoring. There are also financial 
constraints and reliance on donors to support programming – inhibiting ability to increase budgets 
for research and data collection. In several contexts, rapid change in senior leadership, and high 
levels of staff rotation, limit opportunities for EIPM to take hold, with new officials unfamiliar with 
previous initiatives or promoting their own agendas. 

Alongside these challenging conditions, there were a range of high-level initiatives emerging in the 
BCURE sectors and ministries that created opportunities for enhancing evidence use.  These 
included the strong role of international donors in government programming, which created a drive 
for evidence and robust monitoring and evaluation (M&E) to support improvements in performance 
and efficiency of partner governments. In response to political, citizen and donor pressures for 
improved effectiveness, governments have established high-level initiatives around results and 
evidence, including results-based management systems, public service charters and International 
Standards Organisation (ISO) quality standards; and strengthened national and sectoral planning and 
M&E processes, albeit moving at different paces. Linked to this, there is growing momentum for the 
use of technology and digitisation to improve government information systems, especially in 
Pakistan and Bangladesh where there are ongoing initiatives and existing government bodies 
working on these issues. The increased transparency that comes with technology is perceived as 
feeding a growing public interest in policymaking, emphasised by public protests or sector strikes, 
which in contexts like Zimbabwe is linked to a sense of an urgent need for the government to find 
solutions to national challenges. 

Finally, there are pockets of opportunity for EIPM in certain sectors where the political stakes are 
lower. This can be found for example, where there is a drive to improve performance because of a 
sector’s economic and political importance – health in Kenya and commerce in Bangladesh – and 
supportive leadership, for example in the Bangladesh MoC. In some countries research and data are 
emerging as strategic investment areas, including in priority sectors such as health in Kenya, leading 
to the establishment of research and policy units within ministries with a mandate to promote EIPM 
and research use. 
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5.2 What happened and why? 

Figure 4 depicts how BCURE worked towards a step change in evidence use through providing 
support to single government ministries or units. It does not represent what any individual project 
did, but rather synthesises evidence from across BCURE and the broader literature on how and why 
capacity support can lead to change. The diagram summarises what the evaluation has learned 
about how capacity support can contribute to EIPM in a single ministry setting, but it is not a fully 
tested theory, as projects made different degrees of progress towards the intended impact. It is 
therefore intended as a broad ‘road map’ for future programmes working to promote EIPM in single 
ministry settings, rather than a definitive prescription. 

Below the diagram, Table 3 presents an overview of how far each of the outcomes were achieved by 
the BCURE projects (EQ 1) and BCURE’s contribution (EQ 2). These findings are unpacked throughout 
the rest of this section, which also explores how and why BCURE did or did not make a difference 
(EQ 3). 
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Figure 4. Single ministry impact pathway 
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Table 3. Summary of evidence for single ministry impact pathway 

Outcome Summary of evidence for outcome (EQ 1) and BCURE contribution (EQ 2) 

‘Training-plus’ approach: Bangladesh, Kenya and Zimbabwe 

1. Cohort of technical 
officers and managers 
have new/improved 
skills, knowledge, 
confidence and 
relationships to access, 
appraise and apply 
evidence, and increased 
understanding of the 
value of evidence 

Strong evidence that trained staff gained new or improved knowledge, skills and 
confidence to use evidence in Kenya, Zimbabwe and Bangladesh, and that BCURE 
made a crucial or important contribution to this, in some cases alongside other 
donor-supported capacity building projects. Some evidence from South Africa and 
Bangladesh that the BCURE-supported evidence map and pilot policies also built 
the skills and confidence of ministry staff. 
 

2. Mid-level technical 
officers and managers 
(trained and non-
trained) routinely and 
more effectively access, 
appraise and apply 
evidence in their day-to 
day work 

Strong evidence in Zimbabwe and Kenya that BCURE had made an important 
contribution to evidence use among many trained staff, but in both cases this fell 
short of routine use across key areas of their work and, in Kenya, was limited to 
trainees using evidence in specific units and divisions rather than across the 
ministry as a whole. Strong evidence in Bangladesh that staff supported by BCURE 
to apply EIPM guidelines in a pilot policy process had accessed, appraised and 
applied evidence more effectively as a direct result, but limited evidence that 
trainees not involved in pilot policies had applied their learning – although this is 
too early to definitively judge given the stage of the project, and it was only 
possible to interview a small proportion of the overall training cohort. No evidence 
from any setting that non-trained technical officers or managers were more 
routinely using evidence as a result of BCURE. 
 

3. Engaged mid-level 
officials share skills and/ 
or cascade evidence 
processes to non-trained 
colleagues in units 
across ministry 

This outcome was relatively implicit rather than a major part of project designs, 
but was a necessary step for projects to have a broader impact within ministries. 
As yet, there is no evidence that officials have shared or cascaded new skills or 
processes to non-trained colleagues or managers in Zimbabwe, or that officials in 
the Kenyan MoH have influenced the behaviour of colleagues or managers in the 
ministry. However, there is strong evidence of an unintended outcome from 
Kenya, in which mid-level officials cascaded BCURE EIPM training to non-trained 
colleagues at county level, as a direct result of the programme. The Bangladesh 
programme had a slightly different assumption around critical mass, discussed in 
the cross-government impact pathway. 
 

‘Policy pilots’ approach: Bangladesh, Kenya, Pakistan and South Africa 

4. Policy processes 
facilitated in evidence-
informed way, or EIPM 
tools developed 

Strong evidence in Kenya that BCURE made an important contribution to 
supporting evidence use within the Research for Health (R4H) policy process using 
BCURE-supported EIPM guidelines, although the process is not yet complete. 
Some evidence in Bangladesh that BCURE made a crucial contribution to 
supporting pilot policies to apply evidence more systematically, again using EIPM 
guidelines – however, the case study only examined two of six supported 
processes, the process was less successful in one of the two ministries examined 
for the evaluation, and the policies have not yet been approved. Strong evidence 
in both South Africa and Pakistan that BCURE made an important contribution in 
supporting the development of good quality decision-making tools that drew on 
data and evidence. 
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Outcome Summary of evidence for outcome (EQ 1) and BCURE contribution (EQ 2) 

Longer-term change across both approaches 

5. Unit / ministry 
strengthened through 
new tools, systems and 
processes to access 
evidence / engage in 
dialogue 

Strong evidence in Kenya that the programme had directly supported the creation 
of good quality EIPM guidelines that were officially adopted by the MoH as part of 
its draft standard operating procedures, but there is no evidence that these 
guidelines have been used beyond the BCURE-supported R4D policy. Limited 
evidence from Zimbabwe that the MoYIEE research unit has been significantly 
strengthened through new tools, systems and processes to access evidence. It is 
too early to judge this outcome for Bangladesh as the EIPM guidelines have not 
yet been adopted at ministry level, although the guidelines do offer the potential 
to strengthen policy development processes (see outcome 6). Strong evidence 
from Pakistan and some evidence from South Africa (from programme reports 
completed after the Stage 2 evaluation) that the BCURE-supported EIPM tools 
have been adopted within targeted government units. 

6. Improved policy / 
evidence processes and 
products in the short 
term 

Strong evidence in Kenya that BCURE support made an important contribution to 
improving the quality of the R4D policy. Some evidence in both Kenya and 
Zimbabwe that a number of trainees were using their skills to inform policies or 
generate evidence products, and that BCURE had made an important contribution 
to this, alongside including donor-supported programmes providing an 
opportunity for evidence use. However, in both cases the examples are mainly ad 
hoc. Strong evidence in Bangladesh that the MoC pilot policy used the EIPM 
guidelines effectively and resulted in a high quality product – although the MoEF 
policy was less successful, using the guidelines only partially. Both policies 
succeeded in being submitted to Cabinet although at the time of the final 
evaluation had not yet been approved. Limited evidence from Pakistan that the 
decision-support tools were as yet leading to more evidence-informed decision 
making. It was not possible to follow up the evidence map process in South Africa 
to investigate its effects on policy processes, as this country was not included in 
the Stage 3 evaluation. 

7. Senior stakeholders 
initiate further reforms 
and investments to 
embed EIPM 

Limited evidence from Kenya or Zimbabwe that BCURE influenced senior ministry 
stakeholders to initiate further reforms and investments to embed EIPM through 
the ‘training-plus’ approach. Some evidence from South Africa and Pakistan that 
policy pilots succeeded in catalysing further resources to scale up the new EIPM 
tools, although this is on a relatively small scale as yet. BCURE made some 
contribution to this alongside other factors – in particular, pre-existing high-level 
interest in data visualisation tools, and the existence of institutions that could 
leverage resources for scale-up. There is also some evidence that BCURE 
contributed to this outcome in Bangladesh, discussed in the cross-government 
pathway. 

Impact: Step change in 
use of evidence across 
ministry or unit 

Limited evidence from any setting that BCURE has promoted a step change in 
evidence use within target units or ministries. However, there is some indication 
of pockets of success across all the settings, where BCURE made an important or 
crucial contribution to improving the use of evidence within specific policy 
processes using EIPM tools (Kenya and Bangladesh), developing tools to facilitate 
evidence access and appraisal which were adopted by government (South Africa 
and Pakistan) and capacitating a new research unit that can continue to develop 
evidence products into the future (Zimbabwe). 

A number of ad hoc examples of change were also observed in Zimbabwe and (to 
a greater extent) in Kenya, where individuals were able to apply skills gained 
through BCURE training to improve evidence use within specific policy processes, 
but where this fell short of routine evidence use. 
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 ‘Training-plus’ approach 

In Kenya, Zimbabwe and Bangladesh, BCURE provided capacity support to individuals 
alongside or followed up by technical support to promote organisational reforms. Although 
this did lead to improvements in knowledge and skills (O1), and some behaviour change 
among targeted trainees, as yet there is limited evidence that participants are using 
evidence in a sustained, routine way (O2). Organisational tools produced through technical 
support have the potential to strengthen EIPM within ministries, but have not yet been 
widely used (O5). 

Table 4. Summary of 'training-plus' support 

Country ‘Training-plus’ support provided 

Bangladesh Around 100 officials involved in policy formulation were trained in each of the MoC and 
MoEF. Training was structured around a set of EIPM guidelines, developed in conjunction 
with Cabinet Division (as part of the cross-government approach in Bangladesh, discussed in 
Section 7). In parallel to the training, the programme provided support to two ‘pilot policies’ 
in each ministry, coordinating working groups to develop policies using the EIPM guidelines, 
and providing national and international consultancy support. 

Kenya 35 mid-level officials were trained in the MoH. This was followed up by individual and group 
mentoring to help trainees apply their new skills to develop policy briefs. The programme 
also provided technical support to the ministry to develop a set of EIPM guidelines. The EIPM 
training curriculum was revised in collaboration with MoH stakeholders and disseminated 
alongside the guidelines.  

Zimbabwe 12 policy and research officers were trained in the MoYIEE, including all six members of the 
new research unit. This was followed up by ongoing technical support to help two trainees 
put ‘Action Plans’ into practice, which aimed to tackle organisational-level barriers to 
evidence use. The VakaYiko programme also produced an EIPM toolkit, containing training 
and other EIPM resources, which was distributed to the trainees. 

 

There is strong evidence that BCURE participants in Kenya, Zimbabwe and Bangladesh all acquired 
new knowledge and skills that led to some degree of behaviour change, although as yet there is 
limited indication of routine evidence use among trainees. The three programmes predominantly 
targeted mid-level, technical officials, more likely to have a hands-on role in policy development. As 
discussed in Spotlight 1 above, trained officials were more likely to change their behaviour when 
their roles required them to engage with evidence, and when their team or unit provided the 
incentives, opportunities and resources for evidence use in policy processes: 

▪ In Kenya, around half the training cohort suggested they were using evidence more routinely 
after the end of the programme, but a number highlighted limited or no real change in other 
areas of their work. This was because there had been limited opportunities for them to apply 
their skills, as policy processes typically take a few years and tend to be driven within donor 
programmes. The most significant examples of sustained evidence use were provided by trainees 
involved in developing policies and guidelines in key donor-supported sectors. These offer 
opportunities for trainees to apply evidence skills, as donor programmes tend to be data-driven 
and have a performance-oriented culture, as well as bringing into the MoH the technical and 
financial resources needed to undertake a policy or standards development process. In these 
contexts, the follow-on support to help trainees develop policy briefs seemed to help embed 

http://www.inasp.info/en/work/vakayiko/eipm-toolkit/
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skills because trainees were working on briefs that directly supported their policy work, e.g. a 
brief on water quality surveillance formed the basis of an environmental health policy proposal. 
Where trainees had applied their new skills in these contexts, this seemed to trigger positive 
reinforcement: by using evidence more effectively, motivated individuals improved their 
performance, which made them more likely to be promoted because good performance scores 
made them eligible for a wider range of roles. In addition, credible, evidence-based policies can 
help to inspire confidence in donor partners and facilitate resource mobilisation, itself a key 
performance target for MoH officials. All these positive incentives seemed to reinforce evidence 
use and helped it to become more routine for these individuals. 

▪ In Zimbabwe, officials and managers within the MoYIEE’s research unit felt that trainees were 
still applying the skills they learned through BCURE training two years later, and that the training 
had enhanced the quality of their work, boosting their confidence and soft skills including in 
communicating with their superiors. This was because the training had enabled trainees to fulfil 
their roles as research officers, in a resource-constrained context where other capacity support 
was unavailable, and in a setting where senior managers were interested in evidence and 
supportive of them applying their skills. However, the work of the research unit was constrained 
by resources and by its relatively junior position within the ministry, meaning that staff were 
frequently engaged in administrative rather than research tasks. As in the Kenya case, where 
trainees had been able to use their skills this was often through donor-supported projects. 

▪ In Bangladesh, while there was evidence that the whole cohort of trainees had gained new 
knowledge and skills, the main evidence of behaviour change was among staff who had been 
involved in the policy pilots. Although it is too early to make a judgement about this given that 
many participants had only recently completed the training, in some cases staff did not think they 
would have an opportunity to apply the training in their roles, despite the fact that BCURE had a 
clear selection process to avoid this scenario. As in other countries, this was potentially a case of 
people being relevant 'on paper' but not in practice. The Kenya and Zimbabwe cases suggest that 
routine evidence use in future is likely to depend on how far BCURE succeeds in generating top 
down incentives for staff to work in an evidence-informed way, through its work with Cabinet 
Division – discussed further under the cross-government impact pathway. 

The follow-up technical support provided through the ‘training-plus’ approach had mixed results. 
In Kenya and Bangladesh, good quality EIPM guidelines have been produced that offer the potential 
to strengthen units or ministries, but as yet there is limited proof that this has influenced evidence 
use beyond BCURE-supported policies. In both cases the guidelines were user-friendly, providing a 
structured and stepwise approach to the policy development process and how evidence should be 
searched for, appraised and applied. 

In Kenya, guidelines were produced collaboratively by officials from the R&D unit and the Policy and 
Planning Division, with technical support from BCURE, a factor that was highlighted by respondents 
as critical in achieving institutional ownership by the MoH. The guidelines were completed and 
signed off by the Cabinet Secretary in 2016, in a context where the ministry was preparing itself for 
ISO quality certification, which required the MoH to have standard operating procedures. They were 
used successfully in the Research for Health policy process that BCURE accompanied, and also 
stimulated a decision to develop further guidelines – discussed further below. However, a year later, 
the final evaluation found no evidence that MoH officials were still using the BCURE-supported EIPM 
guidelines, or were even aware of their existence, and the policy process guidelines had not been 
finalised. The main reason was that the R&D unit drastically reduced in size at the end of 2016, 
leaving just one official with no budget or resources to champion the use of the guidelines internally. 
Despite recognition that guidelines could help improve the quality of work, they were never made 
mandatory, and without resources to promote them they were unlikely to be spontaneously 
adopted in a setting crowded with a plethora of existing policies, guidance and standards – 
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especially as they were never formally disseminated except through email. They were due to be 
launched at a high-profile health summit, but strikes by health workers and allegations of corruption 
at the ministry meant this event was postponed. Although the R&D unit has tried to mobilise 
resources to formally roll out the guidelines, efforts have been unsuccessful so far. 

There was supposed to be dissemination [of guidelines], and training of trainers, 
and at county levels so that they can cascade it down…But training has not gone 
very far, there were very few counties that were trained. It is about difficulties 
with getting resources. (BCURE Participant, MoH, Kenya) 

The Kenya case perhaps provides a cautionary tale for Bangladesh, which is at an earlier stage in its 
work to establish EIPM guidelines. In the short term, the draft guidelines proved useful in the 
BCURE-supported policy pilots in Bangladesh, helping generate good quality, evidence-informed 
policies – discussed in more depth below and in the cross-government impact pathway. However, it 
remains to be seen how far the guidelines will be adopted in a meaningful way by ministries, and 
how far they will continue being used now that the programme has ended. In addition, while the 
Kenya and Bangladesh cases demonstrate that guidelines can be an important part of a broader 
capacity support programme (also seen in the South Africa impact case study, where DPME-
produced evaluation tools and templates helped guide ministries through the process of conducting 
quality evaluations), the proof is in their use rather than their adoption. There is a risk that 
guidelines will be adopted on paper but not in practice – an example of ‘isomorphic mimicry’ (see 
Box 3 above). 

Box 8. Summary of what worked for who and why in building organisational capacity through 
‘training-plus’ (EQ 3) 

In Kenya, Zimbabwe and Bangladesh, supporting individuals to use evidence more effectively 
through training and mentoring (I) succeeded in building self-efficacy (M), because training 
targeted cohorts of mid-level, technical officers who had some hands-on involvement in policy 
development (C). This led to improved knowledge and skills (O1) and more effective use of 
evidence (O2). In Zimbabwe and Kenya, where trained officials were able to use evidence in a more 
routine way (O2) this was because their roles required them to, and their units provided the 
opportunities, resources and incentives for policy development processes, mainly as a result of 
donor-funded programmes (C). In Kenya, evidence use led to better quality policy products (O6), 
for which officials were positively rewarded (C), reinforcing evidence use (M), and helping it to 
become more routine for these individuals (O2).  

In Kenya and Bangladesh BCURE succeeded in developing EIPM guidelines through a collaborative 
process (I) of accompaniment (M) that created a quality stepwise product to support policy 
development (O5). In Kenya, this prompted the MoH to adopt the guidelines as official procedures, 
albeit voluntary not mandatory. However, they have not been used to support routine evidence 
use (O2), mainly due to a lack of resources for promotion and roll-out (C), in a context where there 
are many existing guidelines with no organisational platforms to enable officials to access them (C). 
It is too early to judge whether guidelines will be meaningfully adopted by ministries in Bangladesh 
(O5), although the Kenya case suggests this may not be straightforward. In Zimbabwe, although 
organisational support was provided to help embed the learning through training, this was through 
small-scale, ad hoc activities rather than accompanying the ministry in a flexible way (I) and did not 
strategically engage senior staff in order to leverage buy-in and resources (I) – as a result the 
project did not generate organisational tools that substantially strengthened the research unit (O5) 
or facilitated routine evidence use (O2). 
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In Zimbabwe, there was limited evidence that BCURE’s follow-up technical support had 
strengthened the research unit. This was partly because the technical support was reduced in scope 
due to changing priorities and funding challenges, and partly because activities were designed as 
relatively ad hoc interventions that did not strategically build on one another, and were delivered by 
BCURE through a ‘supplier/consumer’ rather than ‘accompaniment’ model (discussed in  
Section 5). Crucially, although the technical support activities were designed based on trainee  
Action Plans, and hence in theory had ownership and buy-in within the unit, constraints in 
implementing partner capacity limited the ability of the project to provide strategic and joined up 
support.  The programme also did not gain the ongoing engagement of senior ministry staff, and  
this appeared to limit the impact of reforms. 

There were few signs that trained officials had shared their skills or cascaded new evidence 
processes to colleagues, other than one example from Kenya (O3). There was also limited 
evidence that changes in practice among technical staff had ‘filtered up’ to influence senior 
stakeholders, or sparked further investments in research or EIPM capacity (O7) 

Although BCURE succeeded in promoting behaviour change among targeted technical staff in Kenya 
and Zimbabwe, there was limited evidence of this leading to change in attitudes or behaviours 
among trainees’ colleagues or high-level stakeholders. In both contexts, the BCURE projects had an 
implicit rationale that the training-plus model would establish a ‘critical mass’ of individuals who 
were using evidence more effectively, which would in turn influence colleagues not involved in the 
programme. In Kenya, the assumption was that trainees would cascade skills within their teams, and 
also play a role in influencing managers of the benefits of evidence use. In both countries, the hope 
was that hosting the BCURE programmes in internal research units would strengthen their capacities 
to promote EIPM across the ministry, and that this in turn would attract senior stakeholders to 
invest more resources in the units to sustain the evidence agenda into the long term. However, 
there is limited evidence that this happened in either case. The ‘critical mass’ phenomenon is widely 
documented in social sciences (see Box 9), but several factors seem to have prevented it from 
operating in Kenya and Zimbabwe: 

▪ Failure to train sufficient numbers or to ‘cluster’ trainees effectively. In the large MoH in Kenya, 
there were simply insufficient numbers trained, for too short a time, and they were too scattered 
throughout the organisation. In a context where divisions and units operate effectively in silos, 
this meant that trained individuals were too isolated to support each other or form clusters to 
promote new evidence-informed practices. Respondents in Kenya suggested that the programme 
should have had an explicit ‘clustering’ strategy, where a number of trainees could be clustered 
together in the same units to support each other and become ‘focal people’ for evidence use, 
then supported by BCURE to cascade skills to colleagues. This was broadly similar to the approach 
taken in Bangladesh in the pilot ministries (see the cross-government impact pathway for a 
detailed analysis). 

▪ Insufficient engagement of senior stakeholders. In both cases, senior managers had not been 
engaged in training or sensitisation activities, and there was some evidence from Kenya that they 
may not have understood the new skills that trainees were bringing, making it unlikely that they 
would allocate time or resources for skills-sharing. In Kenya, a number of respondents felt the 
programme could have done more to engage senior managers directly; for example, through a 
half-day version of the EIPM course (an activity that was in the original programme strategy but 
was dropped due to resource constraints). Similarly, in Zimbabwe, BCURE’s failure to engage 
senior staff was part of the reason the project did not generate broad support for organisational 
reforms outlined in trainees’ Action Plans. 

▪ Rapid staff turnover and high-level incentives that dampen senior demand for EIPM. 
Insufficient engagement of senior staff is only part of the picture. In both countries, wider 
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political economy factors are likely to have had a strong influence on senior managers’ attitudes 
and behaviours towards evidence use, inhibiting the potential for changes in practice among 
technical staff to ‘filter up’. In Zimbabwe, the directors in the Youth Development department (in 
which the research unit sits) were reportedly supportive of EIPM. However, the MoYIEE is widely 
viewed as one of the most politicised ministries, in an authoritarian context where it is safer not 
to challenge the status quo – this provides little incentive for senior ministry staff to engage with 
evidence that may not support the accepted political position. Rapid turnover in senior 
leadership has also resulted in new high-level stakeholders taking up positions of power who are 
unaware about EIPM and are therefore less likely to understand and be interested in the work of 
the research unit. For example, in 2014 a new minister came into post and introduced a parallel 
approach to developing a youth investment case, overriding the (evidence-informed) process the 
research unit were involved in. In Kenya, the evaluation found that evidence use can be 
incentivised if it helps improve performance in sub-sectors such as water and sanitation, where, if 
technical officers use evidence more skilfully and more routinely, this can enhance the 
professionalism and performance of the unit, inspiring confidence in donors to invest in health 
programmes. However, as in Zimbabwe, undesirable incentives come into play at senior levels. 
Given the scale of resources going into health, coupled with weak oversight and procurement 
systems, this can negatively incentivise evidence use as a means of gaining control of large-scale 
funds for personal gain, political influence and corrupt behaviours. 

 

 
Box 9. Insights from the literature: unpacking the concept of critical mass 

Several BCURE programmes were underpinned by the theory that reaching a ‘critical mass’ of 
officials in targeted government units would lead to changes in practice that would diffuse out to 
influence colleagues’ behaviour. This concept has a long history in the social sciences, linked to 
models of collective action and diffusion of innovations (Greenhalgh et al., 2004; Rogers, 2003). 
The evaluation has attempted to unpack the different ways in which the BCURE projects were 
hoping to catalyse a critical mass effect, including: 

▪ Cascading out: BCURE participants formally cascading their learning through introducing new 
ways of working or new structures and processes within their organisations. 

▪ Filtering out: Changes in the way BCURE participants’ access, appraise and apply evidence 
leading to recognition of the value of an evidence-informed approach among their colleagues, 
in turn influencing their behaviour. 

▪ Filtering up: Improvements in evidence access, appraisal and use leading to higher-level 
recognition of the value of an evidence-informed approach, through senior staff seeing and 
being impressed by the benefits that EIPM can bring, and this in turn leading to increasing 
support (and resources) for EIPM at a senior level in the organisation. 

The literature suggests that achieving ‘critical mass’ in social settings depends on a number of 
contextual factors, including the size of the cohort of adopters of a new practice within a setting, 
how connected they are with each other, organisational incentives or disincentives to give time, 
resources and senior management support to sharing new skills and approaches, and there being 
a clear advantage to changing behaviour such as quality improvement or career rewards 
(Greenhalgh et al., 2004; Rogers, 2003). 
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▪ Limitations in the resources, power and positioning of research units. Both Kenya and 
Zimbabwe had relatively new research units within the target ministries, which offered a good 
entry point and home for the proposed programmes. However, both units were constrained by 
reduced staff numbers and a lack of resources, which inhibited them from establishing wider 
influence within their ministries and sectors. Many respondents felt that cascading was not 
possible in this context without additional donor support (although this could have been a 
reflection of the ‘donor dependency’ culture as much as real constraints). In Zimbabwe, the 
research unit mainly works in one section of the ministry, with limited interaction with other 
areas, further limiting its potential to influence ministry-wide culture or approaches to evidence 
use. Senior officers make the decisions about what policy proposals are put forward for 
consideration, with the research unit playing a technical (and often administrative) supporting 
role rather than actively proposing policy alternatives. 

Overall, the failure of the BCURE programmes to activate the ‘critical mass’ effect limited the 
sustainability and impact of the training in the Zimbabwean MoYIEE and Kenyan MoH. 

There was one important example where EIPM training was ‘cascaded’ in the Kenyan MoH. This 
was not an intended outcome, but provides an example of how a cascading strategy could work 
given the right conditions. A group of mid-level managers in the MoH, once they had been through 
the first round of EIPM training, saw the opportunity to deliver EIPM training to county health 
officials. They adapted the curriculum, mobilised financial support from a separate funder, and 
successfully trained 65 people in four counties, more than the numbers trained through the original 
BCURE course. This happened as a result of the MoH’s institutional mandate to build the capacity of 
county health administrations, along with significant pressures to deliver this in the context of a 
fraught devolution process. Together with the availability of funds for county-level training, this 
meant that it became easier to cascade the training outside the MoH than within it. The BCURE team 
was only able to provide limited support to this process, due to the constraints of their contract. 

Box 10. Summary of what worked for whom and why in building a critical mass for change (EQ 3) 

In Kenya, EIPM training was cascaded (M) to county officers (O3), through existing connections 
between the trainees and the county-level staff (C), in a context where there were clear 
advantages of cascading the training to the counties as it met the MoH’s mandate (C), and (non-
BCURE) resources available to support the new initiative (C). However, cascading did not happen in 
the MoYIEE in Zimbabwe, despite the fact that several participants felt it was important to share 
learning with provincial officers – this was inhibited by a lack of resources to conduct additional 
training in a context of severe national economic challenges (C), and an associated expectation by 
participants that such activities need to be funded by donors (C). 

In both countries, there was an implicit assumption that improvements in the quality of work of 
junior staff would 'filter up' to influence senior staff (M), who would see the quality of the work 
and subsequently offer support to further EIPM capacity building and reforms (O7); or that 
changes in behaviour would ‘filter out’ to influence the behaviour of colleagues (O2). This did not 
happen in either country. In Zimbabwe this was in part a consequence of the relatively junior role 
of the research unit in the organisational hierarchy of the MoYIEE (C) and high turnover of senior-
level stakeholders (C), while in Kenya trainees were too few and too scattered across a large 
department (I). In both cases, BCURE did not sufficiently engage senior staff (I), and, crucially, 
filtering up was inhibited by limited incentives for senior staff to challenge the status quo using 
evidence (C), or incentives to use evidence strategically to gain access to resources (C). The 
relatively small size and limited influence and resources of the research units (C) also inhibited the 
potential for a critical mass to emerge, particularly in the highly politicised environment of the 
Zimbabwean MoYIEE.  
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‘Pilot policy’ approach 

In Kenya and Bangladesh, BCURE provided technical support to policy development 
processes to showcase an evidence-informed approach, while in Pakistan and South Africa, 
BCURE-supported specific tools designed to facilitate evidence use in decision making (O4). 
All of these activities supported evidence use in the short term (O5), and in most cases 
improved individuals’ skills and confidence (O1), but had varying degrees of long-term 
impact. 

There is strong evidence that BCURE succeeded in facilitating policy processes in an evidence-
informed way in Kenya and Bangladesh, and in supporting the development of high quality data 
tools to support evidence use in Pakistan and South Africa. Table 5 summarises the support 
provided and the headline results from each setting. 

Table 5. Description of ‘pilot policy' support in BCURE and the impact case study 

Country Support provided What happened? 

Bangladesh Support to policy processes: 
BCURE provided technical 
support to working groups in 
its pilot ministries, helping 
them apply EIPM guidelines 
in a number of ‘pilot policy’ 
processes. 

The working groups successfully generated policy proposals 
that (to varying degrees) involved robust consideration of 
evidence and consultation with relevant stakeholders. This 
helped embed knowledge and skills among EIPM trainees. 
The proposals were submitted to Cabinet and deemed 
‘noticeably different’ to other policy documents by Cabinet 
staff. However, the first policy in the MoC led to a higher 
quality product and had higher levels of engagement than 
the pilot in the MoEF. 
 

Kenya Support to policy process: 
BCURE provided technical 
and financial support to 
develop a Research for Health 
(R4H) policy, working with a 
Technical Working Group 
made up of health research 
stakeholders and MoH 
officials. 

The process produced a rigorous and comprehensive policy 
proposal document, achieved through a systematic process 
that involved sector stakeholders, and provided 
opportunities for three participants in BCURE training to 
practice and deepen their skills through conducting an 
evidence review. Although the R4H process was only 
completed to the draft proposal stage, it was felt the 
process would not have progressed as far without the input 
of BCURE, as previous attempts to establish health research 
priorities had stalled much earlier. 
 

Pakistan Support to data visualisation 
tools: including a mobile app 
to monitor health worker 
performance during polio 
vaccination drives; a crime 
map using geo-spacing 
mapping to identify where 
crime was taking place; and a 
tool to illustrate tax collection 
performance across 
geographical tax circles 
allowing managers to analyse 
trends. 
 
 

All three pilots developed tools that could be used by front 
line service providers to understand what was happening 
on the ground and monitor performance. This contributed 
to decisions to adopt and in some cases scale up versions 
of the tools in their public sector settings. 
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Country Support provided What happened? 

South Africa Support to data visualisation 
tool: BCURE provided 
technical support to facilitate 
the production of an 
‘evidence map’ in 
collaboration with the DPME: 
an online tool that gathered 
together evidence from 
diverse sources in relation to 
human settlements. 
 

Evidence is only available from the Stage 2 evaluation, as 
South Africa was not included as a case study at Stage 3. 
The evidence map process was widely viewed as successful, 
helping build the capacity of DPME staff to conduct an 
evidence map process. Learning was documented and 
diffused through reports, seminars and workshops. 
Although this was not investigated as part of the Stage 2 
evaluation, programme reports suggest that DPME 
successfully received funding to produce further maps in 
2017. 

South Africa 
impact case 
study (non-
BCURE) 

Support to evaluations: 
DPME provided ongoing 
support to government 
departments through specific 
evaluation processes, 
including sitting on evaluation 
steering committees, co-
funding evaluations, advising 
departments on technical 
matters, and facilitating 
evaluation processes. 

The case study found evidence for two broadly successful 
evaluation processes, which had led to finalised evaluation 
products and a set of recommendations that had been 
approved by Cabinet and had (to varying extents) been 
acted upon to influence the content of future policies. 
DPME support had also built capacity within the 
departments (at individual and organisational level) to 
conduct further evaluations. 

 

There are a number of factors in common that explain success across the four BCURE projects and 
the impact case: 

▪ Locating a strategic entry point, where an evidence-informed approach could be showcased 
while also meeting priority policy objectives. Identifying these ‘win-win’ situations appeared 
crucial to success. In Bangladesh, the more successful pilot policy benefited from a strategic 
choice of topic: the MoC and key external stakeholders generally agreed on the overall policy 
objective, and the decisions arrived at were in line with the analysis in the government’s Seventh 
5-Year Plan. In South Africa, the evidence map capitalised on an opportunity in the form of the 
Human Settlement White Paper. The policy process had been somewhat contested, with the first 
draft of the White Paper up for review as it was considered to be insufficiently evidence based. 
The need to generate a robust evidence base provided an opportunity for DPME to trial the 
evidence mapping methodology, which they had been interested in for some time. In Kenya, the 
R4H process had good ownership from the MoH stakeholders as the ministry had been pushing 
for a policy to better coordinate health research with national priorities for a number of years, 
but previous attempts had stalled. In Pakistan, the programme succeeded in identifying key 
problems in service delivery, in a broader context where momentum was building around data 
dashboards in the public sector. Finally, in the South Africa impact case, the two successful 
evaluations both focussed on acknowledged priority areas, with existing high-level interest and 
momentum. The Business Process Services evaluation had the clearest instrumental impact, 
largely because the Department for Trade and Industry were looking to develop the next stage of 
the policy being evaluated, were planning to review the success of the first phase anyway, and 
saw an opportunity to partner with the DPME to access resources and increase the profile of the 
policy. 

▪ Capitalising on existing work and partnerships, identifying allies, and leveraging external 
resources. In Pakistan, previous and ongoing research collaborations provided a crucial entry 
point for the programme. For example, the tax and polio policy pilots both built on research 
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conducted by implementing partner Harvard – in the tax case, the research had involved 
digitising ten years of tax data, and the tax visualisation tool provided a way to make use of this. 
The polio pilot policy was successful in part because it synergised with a randomised trial 
conducted by the Centre for Economic Research in Pakistan (CERP) with funding from 
International Growth Centre (IGC), which tested the value of providing large performance-related 
bonuses to health workers to discourage procrastination in vaccination campaigns. This study 
demonstrated a significant improvement in vaccination coverage as a result of the BCURE-
supported tool, which contributed to the decision to roll it out. In Kenya and South Africa, the 
opportunity to collaborate on the R4H policy and evidence mapping process came as a result of 
relationships built earlier in the BCURE programme, and the R4H process also built on a 
diagnostic study that identified areas where the MoH’s policy processes could be improved. In 
South Africa, BCURE had mentored a senior stakeholder in the department, who knew the team 
and as a result invited BCURE to support the evidence mapping process. 

▪ Ensuring the right people were involved from within and outside government. In Bangladesh, 
the policy process in the MoC was more successful than the process in the MoEF in large part 
because working group members fully bought into the process from the beginning, were present 
in Dhaka to attend meetings and actively participate, and had an understanding of the EIPM 
approach and tools (in the MoEF case, several members had not attended EIPM training 
beforehand). It was also important that the working groups were chaired by the ‘right people’ – 
senior enough to underscore commitment to the process, but not so senior that they were not 
likely to engage in any of the hands-on work. High-level support was seen as essential to the 
success of the process, ensuring that the activities were given priority, as they required significant 
time and cooperation. In South Africa and Kenya, the R4H and evidence map processes involved a 
mix of government staff and academic stakeholders, which helped to give the process credibility, 
and the R4H process was chaired by an independent and respected Kenyan academic. The South 
Africa impact case study suggests that an external partner can play an important coordination 
role between partners – DPME was asked to take the lead in coordinating the early childhood 
development diagnostic review given the large number of stakeholders involved, and the 
challenges in coordinating between them. 

▪ Providing flexible, responsive, tailored support through a process of ‘accompaniment’ and ‘co-
production’. In all the cases except Pakistan, BCURE provided hands-on support to ‘co-produce’ 
policies and tools, rather than actually developing the tools themselves – although this was 
realised to varying degrees. This required a particular style of working widely discussed in the 
knowledge brokering literature, which draws on both technical and interpersonal skills. For 
example, in Bangladesh the national consultants were commended for their responsiveness and 
commitment, ‘going above and beyond’ to support the process, follow-up on tasks, coordinate, 
and ‘push things along’ to ensure things got done. The consultants had credibility because they 
possessed a practical understanding of policymaking processes and local realities, and several 
had previously held senior government roles. In Kenya BCURE provided evolving technical 
support to the unpredictable R4H process. This required developing tailored tools and inputs as 
the process unfolded: coordinating evidence reviews, convening stakeholder consultations and 
developing systematic methodologies to navigate priorities. This support was bolstered by the 
pre-existing trust and good working relationships established between the BCURE partners and 
MoH over the course of the programme, which helped overcome various obstacles. The South 
Africa impact case also suggested the importance of DPME’s flexible, ongoing support to 
evaluations over an extended period of time, providing advisory support through evaluation 
steering committees while also ensuring departmental ownership. This role was enabled by 
DPME’s status as a government agency with some degree of clout, given its position in the 
Presidency. 
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▪ Engaging on multiple levels: building on training, and using EIPM tools to provide a structure 
for the process. In Kenya, Bangladesh and South Africa, developing tools or policies through a 
‘co-production’ approach provided opportunities for the officials involved to develop or deepen 
their skills in accessing, appraising and applying evidence, helping to embed the learning from 
EIPM training courses. In Kenya, two trainees played a key role in identifying historical gaps in 
national research on health systems and knowledge translation capabilities, a new insight for the 
MoH stakeholders. In South Africa, various participants felt they had gained understanding about 
the value of evidence for decision making and representation of a body of evidence, and the 
process helped build capacity across a core department. Finally, in both Bangladesh and Kenya, 
EIPM guidelines produced by the project helped to provide a stepwise, transparent structure that 
helped guide policy processes and ensure evidence was considered in appropriate ways at 
various stages. This highlights the potential of policy pilots to synergise with other programme 
activities – potentially a missed opportunity in Pakistan, where the policy pilots did not include 
individuals who had participated in the EIPM training. In the South Africa impact case, DPME also 
provided various support to build evaluation capacity above and beyond advisory support to 
evaluations – including training, developing tools and templates, and working to build capacity 
among evaluators on the supply side. The case study found that these activities were mutually 
reinforcing, helping to build capacity and buy-in for evaluation, and helping specific evaluation 
processes run more smoothly. 

In Pakistan and South Africa, these factors helped the pilots successfully ‘showcase’ the value of 
data-driven technical tools, which led to their adoption by government agencies. Adoption was 
also a consequence of the fact that the tools met a recognised need and helped officials to do their 
jobs better. For example, the tax visualisation pilot in Pakistan allowed reports to be generated with 
a few clicks of a mouse that previously would have taken several days of painstaking effort, and the 
evidence map in South Africa was seen as a genuinely useful product that would make a practical 
difference to people’s work. 

 

 
Box 11. Insights from the literature: Showcasing and diffusion of innovations 

A common assumption underpinning many BCURE interventions is that providing good 
examples of evidence tools or processes can ‘showcase’ the value of evidence, which will lead 
to them being adopted elsewhere. This links to ‘diffusion of innovations’ theory, which is about 
how new ideas or practices spread through imitation (Rogers, 2003). The concept has been widely 
applied across a range of different fields, including sociology, development studies, health, 
marketing and communications. Insights from development studies broadened early research on 
diffusion of innovations, emphasising that the meaning of an innovation may differ significantly 
between the agency that introduces it and the intended adopter, stressing the importance of a 
‘good fit’ between the innovation and its potential context, and highlighting how practical 
demonstrations can make a potential innovation more accessible to potential users (Greenhalgh 
et al 2004). There are some recent examples in the EIPM literature suggesting that when external 
partners engage individuals in a collaborative and innovative way in the co-production of tools for 
EIPM, this can generate good examples that ‘showcase’ the value of EIPM – for example the 
development of an Evidence Investment Strategy in the UK that went on to inspire further 
strategies in other UK governmental departments, supported by interested individuals or groups 
(Shaxson, 2014; 2016). 
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In both Pakistan and South Africa, there is some evidence that ongoing government initiatives 
provided opportunities to scale up and roll out the EIPM tools. In South Africa, the DPME was keen 
to disseminate learning from the evidence map pilot through reports, seminars and workshops, and 
successfully sought further funding to produce evidence maps in other sectors. In Pakistan, scale-up 
happened in a context of a wider push within the government to modernise, including through 
ongoing initiatives to digitise data and use technological tools to aid service delivery. The polio pilot 
was rolled out in large part because it attracted the interest of the Punjab Information Technology 
Board, who then engaged the interest of the health board; while the tax visualisation tool inspired a 
much larger-scale tool with more functionality because the tax department was able to shape an 
ongoing digitisation process already under way within the Urban Unit. These partners (and the 
resources available to them) proved crucial in facilitating the adoption and scale-up of pilot 
initiatives. The tax visualisation case is interesting because again it highlights the value of a flexible 
and responsive approach, even though the pilot policies were not originally designed in this way. 
Senior officials were enthusiastic about the visualisation tool and wanted more from it, which was 
not possible to deliver through the policy pilot. However, BCURE was able to act as an interlocutor 
between E&T and the Urban Unit to get the functionality E&T needed into the Urban Unit’s tool – 
something that was not part of BCURE’s original Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) but which 
proved crucial to catalysing scale-up. Demand from senior stakeholders, generated through seeing 
the value of the BCURE-supported tool, was felt to be an important factor in spurring on the Urban 
Unit project, which had been running out of steam. 

It is important to note that good quality policy products or useful data visualisation tools are only 
one step towards evidence actually being used to inform decision making. There are many further 
steps that were beyond BCURE to influence, and which are threatened by the various political and 
contextual barriers noted above. In Kenya, the R4H policy proposal now has to be approved by 
senior managers in the MoH, before going out for wider consultation, all stages that could prove 
highly political and will require high-level support to help the R&D unit steer the policy through to 
approval. There is limited evidence from Pakistan that the decision-support tools were as yet leading 
to more evidence-informed decision making, and there are powerful incentives for officials to make 
decisions based on factors other than data. Information provided by EIPM tools may challenge 
practices that could lead to personal gain or put an individual’s role in in jeopardy by highlighting 
inefficiencies, which create incentives to ignore or misuse evidence. 
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Box 12. Summary of what worked for whom and why in ‘pilot policy’ activities (EQ 3) 

In Kenya, Bangladesh, Pakistan and South Africa, BCURE successfully provided technical support 
to generate high quality policy processes or data tools (O4). These processes were most successful 
where policy issues were high priority or tools fit well with the priorities of and problems faced by 
government stakeholders (C), and where they involved a flexible and responsive approach in which 
the BCURE partner ‘accompanied’ government partners through the process (M), leading to 
government partners feeling a high degree of ownership and commitment to the process and its 
products. In Bangladesh and Kenya, projects worked through modelling a systematic approach to 
policy formulation (I) co-producing different inputs collaboratively (I), applying rigorous use of 
evidence to resolve issues within the process (I) and bringing technical and financial resources (I), 
leading to improvements in the quality of the resulting policy products (O6). In Pakistan and South 
Africa, projects developed intuitive, interactive tools (I), which genuinely facilitated officials to 
make decisions and do their jobs better and more easily through evidence (M). As a result, this 
‘showcased’ the value of evidence and data for decision making (M), and enhanced government 
ownership of evidence tools, positioning them well for adoption by government partners (O5) who 
could then harness resources to roll out tools in other settings (O7). 

However, uptake, use and adoption of data tools and policy proposals is challenged by political 
factors (C), such as the need to engage the sponsorship of senior managers to steer a policy 
proposal through consultation stages to final approval (C). There are also potential disincentives 
for officials to use tools to inform decision making where they challenge practices that could lead 
to personal gain, highlight inefficiencies or otherwise change the balance of power and influence in 
a ministry or unit (C). 

Bringing the two approaches together to catalyse a step change in EIPM 

While there is some evidence from Kenya, Bangladesh and Zimbabwe that BCURE 
contributed to improved policy processes in the short term (O6), there is limited evidence as 
yet that this has translated into support or resources to initiate further reforms to support 
EIPM (O7). Overall there is limited evidence that BCURE has promoted a step change in 
evidence use across target units or ministries (impact) – although given the short duration 
of the programme this is not surprising. There are some promising signs that units have 
been positioned to continue promoting EIPM, but whether this happens in practice depends 
on continued interest, opportunities and resources. 

In Kenya, Bangladesh and Zimbabwe, there is some evidence that BCURE has contributed to 
improved policy processes in the short term. In Kenya and Bangladesh there is also some evidence 
to suggest the potential value of combining ‘training-plus’ and ‘policy pilot’ approaches. However, 
examples of policy change as a result of BCURE are mainly ad hoc, and it is too early to assess their 
potential impact in the long term.  

▪ In Kenya, the evaluation was able to verify several cases where BCURE trainees used their skills to 
inform health policies, strategies and sector-wide guidelines with evidence, as well as the BCURE-
supported R4H process discussed above. These included several high-profile examples that were 
‘given a boost’ through the involvement and leadership of BCURE trainees.  

▪  In Zimbabwe, there was also some evidence of trainees contributing to evidence-informed 
policies through the BCURE-supported research unit, although these were linked to other donor-
supported programmes and it is likely that BCURE training made a relatively minor contribution.  
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▪ Finally, in Bangladesh, the first BCURE-supported policies are currently being reviewed by 
Cabinet, and the MoC has continued using the EIPM guidelines to develop further policies not 
supported by BCURE. However, as yet there is no evidence that BCURE has influenced 
policymaking in a systematic and ongoing, rather than ad hoc, way. 

In all three settings, BCURE-trained officials have been able to add value to further policy products 
and processes in specific settings because of pre-existing incentives, policy priorities, and resources. 
In Kenya, the examples all occurred in units and divisions that host donor-supported health 
programmes, as this offered the potential for trainees to apply their skills, while trainees in other 
units did not have the same opportunities or lacked resources for policy formulation. Similarly in 
Zimbabwe, most examples of trainees applying their skills happened within donor-supported 
initiatives, which provided funding for research activities, and which required evidence both in 
support of proposals and as part of monitoring systems. These findings suggest that there would 
have been value in having more ‘policy pilots’ in Kenya and Zimbabwe, especially in high-profile 
policy areas supported by donor resources, both to provide more structured opportunities for 
trainees to hone their EIPM skills and to showcase the value of evidence. 

There are some early signs that BCURE may influence future reforms and investments to embed 
EIPM in Kenya and Bangladesh, but limited evidence as yet. In Kenya, the evaluators noted that the 
R&D unit manager remains very enthusiastic about promoting evidence use in the MoH, and has 
integrated plans to scale up the results of the BCURE programme into the new work programme, 
including plans to convene a number of science cafes and develop an online evidence repository. 
Nevertheless, respondents felt that without a donor-funded programme, it is very difficult to 
implement activities at scale in the MoH and build profile and influence in the wider health sector. In 
the longer term, if the R4H policy is approved, this could provide an operating framework for the 
R4H unit to mobilise resources and catalyse investment into research for policy. But sector 
stakeholders suggest that this will require political support, and (again) resources, to gain traction in 
the MoH and wider sector. Various proposals have been put forward to donors, so far without 
success. There is also some evidence that BCURE played a role in catalysing further investments in 
Bangladesh through its work with Cabinet Division, discussed in the cross-government impact 
pathway. 

However, overall there is limited evidence from any setting that BCURE has promoted a step 
change in evidence use within target units or ministries. Given the complex and politicised 
ministries and sectors they were working in, most BCURE projects were simply too small scale and 
too short to catalyse wider change over the lifetime of the programme. 

In Zimbabwe, working with the newly established research unit in the MoYIEE was in many ways a 
good entry point, as the training offered an opportunity to provide technical skills to newly 
christened research officers in a context where other capacity building was not forthcoming. 
However, it is not clear that there were sufficient high-level incentives in the MoYIEE to support the 
embedding of EIPM after the programme left, and it is also unclear that the technical support 
activities were the most appropriate for catalysing organisational change. In a context where space 
for promoting evidence is deeply constrained by the contested and politicised nature of the youth 
sector, it is unreasonable to expect BCURE’s relatively small investment to have contributed to a 
systematic shift in evidence use within the ministry in just three years. 

In Kenya, BCURE made a little more progress in establishing capacities for evidence use in specific 
donor-supported programme units, and influenced some changes that could prove to be catalytic for 
the health sector in the longer term if funds can be mobilised to attract the necessary support. In 
particular, the programme made a crucial contribution to the R4H policy that would have stalled 
without the programme’s support. However, overall there is little sign that more evidence and data 
is feeding through into decision making except in specific examples driven by individual practice. In 
Kenya, despite the support from BCURE, by 2017 the fledgling research unit was reduced to one 
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member of staff through retirement and promotion, so the research and evidence agenda in the 
MoH had stalled. In the context of the Kenyan MoH, mobilising donor funds is the means to engage 
senior-level and political support; without a donor-funded programme, respondents suggested that 
it would be difficult to attract staff to the unit as it could not offer good career incentives. These 
factors meant that the evidence agenda in the MoH had largely stalled once BCURE ended. 

In Pakistan and South Africa, BCURE support succeeded in generating user-friendly decision-support 
tools, which have been adopted more widely by government agencies. It was not possible to assess 
the long-term influence of this in South Africa, which was not evaluated at Stage 3; and BCURE in 
Pakistan did not engage with the broader environment that will influence whether tools are actually 
used to support evidence-informed decision making. As a result, these successes represent an 
important but early step towards BCURE’s intended impact. 

Finally, in Bangladesh, the programme has created a solid grounding for EIPM to take root, through 
training large cohorts of staff and supporting ministries to develop evidence-informed policy 
proposals using the EIPM guidelines. Whether this catalyses into longer-term change depends to a 
large extent on the continued ownership and buy-in of senior staff both at ministry level, and at 
Cabinet Division – as discussed in the following section. 
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Spotlight 3. Creating spaces for conversation through networks, 
policy dialogues, knowledge cafes and learning events 

Most BCURE programmes involved activities designed to promote dialogue and collaboration. In 
Kenya, Pakistan, Zimbabwe, Bangladesh and South Africa, the projects held workshops, ‘knowledge 
cafes’ or ‘policy dialogues’ to bring together participants from different sectors or different parts of 
government, such as government officials and external stakeholders (e.g. researchers, experts from 
industry, civil society, the media and the general public). These were generally one-off events, each 
involving different participants and with different topics and aims. In South Africa, BCURE housed and 
funded the Africa Evidence Network, a platform for professionals working in evidence production and 
use to engage with one another and share knowledge and resources. The ACD project also hosted 
international networking events through the Africa Cabinet Government Network. 

There is relatively limited evidence relating to the outcomes of networking and dialogue events – 
this was not a core focus of the evaluation. The intended outcomes of these events were often less 
specific and instrumental, and more systemic and conceptual – around raising awareness and 
stimulating demand and momentum for EIPM across a broad network of government and non-
government actors. As a result, the evaluation did not focus substantial efforts on examining these 
outcomes at Stage 3, given the priorities of the evaluation Steering Committee (see Annex 4).  

However, the evaluation did find that where policy dialogue events were linked to specific windows 
of opportunity, they had the potential to shape policy processes. For example, a policy dialogue in 
the Ministry of Industry in Zimbabwe contributed to the revision of the Industrial Development and 
Trade Policies through identifying a window of opportunity (the two policies were about to expire), 
and convening high-profile economists and senior management in the same room to unpack the 
policies and provide recommendations, which were subsequently taken up in the policy review 
process. Similarly in Kenya, a science policy cafe on free maternal health services brought together 
policymakers, implementers and researchers to discuss the slow pace of the MoH’s response in 
delivering a presidential decree on the free services policy, which generated policy actions that were 
subsequently taken up by the MoH through a working group. 

Findings from Zimbabwe, Pakistan, Kenya and South Africa suggest that spaces for dialogue are 
valued in contexts where there is a recognised research-policy gap, where decision making is 
happening in silos, or where existing networks are dysfunctional. In Zimbabwe, knowledge café and 
policy dialogue events were valued because they brought together different groups to share 
alternative perspectives, in a highly politicised context where spaces for this type of dialogue are 
constrained. Such spaces can act as a rallying point around policy issues – providing small moments of 
discourse and engagement, creating spaces for people to discuss and understand issues, and helping 
to bring different actors, including researchers and policymakers, together at the same table to have 
debates from an a-political perspective. The project was successful in convening these events because 
staff created an informal environment in which people had opportunities to network and also felt able 
to air concerns, even on topical and heated topics; they had been strategic in using their networks to 
secure the attendance of high-level participants which in turn improved the credibility of events; they 
used knowledgeable panellists and facilitators; and over time they became increasingly more savvy in 
using strategic communications engage a larger audience through social media. 

 
Box 13. Cost-effectiveness of policy dialogues and knowledge cafes 

The evaluation found that in the countries where these activities were used and where we had data 
(Kenya and Zimbabwe) the costs of running knowledge cafes and learning events was relatively low: 
between £8,000–10,000 per event and the cost per participant of around £220. This suggests that if 
these events are used strategically and opportunistically, they can prove highly cost-effective. 
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6. Impact pathway 2: Cross-government approach 

Three BCURE projects worked to promote EIPM across governments, rather than (or alongside) work 
within specific ministries. In Bangladesh, BCURE worked with Cabinet Division to develop and roll out 
government-wide EIPM guidelines, and pilot them in three line ministries. In Pakistan, an EIPM 
training course was rolled out across the whole civil service. Both of these cases were examined in 
depth in the final stage of the evaluation. Further insights are drawn from the Stage 2 evaluation in 
Sierra Leone, and the non-BCURE impact case study of the South Africa National Evaluation System. 

Box 14. Summary of BCURE cross-government support 

Three approaches: ‘top down’, ‘bottom up’ and ‘institutionalising training’ 

In Bangladesh, BCURE promoted EIPM simultaneously from the ‘top down’ and the ‘bottom up’. 
From the ‘top down’, the project worked with Cabinet Division to develop and roll out EIPM 
guidelines, which sought to establish common cross-government standards for EIPM. The 
guidelines present a five-step approach to policy formulation: from problem definition, through 
objective setting, identification of policy options and impact assessment, to comparison and 
selection of the ‘best’ policy option. BCURE also facilitated various learning events, exchanges and 
training with Cabinet officials to build high-level buy-in for EIPM, and worked with (mainly senior) 
officials in line ministries to facilitate them to develop pilot policies using the guidelines. From the 
‘bottom up’, the programme developed an EIPM training course and delivered it to around 400 
civil servants responsible for policy formulation in three line ministries. BCURE also worked to 
institutionalise EIPM training, embedding EIPM curricula within two national public sector training 
institutes. 

In Pakistan, BCURE primarily worked from the ‘bottom up’, through delivering EIPM training on a 
large scale, consisting of online modules and in-class lectures. This course was rolled out to 1,780 
civil servants through the National School of Public Policy (NSPP), who has institutionalised the 
training into the national curriculum for mid-career officials, senior management and national 
management. 

In Sierra Leone, BCURE primarily promoted EIPM from the ‘top down’ through introducing a 
comprehensive manual of Cabinet procedures. This included templates for ministries to make 
policy submissions to Cabinet which required consideration of evidence. The use of evidence is 
just one part of these new procedures, which also focus on better planning, coordination with 
other ministries, efficiency in Cabinet through more structured discussion, and accountability. The 
programme provided policy analysis training to Cabinet Secretariat staff, established and revised 
structures in the Secretariat including a Cabinet Policy Review Unit and a Cabinet Implementation 
Monitoring and Support Unit, and hosted international roundtable events for Cabinet Secretaries 
from participating countries to network and interact. It also created and trained a Cabinet focal 
person (CFP) network in line ministries to liaise between the ministry and the Secretariat. In its 
final year, the project expanded to encompass a ‘bottom up’ approach through training 150 policy 
staff from line ministries; but this was not investigated in the Stage 3 evaluation. 

Non-BCURE case study of the South Africa National Evaluation System 

In South Africa, the DPME provides ‘top down’ support to the National Evaluation System (NES), 
which was established in 2012 to promote and support evaluations across government. DPME 
produces an annual National Evaluation Plan, works to stimulate demand for evaluations by 
senior government managers, supports departments to commission and conduct evaluations 
(discussed under the single ministry impact pathway), and promotes high quality evaluation 
practice through producing guidelines, templates and standards. As of 2017, 69 evaluations were 
completed or under way under the NES.  
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6.1 What were the drivers, opportunities and risks for EIPM in the cross-
government settings? 

Bangladesh, Pakistan and Sierra Leone present challenging political environments for promoting 
EIPM. However, in all three countries there were opportunities to implement cross-government 
reform through high-level institutional champions.  

Bangladesh and Pakistan both score poorly on indicators of governance and have records of high 
corruption. Both countries face similar challenges in their civil services, with limited resources and 
overstretched systems, periodic mismanagement of finances and corruption, technical capacity 
constraints around policy formulation and implementation at national and provincial levels, and a 
trend for ongoing politicisation of the civil service. 

However, in Bangladesh, governance reform has been on the agenda for decades, supported by 
donor partnerships with the World Bank, UNDP and DFID among others. Various reforms have 
enhanced emphasis on evidence, including the introduction of a new Budget Framework and 
increasing reliance in government on standard operating procedures. One of the most powerful 
regulatory institutions, Cabinet Division, has gradually taken on the role of coordinating and 
championing reform, and plays a central role in policy coordination among the ministries and 
divisions. Cabinet Division provided a key entry point for BCURE, given the alignment between these 
reform priorities and BCURE’s objectives, with the initial relationship facilitated by the support and 
enthusiasm of the then-Cabinet Secretary. Programme activities were housed in the Coordination 
and Reforms Wing, a new entity at the time of project start up with a mandate to advance various 
government reforms. As a senior Cabinet stakeholder explained: “We already wanted this sort of 
project, but we didn’t find any donors [before BCURE].” 

In Pakistan, BCURE had an opportunity to promote large-scale reform through pre-existing 
relationships between implementing partner Harvard and the National School of Public Policy 
(NSPP), which has a mandate to improve the quality and effectiveness of the public service in 
Pakistan, and trains every federal, provincial and district level civil servant multiple times throughout 
their careers. Partnering with the NSPP presented a strategic opportunity to embed EIPM training 
across the whole civil service, in the context of the civil service reform framework. Harvard formed 
an early link with the Rector who heads the NSPP, a key champion for the programme and for the 
later expansion of the training to different cadres of civil servants. 

Sierra Leone is a fragile state, facing the challenge of weak government capacity and lack of trust in 
government institutions. The Ebola crisis from 2014–16 led to a state of emergency being declared, 
causing major disruption to government development plans. However, the country has a functioning 
Cabinet system, with most major executive decisions taken by Cabinet. In 2013 a new Cabinet 
Secretary was appointed, a position that the Sierra Leone Constitution combines with the head of 
the civil service into one role. This individual proved to be an important champion for EIPM, 
providing an entry point for the programme to institute broad-based reforms. 

The governance challenges in the BCURE contexts raise questions around how far EIPM tools will 
be meaningfully institutionalised, and how far trainees will have opportunities to apply new skills . 
In Pakistan, the evaluation found that there are few existing processes to support evidence access 
and use at an organisational level in the civil service, and general inexperience in drawing on 
evidence in decision making including among trainees’ managers. This creates a challenging context 
for trainees to apply new skills while b6ack in the workplace. In both Bangladesh and Sierra Leone, 
systemic weaknesses in government institutions and bureaucratic dependence on donors to support 
policy processes raise the potential risk of isomorphic mimicry, where new EIPM procedures may be 
adopted on the surface without leading to real change in day-to-day practice at line ministry level 
(see Box 3 above). 
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6.2 What happened and why? 

Figure 5 depicts how BCURE worked towards a step change in evidence use through providing 
government-wide support. It does not represent what any individual project did, but rather 
synthesises evidence from across BCURE and the broader literature on how and why capacity 
support can lead to change. The diagram summarises what the evaluation has learned about how 
capacity support can contribute to EIPM in a cross-government setting, but it is not a fully tested 
theory, as projects made different degrees of progress towards the intended impact. It is therefore 
intended as a broad ‘road map’ for future programmes working to promote EIPM across 
governments, rather than a definitive prescription. 

Below the diagram Table 6 presents an overview of how far each of the outcomes were achieved by 
the BCURE projects (EQ 1) and BCURE’s contribution (EQ 2). These findings are unpacked throughout 
the rest of this section, which also explores how and why BCURE did or did not make a difference 
(EQ 3).  
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Figure 5. Cross-government impact pathway 
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Table 6. Summary of evidence for cross-government impact pathway 

Outcome Summary of evidence for outcome (EQ 1) and BCURE contribution (EQ 2) 

‘Top down’ approach: Bangladesh and Sierra Leone 

1. Cross-government 
tools or guidelines 
developed to support 
evidence use 

Strong evidence in Bangladesh and the Stage 2 evaluation of Sierra Leone that BCURE 
directly facilitated the creation of new tools in the form of guidelines (Bangladesh) 
and Cabinet procedures and templates (Sierra Leone) to support EIPM, in close 
collaboration with Cabinet Division/the Cabinet Secretariat. 

2. New organisational 
structures created to 
support use of tools or 
guidelines 

Strong evidence from the Stage 2 evaluation in Sierra Leone that BCURE helped 
establish permanent new organisational structures in cabinet and line ministries to 
support the use of new cabinet procedures, including a cabinet focal person (CFP) 
network in line ministries to liaise between ministries and the Secretariat. However, it 
was not possible to assess the status of these structures at the end of the programme 
as this country was not included in the Stage 3 evaluation. In Bangladesh, BCURE 
facilitated the establishment of working groups in line ministries, to support the use 
of EIPM guidelines in pilot policies, but these were not intended to be permanent 
structures. 

3. Line ministries adopt 
tools or guidelines in 
policy development 
processes 

Some evidence from the Stage 2 evaluation in Sierra Leone that new cabinet 
procedures were adopted at line ministry level, in that CFPs had been established in 
line ministries and ministers were aware of the procedure and the need to use it. 
However, the extent and depth of this adoption was unclear and it was not possible 
to assess the status of the procedures in line ministries at the end of the programme. 
The guidelines had not yet been formally circulated to line ministries by Cabinet 
Division in Bangladesh at the time of the final evaluation. Based on the views of line 
ministry staff, it seemed likely that some level of adoption would occur, but it was too 
early to assess how far this would be meaningful and sustained. 

‘Bottom up’ approach: Bangladesh and Pakistan  

4. Cohort of technical 
staff have new/ 
improved knowledge, 
skills and confidence to 
access, appraise and 
apply evidence, and 
increased commitment 
to EIPM 

Strong evidence from Bangladesh and Pakistan that the EIPM training courses made a 
crucial contribution to increasing the knowledge, skills and attitudes of trainees in 
relation to understanding how to access, use and appraise evidence to inform policy 
decisions. Some evidence from Bangladesh that the BCURE-supported pilot policies 
also provided opportunities for technical staff to apply and deepen skills developed 
through the training – this was not the case in Pakistan, as trainees were not involved 
in the pilot policies discussed under the single ministry pathway (this was not part of 
the project design). 

5. Relevant ministry staff 
apply EIPM tools or 
guidelines in pilot 
projects to develop 
specific policy proposals 

Strong evidence from Bangladesh that BCURE had directly facilitated relevant ministry 
staff to apply EIPM guidelines in the development of pilot policies. As above, this was 
not part of the cross-government approach in Pakistan. 
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Institutionalising training: Bangladesh and Pakistan 

6. Enhanced capacity of 
training institute trainers 
to deliver EIPM courses 

Strong evidence from Bangladesh and Pakistan that BCURE made an important 
contribution to enhancing the capacity of local training institute trainers to deliver 
EIPM courses, although in Pakistan some trainers had already moved to different 
roles by the end of the project, and there were no concrete plans in place to 
continue replenishing the training pool. 

7. Quality EIPM training 
embedded in regular 
training institute 
programmes 

Strong evidence from Bangladesh and Pakistan that BCURE made an important 
contribution to embedding EIPM training into the ongoing programmes of national 
training institutes. However, there are concerns in Pakistan that the model is not 
sustainable because Harvard has ongoing hosting costs associated with the online 
training platform and there is not yet funding in place to pay for continued access. 

Longer-term change across all three approaches 

8. Technical staff within 
pilot line ministries 
routinely access, 
appraise and apply 
evidence in their work 

Limited evidence from Bangladesh, Pakistan or Sierra Leone (at Stage 2) that BCURE 
had led to widespread shifts in evidence use among technical staff in line ministries. 
In Bangladesh, there is strong evidence that MoC staff have continued to use the 
BCURE-supported EIPM guidelines in a small number of policy processes beyond the 
initial policy pilot identified by the ministry working group, but there was limited 
evidence that this had happened in the MoEF, and also limited evidence that 
trainees not involved in policy pilots had used the training in their work (although 
some had only recently finished the training). In Sierra Leone, there was some 
evidence at Stage 2 that new cabinet procedures were being used by line ministries, 
but it was not possible to assess how sustainable this was as this country was not 
included in the Stage 3 evaluation. In Pakistan, examples of evidence use by trainees 
generally represented isolated pockets of evidence use, driven by individuals, rather 
than more routine use of evidence within teams or divisions – although the 
evaluation was only able to interview a small proportion of trainees. 

9. Senior stakeholders 
initiate further reforms 
and investments to 
embed EIPM 

Some evidence from Bangladesh that Cabinet Division was spearheading further 
EIPM reforms and investments, including through directing the ten largest spending 
ministries to establish Policy Research Units, and that BCURE had made an 
important contribution to this decision. However, it is too early to say what might 
come of this initiative, and how it will ultimately affect evidence use in 
policymaking. There is no evidence for this outcome in Pakistan (in relation to its 
cross-government work as opposed to its support to policy pilots) or Sierra Leone. 

Impact: Step change in 
use of evidence across 
government  

In Bangladesh, BCURE has made good progress towards the longer-term impact 
through combining ‘bottom up’ support to individual skills with ‘top down’ 
strengthening of the government’s institutional framework for EIPM – although 
continued progress depends on the ongoing engagement of Cabinet Division and 
there are a number of risks to this. In Sierra Leone, it is not possible to make a final 
assessment of progress towards the impact as the latest evaluation data was 
collected in 2016, several months prior to programme completion. However, there 
was some evidence that important progress had been made at Stage 2, through 
establishing new systems, structures and procedures that provided a strong 
foundation for EIPM by demanding evidence in proposals to Cabinet. 

There is no evidence that BCURE in Pakistan has made much progress towards a step 
change in the use of evidence across government. A number of ad hoc examples of 
policy-level change were observed where trained individuals were able to apply 
their skills to improve evidence use within specific policy processes as part of their 
day-to-day work. However, there was no evidence that these ad hoc examples were 
catalysing more routine evidence use across government. 
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‘Top down’ approach 

In Bangladesh and Sierra Leone, BCURE facilitated the creation of new templates and 
guidelines to support EIPM (O1). In Sierra Leone, BCURE also helped establish permanent 
new organisational structures in cabinet and line ministries to support their use (O2). 

In Bangladesh and Sierra Leone, ‘top down’ EIPM tools and guidelines were successfully developed 
and finalised as a result of clear government ownership, and a sensitive and flexible 
implementation approach. In Bangladesh, BCURE facilitated the development of EIPM guidelines in 
close collaboration with Cabinet Division. These were finalised following piloting at line ministry 
level, and at the time of the final evaluation visit were close to being formally endorsed by the 
government. In Sierra Leone, the programme succeeded in establishing new cabinet procedures and 
policy templates that required consideration of evidence to support proposals to Cabinet. This was 
described as “the greatest change in Cabinet decision-making procedures since our independence in 
1961.” In both countries, the new guidelines or procedures were adopted at cabinet level because: 

▪ Cabinet Division in Bangladesh and the Cabinet Secretariat in Sierra Leone had strong 
ownership over the process, deriving from a mandate for reform and improvement that clearly 
aligned with BCURE’s objectives, and leadership by a high-level champion. In Bangladesh, there 
was a strong alignment between BCURE’s aims and the government’s administrative and 
governance reform agenda. Importantly, there was a high-level champion in the form of the 
Secretary of Cabinet Division at the time of the project’s inception, who was personally very 
interested in the programme and clear what he wanted from it, and helped bring other high-level 
stakeholders on board. In Sierra Leone, the Cabinet Secretary also played a key role in 
championing the development and roll-out of the new procedures, and was described as highly 
committed to bringing change and improving transparency in decision making. These experiences 
highlight the importance of committed individuals who can act as gatekeepers and cheerleaders 
for a project. However, in Bangladesh the Secretary changed roles during BCURE, which created 
problems in terms of maintaining momentum, and highlights the risks of over-dependence on 
charismatic individuals.  

In the South Africa impact case, respondents emphasised the importance of the DPME in driving 
the NES, providing it with an institutional home. The NES had emerged as a consequence of high-
level demand for improved government performance. As in Sierra Leone and Bangladesh, this 
suggests that pressure for performance improvement spurred demand for evidence and created 
the momentum to invest in new systems. 

▪ In both Bangladesh and Sierra Leone, the implementation approach was sensitive, flexible, 
tailored to the local context and encouraged ownership. This proved crucial in gaining and 
maintaining senior-level buy-in. In Bangladesh, the programme benefited from a local partner 
(PRI) who had access to senior stakeholders and a deep understanding of the context, and an 
implementing team who had the interpersonal skills to engage successfully with senior 
government stakeholders, and the willingness (and savviness) to ‘walk at the pace of the 
government’. PRI advice in the early stages of the programme resulted in a number of changes 
that promoted greater Cabinet Division ownership, which appeared crucial to the programme’s 
success. This also appeared important in Sierra Leone, where the revised manual was developed 
through a highly consultative, participatory and iterative process involving inputs from all Cabinet 
members and ministries. The Cabinet Secretary played a key role in facilitating discussion among 
government stakeholders during the revision of procedures, allowing sufficient time for 
stakeholders to come on board but also using political capital to nudge and drive forward the 
process while managing resistance. In South Africa, the impact case study found that ministry 
engagement in the NES was enabled by the technical competence of the DPME and the team’s 
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ability to convene stakeholders, promote trust and work collaboratively with line ministries 
through evaluation steering committees. 

▪ In Bangladesh, framing EIPM as a technical approach to improve the quality of policy may have 
also attracted government stakeholders. This view was echoed by many officials across 
Bangladesh’s Cabinet Division and line ministries, who perceived the EIPM guidelines as providing 
a structured approach to policy formulation that could strengthen the quality of policy products – 
essentially helping to facilitate staff efforts to formulate policies more effectively and 
subsequently get them approved. In Sierra Leone too, the absence of existing systematic policy 
development processes presented an entry point for BCURE through improving policymaking 
procedures more broadly, in a way that promoted evidence access, appraisal and use. 

After being approved by Cabinet, new EIPM tools were adopted in Sierra Leone at line 
ministry level (O3), in part due to the various structures in place to support implementation 
(O2). The EIPM guidelines seem likely to be adopted in Bangladesh following an instruction 
from Cabinet Division, helped by the generally positive experience of policy pilots which 
‘showcased’ the value of the approach to senior ministry staff (O5) – but there is limited 
evidence from either Bangladesh or Sierra Leone on how meaningful adoption is or will be. 

The EIPM guidelines had not yet been formally circulated by Cabinet Division in Bangladesh at the 
time of the final evaluation, so it was too early to assess line ministries’ reaction. However, based 
on the views of line ministry staff, it seemed likely that some level of adoption would occur. Many 
junior and senior staff from both pilot ministries indicated that once the guidelines were formally 
approved by Cabinet Division they would be viewed as mandatory at a ministry level. However, 
there are many rules and guidelines in the Government of Bangladesh already, and comments by 
some senior staff suggested a degree of uncertainty around how far new rules will be taken on 
board despite the directive from Cabinet Division – which in turn will affect how technical staff use 
or do not use the guidelines (and their training) in their work. What seems key is maintaining the 
buy-in and commitment of high-level bureaucrats for the guidelines to be meaningfully adopted and 
sustained (discussed further below). There are serious risks to this in a context of regular senior civil 
servant turnover in Bangladesh – the programme has been affected by multiple senior champions 
changing jobs and being replaced by new individuals without any knowledge of the programme or 
the EIPM agenda. 

There is some suggestion – although the evidence is fairly limited – that the BCURE-supported 
policy pilots in Bangladesh helped to ‘showcase’ the value that evidence can bring to policy 
formulation processes, building senior-level buy-in within line ministries that may help support 
future adoption. BCURE ensured the pilot policy working groups consulted ministry secretaries, who 
chaired the process and were consulted at each stage – although in practice the level of involvement 
depended on the relationship between the head of the working group and the secretary. Some staff 
suggested that the fact that the first three policy pilots were more or less ‘successful’ was important 
to demonstrating the value of EIPM, including the guidelines, to both Cabinet Division and senior 
ministry staff, giving them greater confidence in the approach. The Ministry of Commerce had 
continued applying the approach informally in four further policy processes without hands-on 
support by BCURE, suggesting that the initial pilot process did have some positive demonstration 
effect. However, some stakeholders were sceptical that the relatively small-scale pilot policies would 
be sufficient to ‘showcase’ the value of the EIPM process across a whole ministry or the Government 
of Bangladesh. 

In the South Africa impact case, the DPME took a similar approach of involving high-level ministry 
stakeholders closely in their evaluations, from commissioning through to taking decisions in 
response to the findings, which provided senior stakeholders with a practical demonstration of the 
value of using evidence and helped build commitment to the evaluation agenda. 
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In Sierra Leone, there was some evidence from the Stage 2 evaluation (conducted in 2016, a few 
months prior to the end of the programme) that the revised Cabinet memo had been adopted by 
line ministries to some extent, but there was still a ‘long way to go’ in terms of implementation. 
BCURE had established and strengthened various organisational structures both at Cabinet and line 
ministry level (described in Box 14 above) – this programme feature was not present in either 
Bangladesh or Pakistan. There was some evidence that this had helped support the implementation 
of the new procedures, through both ‘carrots’ (the newly established CFPs in line ministries 
providing practical support in implementing the new procedures, who were in turn supported by the 
new Policy Review Unit in Cabinet) and ‘sticks’ (the Cabinet Implementation Monitoring and Support 
Unit closely following the implementation of proposals). Officials reported two or three cases where 
ministers had insisted on submitting proposals using the new procedures without taking the advice 
of the Cabinet Policy Review Unit, and the proposal had been thrown out. Establishing the Cabinet 
Implementation Monitoring and Support Unit also increased pressure on ministries to make 
proposals realistic, given that implementation will now be followed up closely. These top-down 
mechanisms are important because the CFPs have limited power to push back if a minister insists on 
a policy that is insufficiently evidence-informed going ahead. 

The South Africa impact case found a similar reliance on both carrots and sticks: on the one hand 
funding and hands-on support from the DPME to commission and oversee high quality evaluations, 
and on the other improvement plans that must be submitted to Cabinet alongside the evaluations 
and regularly reported on, which helps ensure ministries act on evaluation recommendations. 

In Bangladesh it is unclear as yet if and how Cabinet Division will continue supporting and enforcing 
use of the guidelines now that the programme has ended, and programme staff felt there is an issue 
of ‘missing incentives’ at ministry level to make evidence-informed decisions which BCURE was 
unable to address. The short duration of the project also poses a risk to sustainability, as it means an 
end to the ministry-level support the programme offered, which has been crucial to the use of 
guidelines in pilot policy processes. 

Compliance with procedures and templates will also not necessarily lead to improvements in 
evidence use. In Sierra Leone, staff who reviewed submissions reported improvement in the 
presentation of existing evidence, but this did not necessarily signify a change in how evidence was 
actually used to guide decision making, and as yet there were limited observed changes in the 
quality of evidence considered in proposals. While line ministries emphasised a number of changes 
they had made so far to their policymaking practice as a result of the revised procedures, aspects 
other than evidence use seemed to be more prominent. There were many factors that might inhibit 
ministries from actively engaging with evidence despite the adoption of the new procedures, 
including the low quality of data available to develop proposals, lack of funding and resources for 
basic facilitates in ministries (including internet and transport to support data collection), and an 
organisational culture slow to change, characterised by some participants as a ‘rush to wait.’ 

The South Africa impact case study provides some clear lessons about ‘what happens next’ 
following the formal adoption of an EIPM tool or process, given that the National Evaluation 
System was set up in 2012. As in Bangladesh and Sierra Leone, the case study emphasised the 
importance of the DPME having a clear mandate to engage with ministries to promote EIPM. 
However, the successes observed through this case study did not derive from the DPME simply 
directing line ministries to conduct evaluations, but through their ongoing work in driving the 
evaluation agenda in South Africa from multiple angles – including through maintaining momentum 
within evaluation steering committees, engaging with evaluators to build supply-side capacity to 
meet demand, and demonstrating the value of evaluation and evidence for improving performance. 
An ongoing evaluation of the NES has found that ministry engagement with evaluation has been 
uneven – as despite DPME’s mandate and position of influence within the Presidency, and the co-
funding model that incentivises departments to conduct evaluations, decisions to engage with the 
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NES are voluntary. There are now plans to develop legislation for evaluation in order to further 
strengthen DPME’s mandate and emphasise that evaluations must be undertaken and 
recommendations followed up. 

 

 

‘Bottom up’ approach 

In both Bangladesh and Pakistan, BCURE has delivered EIPM training to a large cohort of 
civil servants. This has increased knowledge, skills and attitudes around evidence access, 
appraisal and use (O4) but as yet there is limited evidence of widespread or routine 
behaviour change (O8). 

In both Bangladesh and Pakistan, there is strong evidence that the EIPM training courses increased 
the knowledge, skills and attitudes of trainees in relation to evidence use, but limited evidence of 
widespread or routine behaviour change among trainees. Programme M&E systems were not set 
up to monitor behaviour change across whole cohorts of trainees, and it was only possible for the 
evaluation to interview a small proportion of the large numbers trained – therefore the evidence on 
these outcomes is relatively limited. However, in both Bangladesh and Pakistan, interviews 
suggested that many trainees had been unable to apply their new knowledge and skills in their work 
as yet. 

In Bangladesh, a small number of trainees and other ministry staff were supported to apply their 
learning and deepen their skills through ‘pilot policies’ using the EIPM guidelines, which helped build 
individual-level skills (discussed in the single ministry impact pathway) as well as showcasing the 
value of an evidence-informed approach (discussed above). However, most trainees had not yet had 
an opportunity to apply the training, and while some had only recently attended the course, others 

Box 15. Summary of what worked for who and why in establishing ‘top down’ cross-
government tools and structures (EQ 3) 

In Bangladesh and Sierra Leone, Cabinet Division and the Cabinet Secretariat decided to adopt 
and endorse (M) new EIPM tools and systems (O1) because these institutions had clear ownership 
over and buy-in to the process (C), in part a consequence of the support of high-level champions 
(C), and in part because they had a mandate for reform aligned with BCURE’s objectives (C). In 
Bangladesh, the framing of EIPM as a technical approach to improve policy formulation was a key 
selling point (I). Ownership was also promoted through BCURE’s implementation approach, which 
was sensitive, flexible, and tailored to the local context (I): an approach that can be characterised 
as ‘accompaniment’ (M). 

Following a high-level directive from Cabinet Division / Secretariat (C), EIPM tools and guidelines 
were adopted by line ministries in Sierra Leone, and seem likely to be adopted in Bangladesh 
(O3), where the policy pilots have to some extent successfully showcased (M) their value. 
However, it is too early to determine whether this will lead to routine use of evidence by line 
ministry staff (O8). Insights from Sierra Leone and the South Africa impact case suggest that a 
one-off directive is not enough: ongoing engagement through both ‘carrots and sticks’ (C), 
enforced by a senior institutional champion (C) is necessary to ensure new tools and processes 
actually change behaviour (O4). In Bangladesh, there is a risk that there are insufficient incentives 
at ministry level to catalyse senior demand (C), that senior staff who have shown interest in the 
approach will move on (C), and that ministries will struggle to implement the guidelines without 
the ongoing support of the programme, in part a consequence of its very short implementation 
period (I). 
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felt there were limited opportunities in their roles to apply what they had learned. Several 
stakeholders suggested that without follow-up (for example refresher training, or permanent EIPM 
focal points within ministries) there is a risk that trainees will forget what they learned or will lack 
the confidence to apply their learning, which resonates with findings from across BCURE as well as 
the wider literature on adult learning discussed in Spotlight 2. The hope is that the programme has 
managed to catalyse sufficient top down buy-in to EIPM within Cabinet Division and line ministries, 
which will create incentives for trainees in relevant positions to apply the concepts learned through 
the training – but it is too early to test this theory. 

In Pakistan, where interviewed trainees had been able to apply their learning, this generally 
represented isolated pockets of evidence use in specific tasks, where training had helped officials 
think about how to use data differently. There were a number of common contextual factors at play 
where trainees had been able to apply their skills. On an individual level, trainees often had high 
levels of prior education, good soft skills enabling them to influence senior managers to shape a 
policy or process, and high levels of self-initiative and drive. On an organisational level, trainees had 
been presented with an opportunity to use evidence in relation to a specific task, had supportive 
senior management, and were allocated or able to draw on research to access and analyse data. 
However, many trainees interviewed for the evaluation felt the training was not directly relevant to 
their professional roles and so there would be limited opportunities to apply their learning. This was 
recognised by programme staff as a necessary consequence of a training model that targets all civil 
servants at particular levels as part of mandatory procedures, rather than targeting specific staff 
based on the relevance of training content to their roles. Trainees also indicated that there were 
missing incentives in their workplaces to change practices towards more evidence-informed 
policymaking – linked to uninterested senior managers themselves lacking an incentive to consider 
evidence, and corruption providing a motive to ignore or suppress evidence. 

The training approach in Pakistan was premised on a theory that training a large cohort of officials 
would help lead to institutionalisation of EIPM through a 'critical mass' effect; but evidence from 
across BCURE suggests this is unlikely to work without top down reform. Underpinning the mass 
training approach in Pakistan was the assumption that training large numbers of civil servants across 
government would lead to improved knowledge, skills and attitudes about the importance of EIPM 
among a broad cohort of officials, which would eventually catalyse a shift in practice. The BCURE 
programme in Pakistan identified that attitude change was a key first step towards promoting 
evidence use. Programme staff suggested that the critical mass effect involved embedding new 
ideas and attitutdes in the minds of large numbers of civil servants, which, when undertaken over a 
long-term period of five to ten years, should lay the groundwork for a ‘culture of evidence use’ to 
emerge: 

We recognise that one-off training is not going to transform the way things are 
done but it is an important place to at least introduce ideas and concepts they 
have not encountered before through the approach that is targeting civil servants 
all levels… It will take some time to achieve systematic change.  
(Programme staff member, Pakistan) 

At Stage 2, the evaluation attempted to interrogate how this ‘critical mass’ effect might work, and 
unpacked it into different theories (see Box 9 above). Given the need for large numbers of officials 
to be trained, over a long-time frame, it may be too early in BCURE to fully test the ‘critical mass’ 
theory. However, the evidence from Pakistan suggests that there are risks to relying solely on this 
strategy. Although there was evidence that the training had influenced more positive attitudes 
towards the usefulness of data and evidence, there was no evidence that this had gone beyond 
raising individuals’ awareness and, for some, contributing to ad hoc instrumental change in 
individuals’ practice. Evidence from across the BCURE programme as well as the wider literature on 
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adult learning (discussed in Spotlight 2) suggests that, while attitudinal change is important, systemic 
change is unlikely to come about through mass training alone without addressing some of the 
incentives and organisational structures that inhibit evidence access, appraisal and use in 
policymaking. Trainees are likely to forget their learning if they do not have opportunities to apply 
their skills straight away, are not supported through follow-up activities, or required to apply their 
skills through top down demands. Insights from Kenya and Zimbabwe, discussed in the single 
ministry impact pathway, also suggest that a critical mass is less likely to be reached without an 
effort to cluster trainees in order to catalyse pockets of good practice, or engage trainees’ managers 
in order to stimulate support and demand to help them apply their learning. 

 

Box 16. Summary of what worked for who and why in promoting cross-government reform 
through large-scale training (EQ 3) 

The implicit theory in Pakistan was that training many civil servants across government (I) would 
lead to a broad cohort of trained officials with awareness of EIPM ideas and more positive 
attitudes towards the role of evidence in policy making. Over time, this would contribute to a 
‘critical mass’ of people working differently (M), which would catalyse a broader shift towards a 
culture of evidence use in the civil service (O8). It is too early to decisively reject this theory, but as 
yet the evidence suggests that, while they may have a more favourable attitude towards evidence 
use and improved skills, many trainees have been unable to apply their learning or influence the 
practice of colleagues or managers. Evidence from across the BCURE portfolio and the wider 
literature also suggests that achieving a critical mass is unlikely without addressing the incentives 
and organisational structures that inhibit evidence access, appraisal and use (I), considering how to 
cluster trainees to generate pockets of changed practice (I), or engaging senior managers to 
stimulate support for trainees to apply their learning (I). 

In Bangladesh the hope is that Cabinet Division will continue to use its clout to promote the EIPM 
agenda (C), leading to senior staff in line ministries reinforcing better use of evidence within policy 
development processes through making increased demands of staff (M), which staff will be able to 
deliver as a result of increased self-efficacy through training (M) and EIPM guidelines acting as a 
facilitator (M). However, it is too early to determine whether this theory will be borne out in 
practice, and there is limited evidence as yet of routine change in practice (O8). 

 

‘Institutionalising training’ approach 

In both Bangladesh and Pakistan, BCURE has succeeded in building the capacity of local 
training institutes to continue delivering EIPM training (O6), and institutionalising EIPM 
courses in national civil service training centres (O7). However, this alone is unlikely to lead 
to widespread shifts in evidence use across a civil service. 

There is strong evidence in Bangladesh that BCURE has strengthened the capacity of two key 
national training institutes to deliver EIPM training, and helped embed training into their ongoing 
programmes. In one training institute alone, upwards of 1,600 civil servants will be exposed to EIPM 
annually through its programmes. This institutionalisation was possible given Bangladesh’s strong 
culture of civil service training, and the presence of existing courses into which EIPM content could 
be embedded. Importantly, EIPM was adopted into training institute curricula following Cabinet 
Division instructions to consider the EIPM training manual in their policy-related training courses. 
Programme staff also indicated that some of the training institute stakeholders have the potential to 
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be high-level champions for EIPM, who can potentially ‘keep momentum going’ after the end of the 
programme. 

In Pakistan, the institutionalisation of training was a core part of the programme model from the 
outset, and there is strong evidence that BCURE succeeded in building local capacity to deliver 
EIPM courses. The adoption of EIPM training into national training courses for civil servants was 
possible because there was a clear ‘home’ in the form of the National School of Public Policy (NSPP), 
which is the single entity that delivers training to all civil servants nationally. A crucial factor behind 
this adoption was the fact that the NSPP Rector at the time of the programme inception fully bought 
in to BCURE’s suggested approach, and became a vocal supporter of EIPM. This high-level support 
for the training percolated to lower levels of senior management, who pushed for the BCURE 
training to be brought to different cohorts of trainees and applied more widely. Harvard actively 
engaged with the NSPP throughout the programme to build and maintain this buy-in – and 
importantly Harvard had a relationship with NSPP pre-dating BCURE, which provided an entry point 
for the institutionalisation of the training course. However, there are some concerns in Pakistan 
about the sustainability of the training model and the ongoing use of the online training platform as 
there is not yet funding in place to pay for continued access (at a relatively modest cost of US$200 
per person to cover hosting and maintenance costs). Nevertheless, there are indications that donor 
funds are only required for a further two years before the NSPP is able to fully support the training 
with its own resources, and in the meantime, NSPP and the Harvard team are working closely 
together to ensure the sustainability of the programme.  

While institutionalising training is an important step towards ensuring the sustainability of BCURE 
projects, on its own it is unlikely to catalyse a step change in evidence use. As summarised in Box 
16 above, training alone is not enough to promote widespread behaviour change. There is also a risk 
that courses embedded in national training institutes will be less intensive than BCURE-supported 
training – for example in Bangladesh the 5-day BCURE course has been considerably shortened to 
incorporate it into existing courses. Where training is incorporated into existing curricula this may 
also lead to it becoming much more broad-brush, rather than targeting individuals who are likely to 
have specific opportunities to apply their skills, as observed in Pakistan where training is mandatory 
for all staff at a particular level. 

 

Box 17. Summary of what worked for who and why in institutionalising training (EQ 3) 

EIPM training was successfully adopted (M) into national training curricula in both Bangladesh and 
Pakistan, and local trainers capacitated to deliver the courses (O). This was possible in a context 
where there was an established culture of civil service training, strong training colleges with 
existing courses that could be modified to include EIPM, and a national training pool who already 
had a good level of training capacity (C). In Pakistan, pre-existing relationships between the 
programme and the national training provider, plus the enthusiasm of a high-level champion, 
helped create an entry point for institutionalisation (C) and expanding the course to new cohorts 
(O). In Bangladesh, the course was institutionalised due to the support of Cabinet Division built up 
over the course of the project, who had the power to direct the training institutes to embed the 
EIPM course (C).  
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Bringing the three approaches together to catalyse a step change in EIPM 

BCURE made most progress towards a step change in evidence use across governments 
(impact) in Bangladesh and Sierra Leone, where the programme design involved 
establishing ‘top down’ structures for EIPM supported by strong Cabinet ownership. More 
limited progress was noted in Pakistan where the programme did not take this approach. 

In Bangladesh, BCURE made substantial progress towards the longer-term impact, and contributed 
towards senior stakeholders initiating further EIPM reforms as a result of its systemic approach 
combining ‘bottom up’ support to individual skills with ‘top down’ strengthening of the 
institutional framework for EIPM. Further progress towards a step change in evidence use will 
depend on the extent to which EIPM is meaningfully adopted by line ministries following its 
endorsement by Cabinet Division, and promoted by senior line ministry staff. The ongoing 
ownership of Cabinet Division is also important – including how far it is prepared to take further 
steps to invest in supporting evidence use. Insights from Sierra Leone and the South Africa impact 
case suggest that adoption will require more than a one-off instruction to use the new approach. It 
will require Cabinet Division to continue to employ both ‘carrots’ and ‘sticks’ to encourage ongoing 
engagement with EIPM by line ministries. 

There are some promising early signs in this regard. The final evaluation found that Cabinet Division 
in Bangladesh had directed the ten largest spending ministries to establish Policy Research Units, 
and that BCURE had made an important contribution to this decision. The idea was that these units 
would support research work, including collection and analysis of evidence. High-level government 
champions in the BCURE project Steering Committee had played an important role in promoting the 
Policy Research Unit idea, in pushing for institutionalisation of BCURE-associated reforms. This 
unintended outcome is a positive sign that the programme has succeeded in getting Cabinet Division 
and other high-level stakeholder to genuinely buy into EIPM, although it is too early to say what 
might come of this initiative. 

In Sierra Leone, it is not possible to make a final assessment of progress towards the impact as the 
latest evaluation data was collected in 2016, several months prior to programme completion. 
However, important progress was noted at Stage 2. Evidence from Stage 2 suggested that the 
programme had made significant progress towards the impact through establishing new systems, 
structures and procedures that provided a strong foundation for EIPM through demanding its 
provision in proposals to Cabinet. However, at Stage 2 there was a need to shift the focus from 
adopting new procedures to promoting evidence use and quality. Through establishing a broad 
approach to policy formulation that included EIPM but only as a part of a broader whole, this 
created a situation where procedures were being applied but the evidence-focused aspects were not 
necessarily the main area of change. 

There is limited evidence that BCURE in Pakistan will catalyse a step change in the use of evidence 
across government. Evidence from across BCURE suggests that mass training alone is insufficient to 
promote routine evidence use; and while the project also conducted policy pilots and other 
activities, these did not join up with the training in a significant way (discussed in the single ministry 
impact pathway). Although EIPM training has been institutionalised in national courses – a 
significant achievement – this is unlikely to catalyse broader changes in practice in the absence of 
top down incentives and support structures to facilitate trainees to apply their learning. 
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Spotlight 4. Establishing a sustainable national actor through 
‘learning-by-doing’ 

BCURE in Zimbabwe was delivered through local partner ZeipNET. The programme was set up 
as a consortium model, with the aim of establishing ZeipNET as a credible Zimbabwean 
institution that could continue to promote EIPM once the BCURE programme ended. The 
evaluation found strong evidence that ZeipNET’s capability to deliver EIPM capacity support has 
been strengthened and its profile raised, through formal training alongside ad hoc technical 
support to enable ZeipNET staff to ‘learn-by-doing’ and develop new technical and logistical 
skills. Programme staff felt that the programme was successful in building ZeipNET’s capabilities 
because of lead partner INASP’s existing relationships with ZeipNET’s two main staff members, 
and the fact that these individuals had significant previous experience in the field of EIPM, were 
passionate about the goal of improving evidence use in policymaking, and already had 
knowledge and contacts from previous roles (in government and research) to draw on. Externally 
facing activities proved crucial to building ZeipNET’s profile: several organisations introduced to 
ZeipNET through knowledge cafes or policy dialogues subsequently made requests for support or 
collaboration. However, a major concern to ZeipNET’s ongoing sustainability is the resource-
constrained environment of Zimbabwe. Several organisations and government ministries had 
expressed interest in partnering with ZeipNET to deliver EIPM training and other activities, but 
none of these organisations had resources to fund training, and there was some concern that 
donor resources are drying up. 

In Kenya, AFIDEP’s leadership of the SECURE programme has also built its credibility and 
capacity as a national EIPM actor – although this was not an explicit intended outcome and 
there was no formal capacity support within the consortium arrangement. AFIDEP has moved 
from being relatively unknown to being an acknowledged technical expert of research use in 
policy, a competency that is new in the wider health and parliamentary sector in Kenya. The 
relationship between the Ministry of Health and AFIDEP has also continued through ongoing 
membership of health research technical working groups, and joint presentations at events and 
proposal development. As a result of AFIDEP’s leadership of the BCURE programme, the health 
R&D Unit has invited staff to sit on the national health research technical working group. Sector 
stakeholders have also indicated that AFIDEP has helped the Kenyan health research community 
to better understand the need to translate research to support decision and policymaking. 
Establishing AFIDEP as a credible actor in this field has meant that BCURE has left a legacy of a 
trusted civil society partner, which can continue to promote EIPM from within government and 
across research-policy networks. 

It really helps if there is an external organisation whose job it is to think 
 about how to help government to catalyse the evidence process, as we  
will have challenges of capacity for the long-term. (Ministry of Health 
stakeholder, Kenya). 
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7. Impact pathway 3: Support to parliament  

Parliamentary settings poses a different set of issues and challenges – as parliaments do not make 
policy, but can play an important role in interrogating it and holding line ministries to account. 
BCURE worked to build capacity for evidence use in parliamentary settings in Kenya and Zimbabwe. 
This section discusses their experiences, and lessons for future programmes. 

7.1 What were the drivers, opportunities and risks for EIPM in the 
Parliaments of Kenya and Zimbabwe? 

In both countries, Parliament had a clear mandate to scrutinise legislation and policies, substantial 
ongoing capacity support programmes, and well-established research services. Zimbabwe’s 
parliamentary strategic plan aims to improve human capital to analyse and produce evidence for 
input into legislation, including through a strong research unit and committees. Substantial donor 
resources were directed at capacity building within Parliament, including a multi-donor 
Parliamentary Support Programme. These established routes for donor engagement provided a clear 
entry point for VakaYiko, who signed a 5-year MoU with Parliament at the start of the programme 
(however, the plethora of other capacity support also served to reduce the scope for a small 
programme like VakaYiko to make an impact). Recent and ongoing initiatives to strengthen 
Parliament include establishing a full time M&E Unit, holding public Open Days, maintaining ISO 
quality certification and joining the African Parliamentarian’s Network on Development Evaluation. 
All of this activity suggests existing high-level buy-in for EIPM within Parliament, providing an 
opportunity for VakaYiko to align with and build on ongoing processes of reform. 

In Kenya, the 2010 Constitution provided Parliament with greater constitutional powers for 
scrutinising legislation and policies, and approving and monitoring expenditure, which significantly 
increased demand for reliable information, data and evidence. Parliament has an established 
research services unit, with an explicit mandate to provide impartial, accurate and robust 
information to parliamentarians, which provided an entry point for SECURE. Prior to 2015, the PRS 
department had ten staff, with just six analysts, but the expansion in Parliament’s mandate 
prompted the department to increase to 33 staff. Research unit managers were already proactively 
engaged in improving the use of evidence in research products. Researchers from the unit are active 
members in the Secretariat for each committee, alongside the clerks and legal counsel. The Kenyan 
Parliament is also well-linked into networks of African parliamentarians, and has an active training 
and capacity development programme supported by the Centre of Parliamentary Studies and 
Training, part of the Parliamentary Services Commission. Finally, greater public communication and 
transparency from Parliament means that citizens are better informed about their MPs’ behaviours 
and voting records, and committees’ proceedings, and are demanding improved performance, likely 
to be reinforced by new educational criteria and codes of conduct for Kenyan MPs joining after 
2017. 

However, in both countries, parliamentary powers (and incentives) to hold the Executive to 
account are limited by political influence, and active engagement with evidence is constrained by 
MP capacity and resource challenges. In Zimbabwe, the partisan nature of politics affects both the 
demand for evidence and the quality of parliamentary debate, while Portfolio Committees do not 
always have ‘teeth’ to hold ministries to account. Parliament is often perceived as ‘rubber stamping’ 
policy rather than holding the Executive to account. The capacity of MPs to engage with evidence 
can be variable, with challenges in building and maintaining capacity in time to make a difference 
before the next electoral cycle. The research department and other areas of Parliament are under-
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staffed and face various constraints due to severe resource limitations in a broader context of 
economic stagnation. 

In Kenya, political influence is also a major influence on decision making, exerted across all the 
branches of the state through patronage and regional alliances, which can lead to political 
policymaking, rather than decision making in support of government effectiveness and 
accountability to citizens. This constrains the extent to which evidence use can balance political 
decision making and enable robust scrutiny of the Executive. Weak procurement systems also mean 
that corruption remains a major barrier to effective public life. As in Zimbabwe, resource constraints 
and variable capacities of MPs to engage with evidence create further challenges. 

 

Box 18. Summary of BCURE support to parliaments 

In Zimbabwe, Parliament consists of the Senate (with 80 MPs) and the National Assembly (with 270 
MPs). The role of Parliament is to deliberate on and pass laws, scrutinise government performance 
and to hold the Executive to account for the manner in which public policies and programmes are 
managed. Oversight of public resource allocations and policymaking in Parliament is delegated to 
Portfolio Committees, which consider bills and statutory instruments, and monitor and investigate 
policies and budgets relating to governmental departments. Portfolio Committees, supported by the 
research department, have a clear mandate to hold ministries to account, and consider evidence 
through investigatory processes. The Constitution of Zimbabwe emphasises that all agencies of the 
state and government are accountable to Parliament, and provides powers to summon ministers to 
Portfolio Committees to answer questions. 

BCURE trained 20 staff members in Parliament, including the whole research department. It also ran a 
Learning and Exchange programme involving residential visits to the Parliaments of Ghana and 
Uganda. Technical support was also provided to help staff put Action Plans (developed during the 
EIPM training) into practice. These were intended to contribute to stronger organisational systems and 
processes to access evidence and engage in dialogue, in order to further promote individual behaviour 
change. Mentoring activities iteratively developed and changed over time in response to changes in 
priorities as well as logistical challenges. 

In Kenya, Parliament consists of the National Assembly (with 350 members) and Senate (68 members), 
independent offices and commissions, and an independent judiciary. Both Houses of Parliament have 
a proactive role in law-making by scrutinising bills and policies presented by ministries (the Executive), 
and raising Parliament’s own bills through members and departmental committees. In Kenya’s 
devolved system of government, the National Assembly plays a key role in scrutinising, approving and 
monitoring expenditure by the national and county administrations through sectoral committees. The 
Senate scrutinises the work of the assembly, approving all bills affecting devolved functions such as 
health. In this way, both legislative houses check the power of the other, and of the Executive. The 
President can decline to promulgate a bill into law, but can, in theory, be held to account by an 
independent judiciary. The Parliamentary Research and Analysis Unit (PRS) supports both houses, 
providing over 50 committees with technical analysis of policies and budgets; drafting policies and 
bills, as well as supporting a range of committee-led enquiries. 

BCURE trained 11 parliamentary researchers, through a five-day residential course, and supported the 
researchers through follow-up mentoring to help them complete policy briefs. The programme also 
involved learning and exchange visits, including an internship for two trainees to the UK Parliamentary 
Office of Science and Technology (UK POST). 
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7.2 What happened and why? 

Figure 6 depicts how BCURE worked towards a step change in evidence use through providing 
support to parliaments. It does not represent what any individual project did, but rather synthesises 
evidence from across BCURE and the broader literature on how and why capacity support can lead 
to change. The diagram summarises what the evaluation has learned about how capacity support 
can contribute to EIPM in a parliamentary setting, but it is not a fully tested theory, as projects made 
different degrees of progress towards the intended impact. It is therefore intended as a broad ‘road 
map’ for future programmes working to promote EIPM in parliaments, rather than a definitive 
prescription. 

Below the diagram, Table 7 presents an overview of how far each of the outcomes were achieved by 
the BCURE projects (EQ 1) and BCURE’s contribution (EQ 2). These findings are unpacked throughout 
the rest of this section, which also explores how and why BCURE did or did not make a difference 
(EQ 3). 
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Figure 6. 'Support to Parliament' impact pathway 
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Table 7. Summary of evidence for 'support to Parliament’ impact pathway 

Outcome Summary of evidence for outcome (EQ 1) and BCURE contribution (EQ 2) 

1. Cohort of parliamentary 
research staff have 
new/improved skills to access, 
appraise and apply evidence, 
and increased understanding of 
the value of evidence  

Strong evidence from Kenya that trained analysts had acquired new skills and that 
BCURE had made a crucial contribution to this. Some evidence from Zimbabwe 
that the programme had contributed to an increase in specific research-related 
knowledge and skills, alongside other, larger-scale capacity building programmes 
within Parliament. 

2. Researchers (trained and non-
trained) routinely access, 
appraise and apply evidence 
more effectively in their day-to 
day work 

Strong evidence from Kenya that skills developed through BCURE training and 
mentoring were still being applied after the end of the programme. Strong 
evidence that staff not trained by BCURE also improved their skills in evidence 
use, and that BCURE had made an important contribution to this through 
supporting an internship to the UK Parliament which had led to interns 
introducing new evidence products and processes within the research 
department. Limited evidence that BCURE had contributed to routine shifts in 
evidence use in Zimbabwe, where examples of change seemed largely to do with 
non-BCURE capacity support. There is also no evidence from Zimbabwe of change 
in the behaviour of non-trained staff. 

3. Research unit strengthened 
through new systems and 
processes to access evidence 
and support parliamentarians 

Strong evidence from Kenya that the research unit was strengthened through 
new organisational initiatives developed by BCURE interns to UK POST. However, 
although the EIPM guidelines developed by the programme were officially 
adopted and approved by Parliament, they were not being used, and an EIPM 
curriculum had not been adopted by the parliamentary training agency. No 
evidence from Zimbabwe that the organisational processes developed by BCURE 
had strengthened the research unit, as they had not been adopted by Parliament. 

4. Capacitated research unit 
promotes evidence use through 
better quality evidence products 
and support to parliamentary to 
feed into MP decision making 
and scrutiny 

Some evidence from Kenya that BCURE’s support to the research unit led to 
improvements in the quality, efficiency and take-up of their services. Some 
evidence from Zimbabwe that the capacity of the research department had 
improved in recent years – but there is no evidence that the programme made a 
significant contribution to this as most examples of change related to other, larger 
donor capacity support programmes. 

5. Increased demand for 
research and evidence by MPs, 
senators and senior 
parliamentary stakeholders 

Some evidence from Kenya that improved research services are stimulating a 
growing recognition of the value of evidence in Parliament. While BCURE made 
some contribution to this through improving the quality of work and thus 
increasing the profile of the research unit, higher-level drivers of evidence use are 
also giving momentum to the evidence agenda in Parliament. 

Views were mixed in Zimbabwe on how far MPs were requesting evidence from 
the research unit, but there is no evidence that the programme influenced any 
increases in demand.  

6. Senior parliamentary staff 
increase resources for research 
in Parliament 

No evidence from Kenya or Zimbabwe that BCURE has catalysed increased 
resources for research in Parliament.  

7. Improved use of evidence in 
parliamentary decision-making 
scrutiny and oversight processes 
strengthens Parliament's 
effectiveness in holding the 
Executive to account 

No evidence from Zimbabwe that BCURE has made progress towards improving 
parliamentary scrutiny and oversight. In Kenya, BCURE made an important 
contribution to improved use of evidence in the research department, although 
this has yet to become fully routine and there is no evidence that this has in turn 
contributed to improved use of evidence in decision making across Parliament. 

Impact: Step change in use of 
evidence across government line 
ministries 

Limited evidence of progress towards impact level change in either Zimbabwe or 
Kenya. In both countries, there are questions around how far Parliament is able to 
meaningfully hold the Executive to account given the variable ability and 
motivation of MPs to engage with evidence, and the fact that decision making by 
MPs remains a highly politicised process.  
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In both Kenya and Zimbabwe, EIPM training and learning exchanges contributed to a cohort 
of parliamentary research staff developing new or improved skills to use evidence (O1). In 
Kenya, this led to researchers (trained and non-trained) routinely accessing, appraising and 
applying evidence in their work, while in Zimbabwe, only a few researchers had acquired 
new skills or felt able to put them into practice (O2). 

In Kenya, there was strong evidence that BCURE’s support through training and mentoring had 
been effective in building research skills that were still being applied after the end of the 
programme. The response to the EIPM training was considerably more lukewarm in the 
Zimbabwean Parliament. In Zimbabwe, although there was some evidence that researchers had 
gained new knowledge and skills (including how to search for information, reference appropriately 
and write reports), only a few researchers felt they had been able to put these new skills into 
practice. In contrast, BCURE was able to make a substantive contribution to evidence use in the 
Kenyan PRS because it came at the right time when the unit was expanding, in a context where 
evidence use was already recognised by senior managers as being core to their mission to provide 
accurate, impartial advice to Parliament. The expansion of the PRS team provided an opportunity for 
BCURE to quickly establish a relatively large cluster of EIPM trained officers ‘from scratch’ (about a 
third of the total staff), who were already highly skilled and educated in other professional fields. 
There was some evidence that non-trainees were also improving their skills in evidence use, 
influenced in part by seeing colleagues’ improved evidence products, and then reinforced by in-
house training on EIPM and new processes developed by the UK POST interns, including more 
structured peer review processes, policy brief templates, and quality assurance guidelines. 

Whenever we have in-house training, that issue of evidence use has always 
featured into our trainings. As a research department this is something that we 
have really embraced. (Programme participant, Parliament, Kenya) 

In Kenya, the skills offered by BCURE were seized upon because they were felt to bring something 
practical and directly relevant to help new recruits rapidly get to grips with a demanding job – in 
contrast with Zimbabwe, where the research unit was already established, and where the training 
was seen as insufficiently tailored to trainees’ needs. In Kenya, a technical focus on evidence use 
throughout the policy cycle had not been offered through previous training in Parliament; whereas 
several trainees in Zimbabwe felt the training did not offer anything new. Overall in Zimbabwe, the 
sense was that the BCURE training course was a small programme that had made only a limited 
contribution to researchers’ capacity, in a context where many larger-scale donor-supported 
capacity building opportunities are available. In addition, the training was seen as much less relevant 
to other staff outside of the research department, for example clerks and IT staff. 
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Box 19. Cost-effectiveness of learning exchanges and secondments 

Three BCURE learning exchanges were considered within the evaluation. The Kenya and 
Zimbabwe projects both ran parliamentary learning exchanges; while in Bangladesh BCURE 
facilitated an exchange visit to Indonesia for high level government staff. The cost of learning 
exchanges and secondments varied significantly. In the case of Bangladesh, the cost per learning 
exchange participant was £1,731, while in Zimbabwe it was £6,000. In Kenya the cost per 
secondee to the UK Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology (UK POST) was £6,500. 

The Stage 2 evaluation found that learning exchanges do not always have instrumental value, but 
rather tend to shape participants’ thinking and provide ‘experiential learning’. Therefore, while of 
value, they are relatively low impact activities when considered as standalone interventions. In 
light of this, from a cost-effectiveness perspective, the implication is that the costs should be kept 
relatively low and the exchanges well-synergised with other activities. While Bangladesh seem to 
have pitched the costs right, the Zimbabwe costs are on the high end. 

In the case of the Kenya secondments to UK POST, while the cost per participant is high, the two 
researchers that participated worked at UK POST for a month and received mentoring on their 
return to implement organisational initiatives to improve evidence use across the PRS unit in 
Parliament. The evaluation found that the secondment had resulted in transformational change 
for the participants and contributed to them putting into effect organisational changes. From this 
perspective, while the costs are higher, the value that has been generated has been significant. 

In both countries, BCURE provided mentoring and technical support to a range of organisational 
initiatives to promote and embed evidence use, with only partial success (O3). 

In Kenya, there is strong evidence that organisational initiatives were successfully developed 
through internships to the UK Parliament, which helped to facilitate evidence use and cascade 
evidence skills to non-trained colleagues; while in Zimbabwe some organisational initiatives were 
successfully trialled, but ultimately were not adopted by Parliament. In Zimbabwe, new initiatives 
included an Evidence Roundtable seminar series and support to help researchers access e-resources. 
However, there was limited evidence in either case that the initiatives had been adopted by 
Parliament. This was in part because technical support was relatively ad hoc and built around 
standalone activities and products – this component was not sufficiently resourced to provide 
comprehensive ongoing and flexible support, and ensure that activities built on and reinforced each 
other. It is also unclear whether Parliament had the resources to adopt more ambitious initiatives 
like the Evidence Series in the longer term, even if BCURE had facilitated further events, in the 
deeply resource-constrained environment of Zimbabwe where a large number of parliamentary 
initiatives are donor-funded. Communication between the programme and the research department 
also appears to have been an issue, feeding into a lack of ownership which may have further limited 
the success of the mentoring programme. 

In contrast, in the Kenyan PRS, the UK POST interns were able to introduce new evidence initiatives 
to the PRS unit because it had an established culture of quality improvement – meaning that the 
interns had the managerial support and organisational opportunities they needed to develop 
procedures and processes to facilitate and reinforce evidence use. The team-working culture in PRS 
further encouraged BCURE trainees to share skills with non-trained colleagues. 

Among the reasons for more visible success in Kenya was the ownership of evidence initiatives by 
PRS managers and more sustained technical support by the programme. In Kenya, BCURE’s 
technical support was more comprehensive and joined up across the PRS unit, with support 
provided to produce evidence guidelines for Parliament, as well as ongoing mentoring to individual 
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trainees and providing further skills support through the in-house workshops. The evidence 
guidelines were produced through a collaborative process, with the involvement of senior managers, 
and led to a good quality and user-friendly draft document. As a result of strong management 
ownership, the guidelines were approved as official parliamentary procedure by the Parliamentary 
Commission for use by all MPs and clerks. Given the bureaucratic and procedural complexities of the 
parliamentary system, this was a considerable achievement – although by the end of the 
programme, the guidelines had not yet been printed and released for formal use. A key factor was 
the proactive advocacy of PRS managers at board level. The good level of institutional ownership of 
the guidelines can be directly attributed to BCURE’s collaborative and flexible technical support, 
which was valued by stakeholders. BCURE’s ongoing support played a more successful 
‘accompanying’ role to PRS, helping to embed reforms to embed evidence use. Peer review and the 
template had been implemented, with ongoing support from BCURE, and there was evidence that 
this was facilitating and reinforcing evidence use, in a context where managers were providing 
strong encouragement to improve quality and efficiency, given the volume of research and evidence 
products that PRS needs to produce for both Houses of Parliament. 

 

Box 20. Summary of what worked for who and why in providing organisational support for the 
adoption of new tools and systems (EQ 3) 

In Zimbabwe, Parliament has not adopted new tools or systems introduced by the programme (M, 
O3) in part because BCURE did not sufficiently embed them as a result of resource limitations (I). In 
Kenya, Parliament has adopted (M) the tools and these have strengthened the research 
department (O3), because BCURE support was ongoing, flexible, and joined up individual and 
organisational support, meaning that BCURE was able to accompany (M) the unit to embed the 
approaches. This was enabled by the committed and hands-on advocacy and encouragement by 
senior managers (C), who could see quality improvements from the use of tools (O4), as they 
facilitated and reinforced (M) the use of evidence by researchers. In Zimbabwe, given resource 
constraints in Parliament, it is unclear whether Parliament has the resources to adopt an initiative 
like the Evidence Series in the longer term even if ZeipNET had facilitated further events (C). As a 
result, there has been no opportunity for new tools and systems to facilitate use of evidence in 
Parliament (M) or reinforce evidence use through positive or negative incentives (M). 

In both countries, there is evidence that the capacity of parliamentary research units has 
improved in recent years – although in Zimbabwe there is limited evidence of programme 
contribution (O4). In Kenya but not Zimbabwe, this has contributed to increased demand for 
evidence from parliamentarians (O5), but in neither case have there been any increase in 
resources for research (O6). 

In both Kenya and Zimbabwe, there are signs that research departments are more effectively 
working with evidence – in Kenya there is some evidence that BCURE contributed to this, but in 
Zimbabwe there is limited evidence that the programme made a significant contribution in a 
context of many larger donor capacity support programmes. In Kenya, BCURE’s support to skills 
and systems in PRS has led to improvements in the quality, efficiency and take-up of their services, 
increasing the unit’s profile in the parliamentary system. Most respondents felt that there had been 
a significant improvement in the quality of their products and outputs, noted by MPs. Both 
researchers and senior managers also noted improvements in efficiency. Trainees’ use of evidence 
was further reinforced by career incentives made possible by the parliamentary context, where 
senior management recognition of good performance leads to assignments in high-profile 
committees, including international trips, which in turn bring salary enhancements in the form of 
expenses. The evaluators noted that staff seemed motivated and enthusiastic, and the unit has 
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sufficient numbers of staff to be able to assign a researcher to the 50 or so active committees across 
both Houses of Parliament. However, despite some tangible outcomes in terms of behaviour change 
and quality improvements, these were still seen as early steps in the department’s use of evidence. 

In Zimbabwe, there are similar signs that the skills and systems of the research department have 
improved in recent years, but there are many other donor programmes also providing capacity 
support, larger than BCURE, so evidence of BCURE’s contribution was limited. There are also still 
serious capacity constraints within the unit, linked to understaffing, with senior staff reporting that 
the team is extremely stretched, trying to serve multiple committees and responding to ad hoc 
requests of MPs. Time to do independent research is very limited and researchers frequently cannot 
develop sectoral expertise because they are spread too thin and are sometimes working on topics 
they are unfamiliar with. In this context, the BCURE support contributed in a limited way to 
enhanced individual skills but did not make headway with organisational systems in the face of staff 
and resource constraints. 

Despite growing appreciation for the work of the research departments in both countries’ 
parliaments, there are no signs that improved products are influencing an increase in demand for 
evidence, and therefore increased investment in research, even in a context where there are high-
level drivers in favour of increased use of evidence. In Zimbabwe, although some parliamentarians 
expressed appreciation for the research unit, there was limited evidence that BCURE’s support has 
led to improved products that in turn stimulated greater demand, or that this is likely to lead to 
greater resources being assigned to research in Parliament. The work of the research unit is viewed 
as important in Parliament, and its contributions are valued, including producing research papers 
and providing inputs to portfolio committee reports, particularly the Constituency Profiles. However, 
given that BCURE only made a limited contribution to individual skills, any increase in demand for 
research is more likely to be a result of institutional drivers of EIPM. MPs’ interest in evidence may 
also be in part driven by the desire to avoid being refuted in the media, as public access to 
information (e.g. through social media) improves. 

In Kenya, there were indications that an improved service from PRS is stimulating a growing 
recognition of the value of evidence in the wider Parliament, although higher-level drivers of 
evidence use are also giving momentum to the evidence agenda. Greater transparency around 
Parliament’s work, including a focus on MPs’ performances in debates, is creating incentives for MPs 
to be better informed, factors that contributed to the formation of the Evidence Caucus in 2015 (an 
informal grouping of MPs who are interested in promoting evidence use among members). The idea 
for the caucus preceded BCURE, but enabled lead partner AFIDEP to take the opportunity to create a 
second evidence project in Parliament, resourced by a different funder. Establishing the Caucus 
Secretariat in PRS has provided an institutional focal point for the evidence agenda in Parliament 
and has also allowed AFIDEP to continue to support EIPM in PRS by contributing to in-house 
workshops funded by Parliament. BCURE’s support, alongside these factors, does seem to have 
made a contribution to increasing the profile of PRS – for example, MPs are using PRS more, and the 
Speaker has requested that researchers now also attend second readings of bills in the chamber. 
However, the potential for further investment in the PRS unit, e.g. to upgrade the IT infrastructure 
to publish committee reports, seems limited. Within the wider parliamentary system, PRS is still a 
very small player and does not have its own budget as a small unit within a much larger Joint 
Services department. Furthermore, BCURE has not succeeded in getting the EIPM curriculum taken 
up by the parliamentary training agency, Centre for Parliamentary Studies and Training, which was 
the main strategy for continuing EIPM support after the programme.  
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Box 21. Summary of what worked for who and why in influencing parliamentary stakeholders to 
demand evidence more, and invest in research (EQ 3) 

While several stakeholders in both Zimbabwe and Kenya felt that producing good quality work can 
'filter up' to impress MPs (M), which in turn demonstrates the value of evidence and leads to 
increased demand, there is limited evidence that this is actually happening in practice (O5). 
Filtering up is inhibited by capacity constraints of MPs (C) and the fact that the research units have 
limited power to influence parliamentary processes such as fact finding missions in committees (C). 
In Zimbabwe, understaffing within the research department makes it difficult to respond to 
demands (C) and reduces the potential for ‘filtering up (M), while in Kenya, there is sufficient 
capacity to serve all the parliamentary committees and produce a high-volume of work (C) which 
makes filtering up of good products (M) more like to happen. However, in both countries, filtering 
up is also likely to be inhibited by the broader political context – in which issues in Parliament often 
get debated along political lines and MPs have limited incentives to challenge the government and 
are commonly seen as ‘rubber stamping’ government policy (C). Without support to strengthen 
MPs’ ability and incentives to demand evidence (I, C), improving quality of parliamentary research 
support was not sufficient on its own to catalyse further investment in research in either country 
(O6). 

Although several stakeholders in Kenya and Zimbabwe feel that evidence is becoming more 
important within parliaments, there is no evidence to link this to BCURE support. Overall 
there is limited evidence that BCURE has contributed as yet to improved use of evidence in 
parliamentary decision making and oversight (O7), leading in turn to a step change in use of 
evidence across government line ministries (impact). 

In Zimbabwe, there is very little evidence to suggest that the programme has contributed to a 
significant shift in the quality of work produced by the research department, or made progress 
towards its anticipated longer-term outcomes of improving parliamentary scrutiny and oversight 
processes in order to contribute to more routine, embedded and transparent use of evidence across 
the Government of Zimbabwe. Considering its short duration and resource limitations, this ambition 
was beyond the realistic scope of the programme. However, in a context where there are many 
existing drivers of EIPM including ongoing reforms and high-level champions, as well as substantial 
donor resources directed at capacity building across the institution, BCURE has helped to better 
equip the research unit to respond should demand for its services increase in the future, although 
staffing and resource constraints could still seriously limit their contributions. 

In Kenya, BCURE made more significant contributions to improved use of evidence in PRS – although 
this has yet to become fully routine, which suggests the need for longer-term ongoing support. In 
both countries, there are also deeper-seated questions around how far parliaments are able to 
meaningfully hold the Executive to account given the variable ability and motivation of MPs to 
engage with evidence, and the fact that decision making by MPs remains a highly politicised process. 
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8. Conclusions 

This report has presented the summative findings from the independent evaluation of the Building 
Capacity to Use Research Evidence (BCURE) programme. Below we draw out conclusions and six 
overarching lessons on what works, for whom and why to build capacity for evidence-informed 
policymaking. 

BCURE was only four years long; a very short time to observe change in government behaviour 
and processes. BCURE’s scope was broad, its goals were ambitious, its time frame was short and its 
resources were restricted – when dispersed across 12 countries and when compared to other 
governance reform programmes. Some activities were too small scale and ad hoc to catalyse change 
within large ministries or parliaments, or too disconnected to combine to promote change at a 
national level. As a result, although the evaluation has observed good progress across a number of 
projects, it is too early to judge the extent to which BCURE has contributed to a step change in the 
use of evidence. The evaluation noted three levels of success across the BCURE portfolio: 

▪ Significant progress towards catalysing change at scale: Bangladesh, Kenya (Parliament), and 
Sierra Leone. These projects involved ‘top down’ activities to establish procedures and incentives 
for evidence use at an organisational level, combined with ‘bottom up’ capacity building for 
technical staff – a model that appears to have significant potential to catalyse long-term progress 
towards EIPM. However, the evidence is tentative across all of these settings, especially in Sierra 
Leone which was not included in the Stage 3 evaluation. Although there is strong evidence of 
senior-level ownership, it is too early to tell whether promising early progress will continue. This 
depends on continued political leadership, high-level incentives and resource mobilisation, which 
are all potentially fragile and subject to change. 

▪ Pockets of success around specific policy processes and capacitated units: Kenya (Health), 
Zimbabwe (Youth), Pakistan policy pilots, South Africa evidence map. Across most BCURE 
projects, there are examples of improved capacity at an organisational level, or good quality 
policy pilots or tools that have showcased the value of evidence use and led to small-scale 
adoption. This happened where BCURE projects identified clear windows of opportunity and 
provided collaborative support within settings where there were existing organisational 
incentives for change. However, these examples did not catalyse incentives for evidence use at a 
system level, which may impede their long-term influence. 

▪ Ad hoc and ‘one dimensional’ change: all six projects. Across the BCURE portfolio, there are 
many examples of individuals applying new knowledge and skills within specific policy processes 
– but while these are important demonstrations of individual behaviour change, they are ad hoc. 
In Pakistan, the institutionalisation of EIPM in national civil service training is a significant 
achievement, but because it was not joined up to other activities or reforms, it has limited chance 
of contributing to a step change on its own. 

The report began by identifying three overarching ways of working that underpinned success across 
the BCURE programme – thinking and working politically, building capacity at multiple levels in the 
system, and accompanying change not imposing it. Through exploring what worked for whom and 
why in the diverse BCURE contexts, the report has demonstrated why these ways of working are 
important, and how they help to catalyse key mechanisms (see Box 22) that lead to change. 
Programmes that aim to build capacity for evidence use are often designed around specific activities, 
such as training or technical support. Our findings suggest the need to think beyond activities, and 
instead begin by considering the key ways of working and mechanisms that underpin successful 
capacity development – and then think through how best to catalyse these in a particular context. 
The six lessons below, and corresponding recommendations in Section 9, unpack these insights. 
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Box 22. Mechanisms underpinning success in BCURE 

The report identified six key mechanisms that, when catalysed, led to positive changes around the use 
of evidence, although not all of them were present in any one project. As the impact pathway analysis 
illustrated, the key mechanisms do not operate in insolation, but instead work together to catalyse 
change, and build on each other so that where one mechanism operates it often creates a conductive 
context for another mechanism to ‘fire’. These mechanisms are derived from well-established theories 
from psychology, sociology, development studies and governance – referenced in ‘insights from the 
literature’ boxes throughout the report. In this section, we present the evaluation’s revised and tested 
theories about how these mechanisms (M) are generated in particular contexts (C) and through 
particular features of interventions (I) to lead to capacity outcomes (O). 

 

Accompaniment: where an external partner provides tailored, flexible and responsive support to 
a government institution through a process of reform, characterised by a high-level of trust, as 
opposed to a more traditional supplier/consumer model where ad hoc support is provided 
through one-off interventions. This often involves co-producing tools, systems or policy products. 

 

Self-efficacy: where providing information, opportunities to practise skills, coaching or technical 
support builds individuals’ confidence in their ability to do their jobs or achieve a particular goal. 
This is akin to feeling of ‘now I know how... (to find the evidence I need, to weigh up sources, to 
communicate evidence effectively).’ 

 

Facilitation: where a tool, system or process for EIPM facilitates government officials to do their 
jobs or undertake a task more easily or efficiently. 

 

Reinforcement: where rewards or other forms of control create incentives that motivate officials 
to work in a particular way. Positive reinforcement includes rewards and encouragement, while 
negative reinforcement includes reminders, audits and mandatory requirements. 

 

Showcasing: where providing good examples of evidence tools or processes demonstrates the 
value of an evidence-informed approach, which leads to them being adopted elsewhere. 

 

Adoption: where senior government stakeholders decide to adopt a new tool, system or process 
for EIPM to help standardise EIPM within a government institution. This can be on a small scale 
(a unit deciding to adopt a new template to standardise policy briefs) or a large scale (a 
government deciding to adopt a revised procedure for policymaking across all its line ministries 
that requires engagement with evidence). Adoption can happen for many reasons, and there is a 
risk of ‘isomorphic mimicry’ – where a new tool or system is adopted on the surface in order to 
access donor resources, without actually changing day-to-day practice. 

The evaluation also identified a further mechanism that implicitly underpinned several BCURE projects, but 
which has not (yet) catalysed in practice on a large scale: 

 

Critical mass: where changes in practice among a sufficient number of government officials 
diffuse out to influence colleagues’ behaviour, and the rate of adoption of new behaviours 
becomes self-sustaining. This diffusion may happen through cascading, where government 
officials formally cascade their new knowledge on EIPM through introducing new ways of 
working or new structures and processes. Or it may be through filtering out or filtering up: 
where improvements in evidence use by government officials leads to recognition of the value of 
an evidence-informed approach among colleagues (filtering out) or senior management (filtering 
up) which in turn influences’ colleagues behaviour, or increases senior-level support for 
evidence-informed ways of working and/or organisational reforms to promote EIPM. 
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Lesson 1: BCURE highlights the importance of thinking and working politically, 
taking a political economy lens to assess the context and the potential for 
change. Choice of an entry point to a government setting might be 
opportunistic, but success depends on a thorough analysis of the incentives 
and disincentives to consider evidence in the context. 

All six BCURE projects were superficially a good fit with government-owned agendas around EIPM, 
had evidence of demand from senior leaders, and were tailored to align with ministry needs and 
requirements through needs assessments. However, in contexts where government resources barely 
cover salaries and there is a reliance on donor funds for implementation, government stakeholders 
will often be receptive to programmes that bring resources, especially as civil servants are often 
explicitly mandated to mobilise donor resources. As BCURE was seeking to catalyse and 
institutionalise genuine reforms to promote evidence use, scoping activities should have looked 
beyond ‘face value’ statements of interest, and considered deeper internal political economy 
dynamics within ministries, which shaped the potential for catalysing change. 

As BCURE progressed, implementers became more alert to political economy dynamics – better 
understanding how they could align with existing incentives to give EIPM skills, capacities and 
systems the best chance of being genuinely embedded in government systems. ‘Thinking and 
working politically’ is an idea that has gained considerable traction in the international development 
field in recent years, emphasising the importance of identifying political ‘windows of opportunity’ 
where incentives align to create genuine interest in reform and give it a chance to take root. The 
BCURE evaluation findings fully align with this school of thought and underscore the importance of 
taking a political economy lens to optimise the effectiveness of interventions to support the use of 
evidence in government settings. The success of this approach is particularly highlighted in relation 
to policy pilots in the single ministry pathway, where partners in Kenya, Bangladesh, South Africa 
and Pakistan all succeeded in identifying windows of opportunity around key policy areas or political 
challenges, capitalising on existing work and partnerships, identifying allies, and leveraging external 
resources. 

Thinking and working politically requires a deeper consideration of how gender and social 
inequalities might constrain individuals’ power to influence change. As discussed in Spotlight 1, 
most BCURE projects missed the opportunity to integrate gender perspectives into their capacity 
support, including seeking opportunities to provide tailored support to build women’s leadership 
and influence in contexts where women officials are likely to experience more difficulties in 
influencing change than their male counterparts. Collecting gender-disaggregated evidence of 
programme outcomes is an important aspect of this. 

The evaluation does not make a judgement on whether programmes should work within a single 
ministry (impact pathway 1), seek to promote cross-governmental change (impact pathway 2) or 
work with parliaments (impact pathway 3). There are examples of more and less success across all 
three pathways, and there is insufficient evidence on the longer-term results of the different routes 
to impact given BCURE’s short duration. Rather, the findings suggest the importance of choosing an 
approach based on an assessment of where political dynamics establish the potential to catalyse 
change, alongside existing relationships and networks that can give an external partner a ‘way in.’ 
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Lesson 2: Capacity support interventions should seek to accompany change, 
not impose it. Success depends on ‘accompaniment’, which requires a 
politically informed approach to help build strong local ownership, supported 
by a flexible approach to programme design, delivery and management. 

The BCURE projects had most success where they ‘accompanied’ government partners in a flexible, 
tailored, collaborative way that promoted ownership, and strengthened partner capacity through 
‘learning-by-doing’. Accompaniment is critical to working politically, as it implies a responsive and 
evolving process of support, which is flexible enough to adapt to evolving challenges and 
opportunities in complex government contexts. 

Different BCURE projects adopted this mode of working to varying degrees and at different scales. 
Where BCURE projects accompanied ministries or units through specific policy processes, this led to 
co-produced new tools or policy products which served to showcase the value of an evidence-
informed approach, as well as supporting government partners to ‘learn-by-doing’. On a larger scale, 
some projects accompanied a specific unit at ministry or cabinet level, promoting EIPM reforms 
through a collaborative model characterised by high levels of government ownership, spending 
significant time on building and maintaining senior-level relationships and buy-in, and responding to 
windows of opportunity where they arose. Where this approach was not taken, or was attempted 
but did not succeed, BCURE was less successful in catalysing ownership and getting reforms to take 
root in government systems. 

Wherever BCURE was successful in accompanying reform, certain factors were key. In responding 
to high-level incentives and opportunities to support EIPM, BCURE projects formed partnerships 
with government departments or units who already had a mandate, and some authority, to promote 
evidence use, e.g. Cabinet Division, research units or M&E units. In some cases, partners were 
invited to accompany policy processes as a result of the relationships and trust they had built up 
through previous activities e.g. previous evidence-related programmes, research studies or technical 
working groups on priority policy issues. Individual champions within gateway institutions were 
often crucial – the three projects that worked across government all relied on a high-level, 
passionate and enthusiastic champion who acted as both a gatekeeper for the programme, and an 
advocate that paved the way for BCURE to embed reforms in government systems. Accompaniment 
is not straightforward, and projects are likely to face numerous blockages that need to be navigated, 
including staff rotations at technical and senior-level, corruption scandals, and changes in 
government priorities. In order for programmes to work in this way, there needs to be sufficient 
flexibility in the contracting model, to allow partners to respond nimbly to challenges and 
opportunities. 

 
What does this tell us about what works for whom in what contexts? 

CIMO 1. Where there is genuine interest in partnership from high-level government stakeholders, 
existing incentives for evidence use in policymaking, and a window of opportunity to catalyse 
reform (C), an external partner can accompany EIPM reforms (M) in a participatory and 
collaborative way, providing tailored, flexible and responsive ongoing support that evolves over 
time (I) in response to emerging challenges and opportunities (C). This mode of working is greatly 
helped by the presence of high-level, enthusiastic and committed champions (C), and can create a 
conducive context for the other EIPM mechanisms to operate through encouraging government 
ownership (O) and building trust in the partner to work alongside government (O). 

Strong evidence in support of theory, from across all six settings 
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Lesson 3: Changing individuals’ behaviour is the bedrock for EIPM, but 
requires more than building skills. It also requires establishing or harnessing 
incentives that reinforce changes in practice, working to build capacity at 
multiple levels of the system. 

There was a genuine need to build technical skills in evidence access, appraisal and use across all 
the BCURE contexts. Individual capacity support mainly targeted the technical policy and research 
staff who are responsible for designing policy documents and developing research products that 
feed into policy formulation. However, BCURE’s main success stories went beyond training or other 
individual-level capacity building, providing follow-up support to help to embed learning, promoting 
improved organisational procedures, co-producing tools or policies, or generating incentives to 
enhance use of evidence. The evaluation highlights the necessity of working with senior managers 
and government stakeholders – who may not be as involved in the technical side of evidence access, 
appraisal and use, but whose awareness and buy-in is essential to create an environment where 
technical staff are supported and incentivised to work in a different way. 

Where BCURE led to more routine individual-level changes in evidence access, appraisal and use, 
this was often because projects succeeded in catalysing multiple mechanisms together: building 
staff self-efficacy, providing tools that facilitated people to do their jobs more easily, and tapping 
into or generating organisational incentives to reinforce behaviour change. Where training courses 
were directly relevant to participants’ day-to-day work, training and follow-up interventions built 
self-efficacy through imparting new knowledge and skills, and raising trainees’ confidence in their 
ability to perform their roles. In several countries, training and associated technical support also 
provided participants with practical evidence tools or processes that facilitated them to do their jobs 
more easily or more efficiently – such as the EIPM guidelines in Bangladesh and Cabinet templates in 
Sierra Leone, which provided a structured approach to policy formulation in contexts where this did 
not already exist. However, training and tools need to be closely targeted to officials who can use 
them, and directly relevant to their day-to-day work. In Pakistan and Bangladesh, where large 
cohorts of civil servants were trained, several participants said they were not working in roles where 
they could apply their learning. Finally, training seemed to be most effective in catalysing more 
routine (rather than ad hoc) behaviour change when evidence use was reinforced through 
organisational incentives such as supportive managers and senior staff, which motivated participants 
to apply their learning. 

   
What does this tell us about what works for whom in what contexts? 

CIMO 2. Where information is provided about the importance of EIPM and how to access, appraise 
and apply evidence, alongside opportunities to practise skills, this can generate self-efficacy (M) 
and lead to individual behaviour change (O). Behaviour change is more likely to be sustained 
where there are clear incentives that motivate participants to apply their learning and reinforce 
changes in practice (M) – this includes management support to encourage and provide space for 
participants to access, appraise and apply evidence, which in turn depends on political incentives 
that promote evidence use (C). Behaviour change is also more likely where activities are closely 
targeted to individuals who can apply their learning because it is directly relevant to their day-to-
day work (I), and where activities are practical and participatory (I), provide practical tools (I) that 
facilitate trainees to do their jobs more easily (M), incorporate a focus on soft skills as well as 
technical skills (I), use knowledgeable, patient and confident facilitators (I), and tap into incentives 
to encourage participation (I). 

Strong evidence in support of theory, from across all six settings 
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Lesson 4: Specific and targeted strategies are required for a ‘critical mass’ 
effect to catalyse. It is a common assumption that training a ‘critical mass’ of 
individuals will diffuse out to influence broader change – but interventions 
need to be designed and targeted in specific ways to leverage this effect. 

Several BCURE projects were premised on an implicit theory that training cohorts of officials 
would catalyse a ‘critical mass’ effect that would influence shifts on a wider scale.  However, even 
where BCURE was successful in establishing routine behaviour change, there is no evidence that this 
has coalesced to shift behaviour beyond the initial group of trained officials. As a result, there are 
only tentative lessons that can be inferred for future programmes – mainly relating to the factors 
that appear to block a critical mass from forming. If training is not directly relevant or there are 
missing incentives and organisational structures for EIPM, then individuals may be unable to apply 
their learning in the first place, as in Pakistan, and so there is little prospect of them influencing 
others. If individuals are too scattered across siloed units and divisions then this dilutes their 
opportunity to influence, as in Kenya. If trained officials are based in a unit that has limited power 
and resources, or if the programme works only with technical staff but not their managers or senior 
decision makers, this limits the possibility of influencing senior-level attitudes or behaviours, as in 
Zimbabwe. The only example of the ‘critical mass’ effect stems from Kenya, and is relatively small 
scale. Researchers were able to cascade new evidence initiatives within their own unit and from 
central to county level because senior managers supported and incentivised quality improvements, 
which motivated non-trained staff to engage with learning opportunities; and because the Ministry 
of Health was able to access resources to cascade training as this aligned with its mandate to build 
provincial level capacity. 

Bangladesh is the most promising setting for a critical mass effect to emerge in future, as a high 
number of officials have been trained across government, and the project has established top-
level incentives and reinforcement through Cabinet Division ownership. In this context, embedding 
the training course in national curricula to build EIPM skills on a large scale across the civil service 
may well catalyse more widespread change in future – but this is only likely if there continues to be 
high-level leadership providing incentives for trainees to apply their learning. 

 
  

 
What does this tell us about what works for whom in what contexts? 

CIMO 3. Where a cohort of officials start accessing, appraising and applying evidence more 
effectively, this can diffuse out to influence colleagues’ behaviour (O) through a ‘critical mass’ 
effect (M). This is more likely when the cohort consists of a good number (I) of well-connected 
and clustered officials (C) in a unit with some reach and influence within the broader organisation 
(C), and where there are clear organisational incentives to use evidence (C) and senior 
management support to cascade learning (C) – potentially supported by a ‘training of trainers’ 
strategy (I) 

Tentative theory, based largely on insights about blocking factors from Kenya and Zimbabwe, and 
insights from the wider literature 
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Lesson 5: Supporting practical examples of evidence tools or evidence-
informed policy processes can showcase the value of evidence and catalyse 
‘learning-by-doing’. However, this requires identifying priority policy areas and 
problems, and establishing government ownership through an ‘accompanied’ 
process, rather than an external partner doing the work themselves. 

Several BCURE partners worked to showcase the practical value of an evidence-informed 
approach through providing support to policy processes, or helping develop decision-support tools 
that enable officials to engage with evidence more easily. This proved one of the most successful 
interventions, leading to evidence-informed tools and policies in Kenya, Bangladesh, Pakistan and 
South Africa. This success was due to BCURE partners identifying a ‘win-win’ policy entry point, 
where there was a real need to solve a policy or service delivery problem, and where there was the 
potential to build on existing work and leverage external resources. It proved essential to secure 
senior support for the process, and involve stakeholders at the right level of seniority and with the 
right technical and interpersonal skills, from within and outside government. In most cases, BCURE 
provided flexible, responsive and tailored support to ‘co-produce’ policies and tools in partnership 
with government. This helped ensure ownership, which in turn made adoption of the resulting tool 
or process more likely – and it also supported individual-level capacity building through a process of 
‘learning-by-doing.’ The policy pilot process offered an opportunity for strong synergies with other 
activities, including embedding skills gained through training, and using EIPM tools to provide a 
structure for the process that helped ensure evidence was considered in appropriate ways. 

However, good quality policy products or useful data visualisation tools are only an early, 
although important, step towards evidence being used to inform decision making. In all the 
settings, the pilots were several steps away from this point. These subsequent steps were beyond 
the scope of BCURE to influence and were threatened by the various political and contextual barriers 
discussed throughout this report. 

 

  

 
What does this tell us about what works for whom in what contexts? 

CIMO 4. Where technical support is provided to incorporate evidence within a policy process, or 
develop a tool to improve evidence access, appraisal or use, this can generate high quality policies 
or products (O) that showcase the value of evidence for quality, performance and delivery (M) 
and lead to adoption (O) and diffusion (O) of the procedure or tool. This is more likely where 
external actors ‘accompany’ government partners to co-produce policies or tools in a flexible, 
responsive and collaborative way (I), where policies are high priority or tools address a recognised 
problem (C), and where tools are intuitive and interactive (I) and genuinely facilitate officials to 
make decisions and do their jobs better and more easily (M). However, adoption can be stymied 
by many factors including shifting political priorities or resource constraints (see CIMO 5). 

Strong evidence in support of theory, from Kenya, Pakistan, South Africa and Bangladesh  
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Lesson 6: Promoting the adoption of system-wide EIPM approaches is 
important to lay the groundwork for future change. Combining capacity 
support at multiple levels, through accompanying change and tailoring support 
to the context, can help create the conditions for government partners to 
genuinely adopt tools and processes, and use these to develop their own EIPM 
initiatives into the longer term. However, this will only be sustained if the EIPM 
agenda continues to be aligned with wider political incentives. 

An important long-term aim of any EIPM capacity building intervention is adoption: where 
government partners formalise new processes, tools or practices at an organisational level, which 
in turn go on to catalyse, deepen and incentivise individual-level change. However, there is a real 
risk that adoption will happen on paper, and not in practice. It is too early to say how genuine the 
adoption observed in BCURE will prove to be in the long term, given the risk of isomorphic mimicry 
in low and middle-income countries, especially in fragile contexts such as Sierra Leone. However, the 
evaluation illustrates that multiple mechanisms working together to create and reinforce change can 
create a context that helps make ‘genuine’ adoption more likely. 

Adoption happened in BCURE on both a small and large scale: 

▪ Small-scale adoption involved using and rolling out guidelines or EIPM support tools in specific 
units or sectors, as in South Africa and Pakistan. This happened where tools proved genuinely 
useful to officials’ work, senior managers could see their value, and there was a clear institutional 
home for the tools going forward as well as resources for scale-up. Where EIPM tools have been 
genuinely adopted – in the sense that there are incentives in place and senior-level 
encouragement to use them – they can then facilitate and reinforce individual behaviour change, 
as the EIPM guidelines in Bangladesh have potential to do in future. Reinforcement does not 
come from a tool being adopted, but rather from it being actively promoted, and staff being 
supported to use it, as in Sierra Leone. Signing off guidelines as ‘official’ tools is not enough, as 
the example of guidelines in the Kenyan Ministry of Health showed. 

▪ Large-scale adoption involved formalisation of a new tool or process on a government-wide 
scale, such as the EIPM guidelines in Bangladesh and the Cabinet procedures in Sierra Leone. 
EIPM training was adopted into national training institutes in Bangladesh and Pakistan through 
the support of high-level champions, in contexts with an established culture of civil service 
training. However, embedding a training course at a national level carries risks, as it will 
potentially move training away from the intervention factors found to catalyse individual-level 
behaviour change – in particular through diluting the courses, watering down the targeting, and 
removing any follow-up support. Without ongoing reform in the broader context that provides 
incentives for trainees to apply skills, institutionalising a training course is not enough on its own 
to ensure sustainability of reforms. 

The deepest form of adoption is where capacity support catalyses further self-transformation – 
positioning a national unit to carry on promoting EIPM into the future. However, there is limited 
evidence that this has happened in BCURE. The example with the most potential for this is 
Bangladesh, where there appears to be genuine interest and ownership in Cabinet Division to 
continue promoting institutional reforms. However, it is too early to tell whether this will continue, 
especially in a context where frequent senior staff rotations can quickly erode buy-in. The 
experience of the DPME in South Africa suggests that ‘genuine’ adoption requires ongoing 
government ownership and resources to be catalysed beyond the project, as high-level incentives 
shift and new opportunities rise and fall in dynamic political environments. 
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As a final reflection, the evaluation team would like to acknowledge the invaluable opportunity 
we were given to follow the BCURE projects through their efforts to build capacities to enhance 
evidence use in very challenging political contexts. We hope that the lessons we have documented 
from BCURE’s hard-won experience will enable future programmes to develop a deeper 
understanding of the broader contextual factors and multiple mechanisms that need to work 
together to create and reinforce evidence use, so that future capacity support has a stronger 
potential to catalyse self-transformation and improved effectiveness in government partners. 

  

 
What does this tell us about what works for whom in what contexts? 

CIMO 5a. Where capacity support succeeds in showcasing the value of an evidence-informed 
approach, training course, tool or product (M) and/or generating tools that facilitate staff to do 
their jobs more easily (M), this can lead to a high-level decision to formally adopt the initiative to 
help standardise EIPM (O). Meaningful adoption is more likely where reforms have been co-
produced by government and external partners through a flexible and collaborative process of 
accompaniment (C), and where there are high-level institutional and individual champions with a 
clear mandate for and interest in reform (C) who have access to resources to scale up or roll out 
the initiative (C). Adopted tools and processes, when attached to high-level incentives and 
encouraged through ongoing support rather than just a one-off directive (C), can then help 
reinforce (M) changes in practice at an individual and organisational level through both ‘carrots’ 
and ‘sticks’ (O). 

Strong evidence in support of theory from Bangladesh, Sierra Leone, Kenya, South Africa and 
Pakistan. Insights on factors that blocked adoption in Zimbabwe also support this theory. 

CIMO 5b. Where capacity support succeeds in catalysing high-level ownership and buy-in to EIPM 
(C), it can position an institution or unit to carry on promoting EIPM into the future (O), provided 
it is able to access resources (C) and buy-in is not eroded by high-level changes in priorities or 
staffing (C). 

Tentative theory based largely on insights from the South Africa impact case study, and early 
observations in Bangladesh 
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9. Recommendations for future programmes 

This section builds on the conclusions, providing some practical pointers for future programmes. 
These are designed as a prompt for implementers to help take the insights from BCURE into account, 
rather than a comprehensive guide on how to design an effective capacity building programme. The 
six recommendations correspond to the six lessons in Section 8. 

1. When choosing 
an entry point… 

▪ Identify a sector, institution or policy area where there is existing 
interest in evidence and clear incentives for reform, such as 
opportunities around devolution, large-scale donor-supported 
programmes bringing a focus on evidence to underpin effectiveness, or 
national reforms leading to demands for results and M&E. Look out for 
senior individuals who may be ‘champions’ for the programme – people 
who are genuinely interested in reform and have the charisma and 
connections to open doors and bring others on board. However, do not 
rely on specific individuals too much, given the risk of staff turnover. 

▪ Identify a unit that can provide an entry point for capacity building, and 
consider its status within the ministry or wider government setting. This 
might be a research or policy unit, which has the potential to become an 
internal advocate for evidence. It is important to consider the level of 
influence it has over policy and decision making, and whether it has any 
formal or informal authority to promote compliance with new evidence-
informed approaches. If influence is low, for example where a unit is 
relatively new or has few staff, programmes should consider how their 
support could positively raise the profile and influence of the unit as an 
advocate for evidence within the setting. It is also important to think 
about the potential for the unit to mobilise additional resources that 
might allow reforms to be institutionalised beyond the lifespan of the 
programme, or enable targeted individuals to cascade their learning to 
other relevant staff, especially in government contexts where resources 
for implementation are scarce or donor-dependent. 

▪ Explicitly consider concerns around politicised decision making and 
corruption that set up powerful disincentives for EIPM. Programmes may 
need to work to mitigate these, re-align incentives more positively to 
support evidence use, or identify pockets of good practice that can be 
built upon. 

2. When seeking 
to accompany 
change, rather 
than impose it... 

▪ Invest in building trust, taking care to promote ownership and providing 
support in a collaborative way. Effective accompaniment means avoiding 
falling into the role of service provider or consultant, ensuring that 
government stakeholders maintain technical involvement and do not 
over-delegate to the partner. This requires a clear focus on the ‘learning-
by-dong’ objectives and a flexible but negotiated approach to specific 
tasks which emerge. 

▪ Monitor shifting incentives, both positive and negative, and assess how 
these might create new opportunities or challenges. For example, a high-
profile scandal might lead to the appointment of a new senior stakeholder 
who may not be supportive of EIPM, but equally may lead to increased 
scrutiny from donors with higher requirements for evidence. 
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▪ Consider how the programme can be designed with sufficient flexibility 
to allow it to respond to emerging opportunities and challenges, given 
the volatility of change in government settings. This requires the active 
engagement of both implementers and funders, as discussed in Section 
4.3. 

3. When 
attempting to 
promote change 
at an individual 
level, through 
catalysing  
self-efficacy, 
facilitation and 
reinforcement… 

 

▪ Align training or other activities targeting individuals with incentives in 
the broader environment. A critical factor is the extent to which 
managers and senior staff encourage and support trainees to apply their 
learning, which in turn is related to broader incentives for or against 
evidence use within the civil service, when weighed up against partisan 
policymaking or widespread corruption. If senior managers are not 
proactively engaged, they may not allow trainees time to apply skills or try 
out new approaches, nor be receptive to new insights or challenges to 
decisions that trainees may bring as a result of a more evidence-informed 
approach. Incorporating soft skills as well as technical skills in training is 
one way to help trainees engage with the broader environment – around 
how to communicate and present evidence, use evidence to influence 
decisions, understand the needs of evidence users or negotiate for 
resources. Working in parallel through a ‘top down, bottom up’ approach 
may help ensure that wider ‘top down’ incentives to adopt new ways of 
working are in place, so that people reached through ‘bottom up’ training 
approaches actually use their new skills. 

▪ Follow the principles of adult learning theory when designing activities. 
See Spotlight 2 for more details. This includes ensuring training is closely 
targeted to those who can apply it, is directly relevant to their day-to-day 
work, and that trainees have immediate opportunities to apply their skills. 
This also suggests going beyond one-off training to provide follow-up and 
on-the-job support to help trainees use and embed their skills over time. 
Ensure training is practical and participatory, using local case studies or 
live policy examples, and that facilitators are knowledgeable, patient and 
confident, and understand the specific sector as well as the broader 
national context. Making training participatory is not always easy in 
contexts where training is typically fairly didactic, and may require 
significant capacity support to local trainers. 

4. When seeking 
to catalyse a 
‘critical mass’… 

 

▪ Consider how to create incentives and harness resources for cascading. 
For trainees to share their new EIPM skills there need to be organisational 
incentives to use evidence, and senior management needs to be 
sufficiently engaged to give time, resources and support to trainees to 
share their learning with colleagues. 

▪ Building in an explicit ‘training of trainers’ strategy, supported by a 
‘clustering’ approach, may help trainees develop the social connections 
to provide mutual support. There is limited evidence on this from BCURE, 
but some suggestion that clustering a group of trainees within the same 
unit may allow them to act as a ‘focal point’ for promoting new 
behaviours. 
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5. When aiming to 
showcase the 
value of evidence 
through policy 
pilots or evidence 
tools… 

 

▪ Identify a recognised policy problem, so that an evidence-informed 
approach can be showcased while meeting priority policy objectives. 
This may be a contested policy problem which could benefit from an 
evidence-based analysis involving key stakeholders, or a recognised 
problem in service delivery that a data tool could help address. 

▪ Seek to capitalise on existing work and partnerships, identify allies, and 
leverage external resources. For example, previous research and 
collaborations might provide an entry point. Opportunities may not 
present themselves immediately, but rather emerge over time as 
relationships and trust are established through earlier activities. 

▪ Ensure the right people are involved from within and outside 
government. High-level support is essential to the success of the process, 
ensuring that activities are given priority, as they require significant time 
and cooperation. Technical working groups require the right mix of 
technical and academic stakeholders, alongside senior managers with 
sufficient authority to underscore commitment to the process, but not so 
senior to engage in hands-on work. 

▪ Provide flexible, responsive, hands-on support to ‘co-produce’ policies 
and tools, rather than having external consultants develop them. Co-
production requires staff with strong technical and interpersonal skills, 
including responsiveness and commitment, ‘going above and beyond’ to 
support the process, follow-up on tasks, coordinate, and ‘push things 
along’ to ensure things get done; all underpinned by a practical 
understanding of policymaking processes and local realities, alongside the 
ability to convene stakeholders and the credibility to negotiate priorities 
between different groups. 

▪ Synergise with other programme activities. A ‘co-production’ approach 
should provide opportunities for the officials involved to develop or 
deepen their skills in accessing, appraising and applying evidence, helping 
to embed the learning from EIPM training courses through ‘on-the-job’ 
learning. There may also be opportunities to produce or pilot guidelines or 
other evidence tools as part of the process. 

▪ Remain alert as to how a new tool may affect incentives, positive or 
negative, to use evidence. Just because good quality tools are there does 
not mean they will be used, especially when there are powerful incentives 
to make decisions based on factors other than data. It is important to be 
aware of where evidence and data may challenge the status quo, disrupt 
practices that could lead to personal gain, or put an individual’s role in 
jeopardy by highlighting inefficiencies. 

6. When 
attempting to 
promote the 
longer-term 
adoption of 
reforms into 
government 
systems… 

▪ Be clear from the design phase what the ultimate goal is. The aim should 
not be to simply successfully trial a new process, tool or practice, but to 
promote its formal adoption at an organisational level, and ensure it is 
supported, resourced and incentivised by senior managers – in order for 
this in turn to continue catalysing, deepening and incentivising individual-
level change. 
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 ▪ Link activities to ongoing government initiatives and resources which 
may provide opportunities for adoption and scaling. To move beyond 
interesting and ‘nice to have’ examples of how evidence may be used to 
greater effect in decision making, activities should be linked into wider 
initiatives for reform and, ideally, engage partners with further networks 
and resources available to them to facilitate the adoption and scale-up of 
pilot initiatives. 

▪ Explicitly identify the political economy risks that might skew genuine 
change into isomorphic mimicry, and aim to continuously manage this 
risk every step of the way. ‘Genuine’ adoption requires ongoing 
government ownership and resources to be catalysed beyond the project, 
as high-level incentives shift and new opportunities rise and fall in 
dynamic political environments. 
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